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PREFACE 

This project has evaluated the effects of both enforcing the occupant restraint laws in local 
conununities of Pennsylvania and providing public information and education about these laws and 
about the use and proper use of child safety seats for toddlers. 

The authors wish to thank many individuals and organizations for their time and effort. The 
authors would like first to express their appreciation to the Tredyffrin, Haverford, and Abington 
Township Police Departments for their cooperation and their willingness to participate in the project. 

Thanks also go to the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Center for Highway Safety and 
affiliated child passenger safety organizations, which assisted in project activities and helped acquire 
project material, supplies, and mini-grant funds. The organizations include: The Pennsylvania 
Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics; Traffic Injury Prevention Project, formerly PA 
Child Passenger Safety Project; Chester and Delaware County Comprehensive Highway Safety 
Project; Montgomery County Health Department; PennDOT District Corridor Safety Program; and 
PA Volunteers for Highway Safety. Keystone Safety Belt Network (Traffic Safety Now, Inc.) also 
assisted in many activities of the project, especially police training. 

Thanks are also in order for all of the community groups that participated in the success of this 
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EXECUTIVE SY 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the fact that the national child safety seat (CSS) usage rate for children under the age of 5 
has reached over 80 percent, unrestrained children still represent two-thirds of all crash fatalities in 
this age category (USDOT/NHTSA, 1990). In addition, many young children, especially toddlers 
(ages 1 to 5), are still riding in motor vehicles without properly installed or properly used CSSs 
(Ziegler, 1989). Since misuse of CSSs cuts the safety effectiveness against severe and fatal injuries 
by about half, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has sponsored projects 
to promote use and proper use of CSS for these toddlers. NHTSA believes that the use of CSSs will 
decline unless child passenger safety laws receive strong enforcement. Experience with safety belt. 
(SB) legislation in both the United States and foreign -countries'has indicated that enforcement, when 
combined with public education, is critical in keeping occupant restraint (OR) usage rates high. 

BACKGROUND 

Past studies have shown that proper CSS usage rates have remained much lower than general CSS 
usage rates. Cynecki and Goryl (1984) found only 35 percent proper use for about 1,000 safety seats 
observed in a 10-city study at fast-food restaurants. However, about 22 percent of the sample was 
based on misuse of CSSs with tether straps, which have now been discontinued. 

From 1983 to 1988, NHTSA measured proper CSS use in conjunction with its nationwide 
observation studies. From observing CSS use in vehicles stopped in traffic and at curbside and from 
looking at seat installation in unoccupied cars in parking lots of shopping centers, NHTSA estimated 
the percentage of children who were fully protected. For 1988, the last year that observation data 
(over 1,000 young children) were collected, NHTSA estimated that 56 percent of children in cars 
were "fully" protected (Ziegler, 1989). This percentage represented an increase from 11 percent only 
5 years earlier. However, the NHTSA data have drawbacks. The methodology used in computing 
fully protected usage rates assumed that the drivers of the parked vehicles with properly installed . 
CSSs actually put their children in these seats and fastened the seats' harnesses correctly. Thus, the 
estimated proper use rate was probably higher than the true rate. 

"Full protection" for young children is best defined in the American Academy of Pediatrics' 
(AAP's) recommenduions for proper use, which includes criteria for selection of seat, direction of 
seat, harness/shield installation, SB routing and connection. Infants (up to 1 and/or under 20 pounds) 
are to be facing rearward in an infant or convertible seat. Toddlers (from age I 'to about age 5 and/or 
between 20 and 40 pounds) are to be facing forward in a convertible seat. Toddlers over 40 pounds 
and up to 70 pounds should be facing forward and placed in a booster seat. 

Over the last 15 years, numerous research studies and demonstration projects have evaluated the 
effectiveness of interventions, activities, and projects that promote use and proper use of CSSs. 
These projects studied the effects of legislation (Hatfield et al., 1986; Heathington, Philpot, and 
Perry, 1982; Hletko, 1983; Perry at al., 1980; Wagenaar, 1984; and Williams and Wells, 1981), 
education (Chang et al., 1989; Hall and Council, 1979; Hletko et al., 1983; Reisinger et al., 1981; 
and Reisinger and Wil liams, 1978), and combined education and enforcement (Agent, 1983; Post, 
1984; Post, 1986; and Prism, 1989) interventions. Using these studies, researchers have concluded 
that the most effective projects require long-term police commitment to enforcement, as well as 



publicity about the enforcement and educational issues concerning the safety benefits and usage of 
ORs. 

The goals of this study were to determine whether combining enforcement and education with the 
most current research recommendations for conducting effective community OR projects could 
significantly: 

(1)	 Increase OR use for 111 infants and young children, especially those from age 1 to age 
5, preferably with toddler or convertible seats (or at least SBs in the back seat, as 
required by Pennsylvania law, from age 1 to age 4). 

(2)	 Extend the use of toddler or convertible safety seats to the minimum recommended

standards (approximately 20 pounds to 40 pounds or up to age 5), in the back seat

where, by law, only an SB is required.


(3)	 Foster "full protection" and proper use. of appropriate CSSs for children age 1 to age 5 
for all trips, including local, short-distance rides. 

These projects would operate witho external funding (i.e., Government, Federal, or State) and 
demonstrate to police and other community .groups that child passenger safety projects can be 
successfully conducted within community resources. 

41 
Intervention goals for the local police enforcement effort would include: 

•	 Training for selected trainers, using NHTSA's Occupant Protection, Usage, and

Enforcement (OPUE) program.


•	 In-house OPUE training for all officers. 
•	 Police SB policy. 
•	 Active enforcement (written warnings.and citations) of CSS and SB laws using -routine 

and selective methods. 
•	 Roll-call reminders. 
•	 Active participation in education projects in the day-care centers, schools, and


community.


Intervention goals for the two police departments' public information and education (PI&E) effort 
would include: 

Press conferences. 
•	 Periodic press releases and local newspaper coverage. 
•	 Community and school/day-care programs. . 
•	 Extensive distribution of material, especially at holidays and other special events. 
•	 CSS inspection clinics. 

The PI&E effort would promote the following messages: 

•	 Increase CSS use overall. 
•	 Extend CSS use by older toddlers. 
•	 Foster "full protection" beyond state law minimums. 
•	 Foster CSS uses for all trips, including short ones. 
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Besides these police efforts, community and state-affiliated county-wide highway safety groups 
would also participate in the program. Their efforts would include: 

•	 Literature, brochures, posters, stickers, and other material distributed to the police 
(e.g., enforcement cards) for distribution at events. 
Literature at target audience locations (fast-food restaurants, day-care centers, libraries, 
retail stores) and events. 

•	 Guidance for police press releases and events.

CSS inspection clinics with the police.


RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGIES 

The evaluation design included a pretest, posttest control group. A comparison site was a special 
design feature used, instead of random assignment. The evaluation design was based on one 
intervention phase, an assessment of the interventions at two sites, and the use of a comparison 
(control) site. The statistical methodology involved computing differences in proportions, then 
determining the associated confidence intervals. The hypothesis for the evaluation design was that 
exposure to enforcement and PI&E interventions would increase the following: 

•	 Use of restraints for all infants and toddlers. 
•	 Use and proper use of CSSs by toddlers. 
•	 Use of SBs by residents. 
•	 Compliance with Pennsylvania's CSS law. 
•	 Knowledge about Pennsylvania's CSS and SB laws and proper use of toddler seats. 
•	 Perception about the police enforcing the OR laws. 
•	 Self-reported proper use of CSSs. 

An administrative evaluation effort was also conducted. Staff interviewed community police and 
other representatives to identify lessons learned in the success and failure of carrying out specific 
intervention activities. 

The intended plan was to conduct observations of restraint use characteristics and ask drivers to 
answer questions about restraint use at every community shopping center at the two test sites plus the 
comparison site. However, the contractor was not granted permission to conduct observations and 
ask questions of property owners at every shopping center. A total of six observation sites (two per 
community) were- selected for the data collection effort. 

Use and proper use of child restraints were recorded by observing drivers who transported young 
children to community shopping centers. Field observers (working in teams of two) observed 
shoulder belt use of the drivers as they parked. When the driver came to a complete stop in a 
parking space, both field observers approached the vehicle; one field observer•asked the driver some 
demographic and program queries while the other one observed the restraint system characteristics 
(position of child in restraint, presence of restraints, harness position, and crotch belt fastening). 
Once the driver and children left the vehicle, a field observer determined the SB routing on the CSS. 
Shoulder belt use data were also collected from the general public entering the shopping centers. 

Observations were conducted during daylight hours, daily for 8 to 10 weeks during shopping 
center hours. Pre-intervention data were collected primarily from October to December 1990; and 
post-intervention data were collected primarily from October to December 1991. 
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Observers recorded time/date of observation, gender of driver, age of children, driver-reported 
weight of children, driver-reported trip behavior (time and distance from last stop), residency and zip 
code, position of children in vehicle, type of restraint (none, SB, CSS), full protection characteristics 
(CSS in proper position, harness in place, SB properly routed), driver restraint use, and type of 
vehicle. 

Driver query information recorded included knowledge of Pennsylvania's OR laws, perception of 
OR enforcement in community, attitudes toward OR enforcement, self-reported proper CSS use 
behavior, and awareness of CSS issues in community. 

Field personnel participated in extensive training. The process involved classroom instructions on 
use and proper use characteristics of all types of child restraints (presented by AAP staff), a review of 
data collection policies and procedures, a review of NHTSA's "Guidelines for Observing CSS Use" 
(Ziegler 1987), field observation practice in a parking lot, and a full day of practice at a shopping 
center with real subjects. Coordinators worked with field personnel to assure accuracy and reliability 
of data collected and to discuss problems and difficulties in the data collection process. 

Other senior staff were involved with interviewing police and community representatives for the 
administrative evaluation. 

SITES 

Contract funding allocated to the evaluation effort accommodated two communities conducting the 
intervention projects and one community participating as a comparison site, which did n1 conduct 
any additional OR enforcement effort or any PI&E related to child passenger and occupant protection 
safety issues. The comparison site used in the study helped support statistical inference by 
representing what might have occurred in the test sites in the absence of the intervention program. If 
intervention sites showed statistically significant increases in CSS use and proper use, plus SB use, 
whereas the comparison site did not, stronger claims could be made about the effects of the 
interventions. 

Candidate. test communities were selected based on willingness of local police, community 
groups, and both local and regional state-affiliated highway safety groups supporting the goals of the 
project and agreeing to conduct intervention activities. The police had to believe in the importance of 
OR law enforcement and the benefits of promoting child passenger and occupant.safety. In addition, 
they had to be willing to participate in the PI&E project and assist in documenting their involvement 
in the project. Community groups also had to believe in the importance of the OR enforcement 
project and want to participate in PI&E activities and data collection assignments. Support and 
assistance were also required from the local or regional Pennsylvania Department of Transportation . Q 
(PennDOT) highway safety and child passenger safety groups. Site selection involved an extensive 
recruitment process involving letters to police departments, follow-up telephone calls, personal visits, 
and follow-up visits to best candidate police departments. 

Tredyffrin Township (Chester County) and Haverford Township (Delaware County) were the 
communities selected for the intervention project. Abington Township (Montgomery County) was 
selected as the comparison site. All three communities are located in suburbs of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. They are all midsize communities, ranging from about 30,000 to 55,000 in population. 
The 1987 per capita incomes of these communities fall within the middle range for all boroughs, 
cities, and townships in the Commonwealth (Pennsylvania State Data Center, 1990). 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

The project began with police instructors from both Tredyffrin and Haverford receiving 21k days 
of training using NHTSA's OPUE program at the state police academy in Harrisburg in December 
1990. State police and the Keystone Safety Belt Network (KSBN) of Traffic Safety Now, Inc. 
presented the program. The enforcement intervention activities (see Table 1) were in full swing by 
March 1991 and continued through the end of the year. The police in Tredyffrin and Haverford 
Townships conducted primarily routine enforcement, along with some selective enforcement efforts 
and publicized summer holiday safety campaigns. They made over 700 OR "contacts" (written 
Warnings and citations) during the program. In Tredyffrin, 10.7 percent of the total citations and 
20.9 percent of the total moving "point" citations were OR "contacts." In Haverford, 2.9 percent of 
the total citations and 9.9 percent of the total moving "point" citations were OR "contacts" (see Table 
1). In Abington, the police did not conduct training and did not actively enforce the OR laws, as 
agreed for purposes of the study, before or during the project. From the pre-intervention to post-
intervention period, the police gave out only two SB citations for over 8,000 total citations 
(0.03 percent of total citations). Thus, the comparison site basically had no OR enforcement effort. 

Table 1. Police enforcement activities. 

Activities Tredyffrin Haverford 

OR Total "Contacts" 577 146 

- SB Citations 184 9 

- SB Written Warn ings 351 121, 

- CSS Citations 36 5 

- CSS Written Warnings 6 11 

OR "Contacts" per Total Moving Violation Citations, % 20.9% 9.9% 

OR "Contacts" per Total Citations, % 10.7% 2;9% 

Enforcement Blitzes and Checkpoints 3 12 

Both Tredyffrin and Haverford police departments-actively participated in the PI&E component of 
the project. No activities were conducted in Abington before or during the project. Their efforts 
concentrated on educating the public and children through the use of press conferences, press 
releases, educational programs at day-care centers and schools, promotional events, displays and 
setups at shopping centers, and CSS inspection clinics. Table 2 lists the PI&E activities conducted as 
part of the intervention project in both test communities. 
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Table 2. Police and. community PI&E activities. 

Police Activities Tredyirin Haverford 

Articles Published (from press releases) 6 12 

Elementary/Middle School Visits 5 11 

Lecture Programs (buainess/community groups) 72 hours 16 hours 

Exhibits/Display Booths (at events, sidewalk sales) - 37 hours 30 hours 

Educational Material Distributed 
Fact Sheets 7,000 . 7,000 
Brochures 1,000 1,000 

Promotional Items Distributed 
Teddy Bears 300. 1,300 
Pins 500 750 
Stickers 5,000 5,000 

'Vince & Larry': Buckle-Up Puppets Distributed 1,000 1,000 

Media (TV) 1 0 

CSS Clinics 0 2 

Project Purchases (through PennDOT min-grants) 3 CSS Vince and Larry crash. 
Video equipment rental teat dummy costumes 

Community Activities 

Educational Material Distributed (packets) 2,500 700 

Display Racks in Department Stores, L ibrarieh, Day-Care 13 11 
Centers 

*Radio and television coverage was not used to avoid 'ioterv =nomination- in the comparison site.
However, state and national media public service announcements were occasionally broadcast throughout the 
Philadelphia metropolitan area during the intervention period. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Observations of 4,562 drivers with young passengers and 5,859, young children were analyzed 
during the pre-intervention and post-intervention periods. These individuals were residents of the test 
and comparison site townships and the surrounding townships. In both pre-and post-intervention 
periods, the majority of the drivers were under age 39 (over 85 percent), were female (over 
85 percent), and traveled less than 10 minutes (about 72 percent) and drove less than 3 miles (about 
64 percent) from their last stop to the shopping centers where they were observed. In addition, many 
drivers reported that they frequently visited these shopping centers. About 75 percent of the drivers, 
across sites and periods, visited the'observed shopping center more than once a week. The majority 
were observed in passenger cars, station, wagons, or minivans. 

. Observed restraint use by the general public significantly improved after the intervention 
programs in the two test communities. Tredyffrin and Haverford's SB usage among the general 
public (drivers without young passengers) significantly improved after the intervention periods, 
whereas the comparison site dropped. Observed restraint use of drivers (with young passengers) also 
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improved in the test site communities, but not significantly. However, both test sites improved more 
than the comparison site (Abington). Drivers (with young passengers) had. a much higher rate of SB 
usage than the general public in all three communities both before and after the projects. 

- Observed CSS use for toddlers significantly improved after the intervention projects in both test 
site communities. CSS use in the comparison site actually went down from the baseline rate. 
Observed CSS use for infants was very high (above 97 percent) in all communities before and after 
the projects. Table 3 identifies CSS use rates for both toddlers and infants. Observed full protection 
for toddlers also showed significant improvement in both test sites. The comparison site levels 
dropped from the baseline. (See Table 4.) In addition, observed parent compliance with the CSS 
laws for toddlers in Pennsylvania improved after the intervention programs in both test sites; 
however, only Haverford showed significant improvement. (See Table 5.) 

Table 3. Child safety seat use percentage for children 
under age 5, by community and survey period. 

CSS Use Percentage Point 
Community Pre-intervention Post-intervention 

Difference 

Tredyffria % CSS use 71.8 76.8 +5.0* 
(Total N) (703) (637) 

-Toddlers 
Haverford % CSS use 60.9 71.4 +10.5* (Ages 1 

(Total N) (949) (884) to 5) 

Abington t % CSS use 67.8 63.7 -4.1 
(Total N) (743) (433) 

Tredyffrin % CSS use 97.8 99.0 + 1.2 
(Total N) (134) (102) 

Infants 
Haverford % CSS use 98.1 99.3 +1.2 (Birth to 

(Total N) (108) (145) 

Abington t % CSS use 99.1 97.6 -1.5 
(Total N) (113) (84) 

L 

*Significant at 95% level of confidence. 
Comparison site. 
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Table 4. Percentage of "fully protected" toddlers (ages 1 to 5), 
by community and 'survey period. 

Pre- Post- Percentage Point Community 
intervention intervention Difference 

% fully protected 67.0 72.8 Tredyffrin	 +5.8*(Total N) " (703) (637) 

fully protected Haverford ^.0 + 11 . 8*(949) (884 

fully N) protectedAbingtont ( otal -4.3(743 ) (4	33) 

*Significant at 95% level of confidence.

tComparison site.

*AAP recommended guidelines.


Table S. Percentage of toddlers restrained in compliance 
with CSS laws$ of Pennsylvania. 

Pre- Post- • Percentage Point Community 
intervention intervention Difference 

% in compliance 90.1 92.0 Tredyfftin	 + 1 .9(Total N) (574) (526). 

% in compliance 80.1 90.0 Haverford	 +9.9*(Total N) (764) (723) 

compliance* 86.2 85.8 Abingtont (̀ -0.4T ttal (617) (330) 

*Significant at 95% level of confidence.

tComparison site..

tChildren from birth to age 1 in CSS; children ages 1 to 4 in CSS in front seat,

but may be in SB in back seat; children ages 4 to 5 may be in an SB.


Drivers (with young passengers) showed change in responses on topics of knowledge of 
Pennsylvania's CSS law, perception of local enforcement of OR laws, and self-reported behavior on 
proper use of CSS. With the exception of knowledge of the CSS laws, significant "improvements were 
found after project interventions. Specific knowledge about the age requirements for CSS use in the 
back seat, as specified in the law, showed little change in all test and comparison sites before and 
after project interventions. Drivers of young children in both test site communities showed significant 
improvement in perception of enforcement of the OR laws in these communities. Tredyffrin and 
Haverford drivers of young children improved in their "very likely" or "somewhat likely" perception 
of getting a CSS citation. Abington (comparison site) drivers did not improve in this area; in fact, 
their level of perception dropped. Similarly, Tredyffrin and Haverford drivers improved in their 
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"very likely" or "somewhat likely" perception of getting an SB citation: Again, Abington 
(comparison site) drivers' level of perception dropped., Drivers of young passengers in Tredyffrin 
improved significantly in responding that they "always" put their children in CSSs properly. Driver 
response in Haverford for the same question showed little change. In Abington (comparison site), the 
"always" responses of drivers dropped. 

Analysis of data revealed that drivers with young passengers were primarily women doing routine 
grocery and other shopping chores. Travel patterns indicated that most of the drivers with young 
passengers lived near the shopping centers and represented community residents. Reported residence 
and zip code data confirmed that the observed sample represented. community residents, who were 
more likely to be exposed to programs conducted throughout the intervention period. 

Results of the study showed significant improvements in restraint use by the general public and 
improvements in restraint use by drivers with young children. National restraint usage rates 
improved only slightly, from 53 percent to 55 percent, between the spring and fall of 1991 (NHTSA, 
1991), which was the. period of the intervention projects. The restraint usage rates improved over 
6 and 9 percentage points in the two test communities and went down 2 percentage points in the 
comparison site, indicating a strong probability of being influenced by the intervention. On the other 
hand, even though the restraint usage rate of drivers with young children improved, it was not a 
statistically significant improvement, their rates started much higher, and they probably could not 
significantly improve theivusage level with current program resources. (Tredyffrin's baseline SB 
usage rate improved from about 85 percent to 88 percent and Haverford improved from about 
71 percent to 79 percent.) The field workers found that drivers with young children had much higher 
restraint use (post-intervention-85 percent, 79 percent, and 64 percent [comparison site]) than drivers 
without children in their vehicles (post-intervention-57 percent, 50 percent, and 46 percent 
[comparison site]). This "parental" characteristic was also evident in the relationship between drivers 
restrained and their children restrained. When drivers were observed in.restraints, 97 percent of the 
toddlers were found to be in either a CSS or SB. However, when drivers were not in restraints, only 
69 percent of the toddlers were in either type of restraint. 

Even though Tredyffrin had higher enforcement contact levels than Haverford, all of the press 
releases in both test communities mentioned the enforcement component and CSS laws; some articles 
mentioned counts on the numbers of tickets and warnings given for OR violations. Thus, press 
coverage on enforcement may have been instrumental in increasing perception of enforcement in these 
communities, maybe even more important than the enforcement activities themselves. In addition, 
driver response to "always" .properly using a CSS improved in both test communities. However, only 
Tredyffrin drivers showed significant improvement to the "always use CSS" response. Again, 
increased !perception of a ticket-whether drivers believe that the police are knowledgeable on proper 
use compared with use-and awareness from PI&E intervention activities may have had enough 
influence for drivers with young passengers. to report that they always use a CSS properly. Even if 
drivers falsified their responses, knowing what the correct response should be (i.e., "always" properly 
use a CSS) implies that their awareness of the correct response comes from project exposure. 

Haverford showed more improvements than Tredyffrin in the measures of SB use by drivers with 
young children, CSS use and proper use for toddlers, and restraint use for older children (ages 5 to 
9-data not presented). However, baseline SB and CSS use rates were much lower (10 percentage 
points) in Haverford, suggesting that this community has a lot of room for improvement. In addition, 
even though both test communities provided enforcement and PI&E activities throughout the 
intervention period, the level of effort, the complexity, and the mix of activities in each community 
make it difficult to determine which intervention elements in each community most strongly 
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influenced behavior. Tredyffrin conducted a stronger enforcement effort with more staff training, 
higher police SB use (100 percent), and much higher numbers of written warnings and citations (3 
times as many "contacts"). Its PI&E effort was active and was complete with kickoff events, press 
coverage, community display events, projects for the business and civic community, and even TV 
news coverage. However, Haverford's PI&E effort was more intensive. The community had more 
press coverage (twice as many newspaper articles) and a more comprehensive school/day-care 
education project, distributed more material at special events and during holidays, and even utilized 
outdoor signing at major roads in the township. Their enforcement effort was much lower, but they 
utilized more high-exposure, selective enforcement measures. They conducted training, but did not 
provide refresher training as Tredyffrin did, and their SB use was 87 percent. However, despite the 
different "mix" of enforcement and PI&E intervention activities in each community, significant 
improvements were evident in the key measures of CSS use and "full protection" rates among 
toddlers and SB use of the general public. Also, significant results were found in terms of driver 
perception of enforcement of the OR laws and driver acknowledgment of "always" using a CSS 
properly. Drivers with young children also improved in SB use and in their compliance with the OR 
laws of Pennsylvania. 

The results suggest that CSS use and proper use, as well as OR use in communities improved 
through: 

•	 Moderate and intense levels of OR enforcement (including written warnings as well as 
citations for both CSS and SB violations). 

•	 A comprehensive PI&E program (including frequent press newspaper coverage). 
•	 Public events (including CSS inspection clinics). 
•	 An education program directed at schools and day-care :centers and the civic and 

business community. 

PROJECT ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION 

An administrative evaluation looked at the project's management direction, activities, and unique 
characteristics. It was felt that police could have provided closer supervision and more enforcement 
.of SB and CSS laws to reach an even higher level of community SB and CSS use- and proper use. 
Police had little difficulty following most of the model OR enforcement policy guidelines. Police 
were convinced that the SB law had to be a primary offense for enforcement levels to increase. 
Police needed assistance in maintaining PI&E activity level, especially press releases and distribution 
of material. Police could not be expected to conduct CSS inspection clinics alone. CSS advocacy 
groups would need to take the lead in conducting these clinics.. However, police presence was 
important. Police needed greater awareness of promotional material provided by State 
Transportation departments. States would have to pass stronger OR enforcement laws to gain 
credibility needed for motivating police to enforce these laws. Communities could assist police in 
many PI&E activities, especially writing press releases, distributing. project material, and conducting 
SB and CSS usage surveys. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

While the project results are promising, these communities still have room for improvement in 
CSS use (77 percent and 71 percent) and proper use (73 percent and 69 percent) among toddlers and, 
as suspected, throughout the nation. (Future research needs to address the current usage and proper 
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usage rates of CSS across the nation.) The SB use improved in these communities (58 percent and 
50 percent) as well as throughout the state and nation. As of the fall of 1992, Pennsylvania's SB use 
average was 60 percent (PennDOT, 1992), and the national average by the end of December 1992 
was 62 percent (Brownlee, 1993). 

Future directions recommended for states seeking new ways to promote OR enforcement among 
community police departments include the following: 

• Establish primary SB laws.
• Establish comprehensive OR enforcement curriculum in State police academy projects 

for new police recruits. 
• Implement fine-only costs to secondary SB.laws. 
• Implement stronger "full protection" CSS laws. 

Print OR citation category on the standard traffic. citation form. 
• Recognize community OR projects that involve a strong enforcement component. 
• Conduct in-person meetings with community police chiefs and traffic safety patrol 

supervisors to promote the State enforcement and OR usage goals. 
• Continue. statewide PI&E programs, using local and county-wide highway safety groups 

to assist local police with project components, especially the following: 
- Distributing educational material. 
- Conducting CSS inspection clinics. 
- Assisting in community safety events. 
- Monitoring project effectiveness. 

For local police to successfully promote and increase use and proper use of CSS and other 
restraints in their, communities, commitment must come from top command-an essential aspect in 
promoting project implementation. The project should include: 

• Comprehensive training projects using established curriculum, SB policy with 
compliance measures, motivational techniques (such as roll-call reminders and 
enforcement cards) for enforcement, and an active OR enforcement and PI&E effort. 

• Dedicated traffic enforcement units.

•
 Realistic OR enforcement goals that are within reach of community police resources. 
• Selective and routine OR enforcement techniques that are used and integrated into


normal police activities.

PI&E programs that include:

- 1i formation on OR laws, including fines and cost.. 
- Enforcement activity in the community. 
- Distribution of educational material on CSS use and proper use for infants, 

toddlers, and other children, as well as general SB protection for the entire 
community; including schools and day-care centers. 

- Periodic evaluation of program effectiveness and recognition of police effort.. 

Community groups, interested in OR protection can work with police in developing and 
conducting projects. These groups can promote resident awareness, draft press releases, distribute 
information, and volunteer time for field surveys. 

In the research presented in this paper and the.research and demonstration projects conducted 
over the last decade, the evidence points to enforcement of the OR laws combined with a strong PI&E 
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effort for improving SB and CSS use. Questions remain concerning how much enforcement is 
required to increase CSS use and proper use as well as all other types of OR use. 

•	 How much PI&E is required, and what is the appropriate mix of enforcement and 
PI&E? Since most misusers already know they are not properly restraining their young 
passengers, how should current PI&E be revised to correct errors more effectively? 
Row should PI&E persuasively emphasize enforcement and its consequences? 

•	 How long does the project need to continue, and is a constant level of "routine" 
intervention needed to keep OR usage up? 

•	 What additional resources would it take to reach beyond nationally desired SB and CSS 
usage rates? 

. Other questions concern what levels of OR "contacts" are necessary to improve or maintain 
restraint and CSS usage levels. 

Is it 5 percent, 10 percent, or 20 percent of the total enforcement "contacts" in the 
community or jurisdiction? 

•	 Should warnings be considered an acceptable substitute for. citations, i.e. as effective in 
motivating desired changes in drivers' safety behavior? 

• Do selective enforcement methods work better than routine patrol methods?

•
 Can community police be expected to set the same OR enforcement goals as State


police?

Can police be expected to determine misuse characteristics of CSSs?


In addition, another study should investigate and compare the relationship and effects of 
enforcement in states with secondarySB laws versus states with primary laws. The community police 
reported that the extra costs associated with the secondary citation, combined with the costs of the 
primary-violation conviction, inhibit them from ticketing, and thus they opt for warnings. The 
community police have also reported that states with a secondary law for SBs are sending a message 
that the law is not important enough for the states to make it a primary law. Thus, the local police 
claimed they were not sufficiently trained or motivated to treat the SB law as a high-priority 
enforcement objective. 
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I. INTRODUCTION


The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) brings a strong commitment to 
increased use and proper use of child safety seats (CSSs) throughout the nation, because CSSs have an 
impressive record of saving lives and preventing fatalities. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

.the national CSS use rate for infants' and toddlers2 surpassed 80 percent. However, unrestrained 
children under age 5 still represented two-thirds of all crash fatalities (614) in that age category 
(NHTSA, 1990). 

The most recent national estimate of young children fully protected' is only about 56 percent 
nationwide (Ziegler, 1989). Many young children, especially toddlers, are still riding in motor 
vehicles without properly installed or properly used CSSs. The most common misuses include seats 
improperly fastened into the seat of the car, children not occupying the seat of the car, children 
improperly fastened into the seats, and seats facing the wrong direction. Since misuse of CSSs cuts 
the safety effectiveness against severe and fatal injuries by. about half, NHTSA sought out 
demonstration, projects that would promote and increase proper CSS use for full protection of these 
young children, as well as promote CSS use in general. 

Nh £SA is convinced that the use of CSSs will decline unless child passenger safety laws receive. 
strong enforcement. Experience with safety belt (SB) legislation in both the United States and foreign 
countries indicates that enforcement, when combined with publicity, is critical in keeping occupant 
restraint (OR) usage rates high. With these facts in mind, NHTSA has supported research to evaluate 
demonstration projects that have the long-term potential to improve CSS use and proper use (among a 
large proportion of drivers of young children, especially toddlers). 

This project relied heavily on the police as enforcers and educators of CSS and SB laws and 
community players as educators on proper use of CSSs. The demonstration projects used the most 
current methods and trends in improving occupant protection for young children. Elements of the 
project included police enforcement, with ticketing and warnings on all OR laws (CSS and SB), 
combined with a public information and education (PI&E) project that stressed the enforcement 
component of the project, use and proper use of CSSs for all young children, and targeted child 
passenger safety messages geared to toddlers. In addition, general SB messages would be used for all 
community residents, especially parents with young children, since research supports the correlation 
between CSS use and driver SB use (Hletko, 1983; Wagenaar, 1988; Russell and Brackbill, 1992). 
The projects were conducted without the benefit of Federal government funding for police salaries, to 
demonstrate to police and other community groups that they can replicate these child passenger safety 
projects within their routine operations and own resources. It is hoped that they will encourage other 
police and community groups to. participate in child passenger and SB projects. 

Young children under 1 year of age and under 20 pounds. 

2 Young children between the age of 1 and 5 and between 20 and 40 pounds. • 

NHTSA defined "full protection" in this 1989 study in which researchers observed children in 
moving vehicles. They counted the children facing the proper direction and harnessed in their 
safety seats and multiplied this number by the percentage of safety seats installed properly in 
vehicles observed in parking lots. 
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The specific project goals were: 

(1)	 Increase OR use for AU infants and young children, especially those from.

age I to age 5, preferably with. toddler or convertible seats (or at least

SBs in the back seat, as required by Pennsylvania law, from age 1 to age

4).


(2)	 Extend the use of toddler or convertible safety seats to the minimum

recommended standards (approximately 20 pounds to 40 pounds or up to

age 5), in the back seat where, .by Pennsylvania law, only an SB is

required.


(3)	 Foster "full protection" and proper use of appropriate CSSs for children

age 1 to age 5 for all trips, including local, short-distance rides.


Evaluating the effects of demonstration project activities consisted of analyzing data collected during 
pre- and post-intervention phases from observations of the use and proper use of CSSs and SB's, and 
from responses to queries that interviewers asked drivers with young children. Another assignment 
was to conduct an administrative audit on police and community support. 

To reach the objectives of this project, researchers performed the following tasks-

0 Review existing literature and program. 
•	 Plan demonstration project. 
•	 Develop site support and implementation materials. 
•	 Collect and analyze baseline (pre-intervention) data. 
•	 Intervene. 
•	 Collect and analyze pre- and post-intervention data. 
•	 Conduct administrative audit and evaluation of intervention activities. 
•	 Prepare final report, executive summary. 
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2. BACKGROUND


This chapter presents characteristics of child safety seats (CSSs), occupant restraint (OR) laws and 
national usage rates, child passenger safety projects nationwide and local, a brief review of research 
studies and demonstration projects related to the subject, and the implications of past research and 
demonstration projects used for the project, approach and evaluation design effort of this project. 

CSS CHARACTERISTICS 

This section identifies the types of CSSs, their use and proper use, and the common misuses 
observed and reported. 

Seat Types 

The four general types of CSSs consist of infant, convertible, toddler,` and booster safety seats. 
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) provides guidelines for the proper,use of these seats. 
These guidelines revolve around the age and weight specifications of young children. 

Infant safety seats are for children from birth to about 9 to 12 months or up to 20 pounds. The 
infant oust be facing the rear of the car in a semi-reclining position. The seat is connected to the 
safety belt (SB), which comes across the front of the seat. 

Convertible safety. seats are for use from birth to about 40 pounds. The seat reclines and faces 
rearward in the infant position and holds infants up to 20 pounds. It converts to sit upright and face 
forward for the toddler position; it holds toddlers from 20 to 40 pounds. Seat conversion usually 
involves adjusting the shoulder straps and rerouting the vehicle SB. Manufacturers provide 
instructions for converting the seat. 

Toddler safety seats are for children from approximately 20 to 40 pounds and up.to about age 4 
or 5. Toddlers face forward only.. This type of seat is not commonly used anymore; its successor is 
the more conventional, convertible seat. 

Booster safety seats provide forward-impact protection for children who have outgrown 
convertible or toddler seats. A booster seat arrangement can incorporate the adult lap and shoulder 
'belt. If lap and shoulder belts are not available, the vehicle lap belt alone works in conjunction with 
a special safety harness or shield. Without the special harness or shield, 'a booster seat used with a 
lap belt does not provide adequate protection. Booster seats are for children between age 4 (40 
pounds) and age 8 (60 to 70 pounds) or as long as the child will fit. 

Figure 1 shows the four general types of CSSs. 

` Toddler-only seats are no longer manufactured. 
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infant toddler convertible booster

[Source: PA Traffic Injury Prevention Project (TIP?)]

Figure 1. Types of child safety seats.

AAP provides an annual shopping guide listing manufacturers and models of CSSs' that meet
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 213. The guide also provides harness type and adjustment,
information, special notes, and price range.

Proper Use

AAP recommendations' for proper use of CSSs by seat type, seat direction, SB installation, and
harness or shield are as follows:

• Seat Tvne
Infant seats are for young children under 20 pounds... Convertible seats are suitable for
both inf: nts and toddlers up to 40 pounds. Booster seats are primarily for young
children between 40 and 70 pounds.  *

 * 

• Seat Direction
Infants who weigh under 20 pounds, generally less than age 1, and cannot sit up well
should ride in either an infant car seat or a convertible car seat facing rearward. An
infant car seat must always face backward, regardless of the child's weight. With this
setup, the force from a crash falls across the infant's back and the neck cannot flex
forward. Toddlers over 20 pounds should face forward.

The.AAP also provides recommendations for correct CSS use for premature infants, small infants,
and young children with physical disabilities. These recommendations are not in this report.
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Figure 2. Harness, retainer, and crotch strap position of. a convertible seat.
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SB Installation
The way to route the vehicle SB through the car seat varies from model to model. Belt
routes for infant seats are usually across the front of the child. Convertible car seats
have different belt routes depending on whether they face forward or backward; booster
seats should never use only a lap belt. Depending on the model, a booster seat may
incorporate an auto lap and shoulder belt, and a harness supplied with an SB or a lap
belt is secured across a shield that covers the' child's body.

The SB should be tight. Testing the seat involves only pushing the car seat forward
and backward. The seat should not move. If it does move, the seat needs to be
pressed firmly into the auto seat cushion with the knee, then the belt tightened. If the
belt has a windup reel, the- webbing should feed back into the reel to take up,the slack.

 * 

For 3-point SB's, locking clips are the way to keep the web from slipping.

The buckle and latchplate of the belt should be on one side of the car seat, below the
frame or toward the middle of the car seat, between the sides of the frame, allowing
proper adjustment. If the buckle or latchplate lies just at the point where the belt must
bend around the frame or through the slot of the seat, the belt will not tighten properly.

Harness or Shield
This device holds the child in the car seat, and the vehicle' belt holds the seat in the car.
Both must be snugly attached to prevent injury. A belt that is routed across the top of
a car seat will not by itself protect 'the child. The harness or shield, or both, should
close securely around the baby on every trip.

The CSS restraining system must be adjustable (see Figure 2). The shoulder harness
W should go through the slots in the back of the seat, level with or just above the
shoulders. The harness webbing ® must lie flat (not twisted) and straps should be
snug. When adjusting or rethreading the harness, the webbing should double back
through a single adjustor slide attached to the frame. The crotch strap (3) should be kept
short. If a retainer strap Q or plastic clip is available, it should be level with the
child's armpits to keep the harness from slipping off the shoulders. Shields should fit
close to the child's body and always accompany a harness.
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Common Misuse

Figure 3 shows common misuses of CSSs observed by researchers and educators and
documented in the'literature.

SB routed through wrong place Harness not snug
SB not connected to seat SB not tight

Infant facing forward Harness not used

 * 

Figure 3. Common misuses of child safety seats.

Child Safety Seat Usage Rates

The National Highvray Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has sponsored child restraint
observational studies as part of periodic observation studies of SB use and motorcycle helmet use in
the 1980s. Observations focused on children (ages estimated by observers) in cars stopped at traffic
signals that control traffic entering and leaving shopping centers in 19 U.S. cities. The three
shopping centers selected in each city provided a mix of socioeconomic levels as well as sufficient
traffic flow and good vantage points for conducting observations. Although the data collected were
not statistically representative of all children. in cars in the United States, it provided a reliable
assessment of general trends in CSS use.

As of November.1991, NHTSA reported that infant seat use had reached 87 percent (n=893);
toddler and booster seat use had reached 82 percent (n=5,569). These percentages were a dramatic
increase from those reported. a decade ago, when infant seat use and toddler seat use were only 40



percent -and 19 percent, respectively. In the last few years ending in 1991, infant and toddler seat use 
has leveled off to around 80 to 85 percent, respectively. 

In the early 1980s, NHTSA sponsored a study to determine incidence and factors associated with 
CSS misuse. The study group collected data on CSS use, misuse, and factors associated with specific 
types of misuse, in 10 cities across the country at a fast food restaurant. They found only 35 percent 
proper use for about 1,000 safety seats observed. However, about 22 percent of the sample showed 
misuse of CSSs with tether straps, which have now been discontinued. Moreover, the need for a 
tether strap has been functionally eliminated by manufacturers. In addition, they found that misuse of 
toddler seats did not appear to be related to the age of the child. However, misuse of the seats 
occurred more often when-the driver was not belted (72 percent misuse) than when the driver was 
belted (51 percent misuse) (Cynecki and Goryl, 1984). 

Currently, NHTSA does not report misuse characteristics of'CSSs. However, from 1983 to 
1988, measures of "proper" and "fully protected" use were attempted in conjunction with the 
nationwide (19-city) observation studies (Bowman and Rounds, 1989). From observing CSS use in 
vehicles stopped in traffic and at curbside and from looking at seat installation in unoccupied cars in 
parking lots of shopping centers, NHTSA (Ziegler, 1989) computed the estimated percentage of 
children who were probably fully protected. For 1988,.the last year that data were computed, 
NHTSA,estimated that 55.8 percent of children in cars were probably "fully" protected.' This 
percents,, a represented an increase from 11 percent only 5 years earlier. However, the NHTSA data 
have drawbacks. The methodology used in computing "fully protected" usage rates assumes that the 
drivers of the parked vehicles with "properly installed" CSSs actually put their children in these seats 
and fastened the harnesses. Thus, the estimated "fully protected" rate was probably lower than 
56 percent. Nevertheless, this data provided NHTSA with a measure of the percentage of children 
who were "fully protected." 

The most recently collected data on proper CSS use come from Michigan (Streff and Molnar, 
1990). Data collected across the State in May 1990, on a sample of 253 children from birth to age 3 
(estimated), showed that 78.4 percent were restrained in a CSS, with 60.5 percent "correctly 
restrained." ("Correctly restrained" was not defined in the report.) 

Safety Belt (SB) Usage Rates 

NHTSA has also collected SB usage rates in 19 cities across the nation for about a decade. The 
last survey showed that the overall SB usage rate nationwide was 51 percent. For cities with state SB 
laws, the usage rate was 55 percent; and for cities without state SB laws, the usage rate was 35 
percent (NHTSA, November 1991). (Residents of states with SB laws show much higher compliance 
with SB use.) 

0 This estimation is based on the following computation: 
a = children in CSSs (percentage based on cars containing children during observation): 

83.5 percent 
b = children harnessed and facing proper direction in CSSs (percentages based on number 

of children observed in CSSs): 85.4 percent 
c = proper installation (percentage based on CSSs in unoccupied cars observed in parking 

lots): 78.2 percent 
d = b x c estimated overall proper CSS use: 66.8 percent


a x d = estimated fully protected children in cars: 55.8 percent
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LAWS AND PROGRAMS 

This section examines the OR laws for child passengers and adults in the United States; then 
briefly identifies child passenger safety projects, across the nation and in Pennsylvania, the state 
where the demonstration project was conducted. 

Occupant Restraint Laws 

All 50 states have passed primary laws requiring children under specified ages to be restrained in 
infant carriers, special CSSs, or, sometimes, regular adult SBs (IIHS, 1991). These laws cover 
children of specified ages in virtually all kinds of motor vehicles. In 16 states, the laws cover only 
children traveling in vehicles registered in the state. The majority of the states declare the driver of 
the vehicle responsible for the child. - Seven states hold only the parent, guardian, or owner of the 
vehicle responsible. 

For infants under 1 year of age, CSSs are required (in the front or back seat) in 48 states. 
However, for toddlers age 1 to age 5, CSS requirements vary by age and seat position. In 1992, 
40 States allowed children between age 1 and age 4 or 5 to wear adult SBs in the front, back, or 
both. 

Fine: for violating CSS laws vary across the states. However, 41 States have fines,ranging from 
$10 to $50. The remainder of the states have fines ranging mainly from $75 to $100, but some as 
high as $500. Court and other state costs may be added to the fine, depending on the State. Waivers 
from paying fines and costs may be allowed in some States if the-person fined provides proof of a 
CSS purchase. 

Pennsylvania has a child passenger safety law (primary enforcement section 4581 Al child 
restraints) (Figure 4) and a SB use law (secondary enforcement section 4581 A2 SB law). The child 
passenger safety law was initiated on November 1, 1983, and amended on November 23, 1987. 
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PRIMARY ENFORCEMENT SECTION 4581 Al CHILD RESTRAINTS 

1.	 All drivers transporting children from birth to age 4 are responsible to restrain those 
children in the appropriate restraint system. 

2.	 Infants from birth to age 1 must be in an approved child safety seat. The seat. may be in 
any seating position equipped with a seat belt in the vehicle. (However, for maximum 
protection, the back seat is preferable.) 

3.	 Children from I to 4 may be in a child safety seat anywhere in the vehicle or in a seat belt 
in the back seat only. 

4.	 Violators may be fined up to $25.00, plus $17.50 court costs, $30.00 CAT Fund and 
$10.00 EMS Fund. The fine may be waived by showing proof of purchase and possession 
of a child safety seat at the time of court appearance. 

5.	 Violators may be stopped as a primary offense for noncompliance with the Child Passenger 
Protection Act. 

6.	 Fines collected will be placed in a fund used to purchase child safety seats for car seat 
loaner programs. 

7.	 Civil immunity for lenders of car seats has been granted. No person or organization who. 
lends car seats shall be liable for any civil damages resulting from any acts or omission, 
except any act or omission intentionally designed to harm or any grossly negligent act or 
omission resulting in harm to another. 

8.	 Hospitals are required to notify parents of the car seat law and also the location of car seat 
loan programs in the community. 

9.	 An education program shall be conducted to insure maximum distribution of information 
about the law. 

n 

Figure 4. Pennsylvania child passenger safety law. 

In 1991, SB use laws existed in 43 States. SB laws in most states cover front-seat occupants 
only. Only 9 states have primary enforcement laws (i.e., police may stop and ticket motorists solely 
for failure to use belts). In the remainder of states (34), including Pennsylvania, secondary 
enforcement laws are in place (i.e., police may not enforce the SB law in the absence of another 
primary offense). Figure 5 shows the Pennsylvania SB law. 



SECONDARY ENFORCEMENT SECTION 4581 A2 SEAT BELT LAW 

1.	 Each driver and front-seat passenger operating a passenger car, class I and II truck, 
or motor home. in the State of Pennsylvania shall wear a properly adjusted and 
fastened safety belt. 

2.	 The driver of a passenger automobile shall secure or cause to be secured with a safety 
belt any child over the age of four and under the age of 18 riding in the front seat.. 

Violators, if convicted of the primary offense for which the vehicle was stopped, are 
liable to pay a $10 fine for the seat belt violation. 

4.	 Exceptions to 'the Law are made for (1) those with medical or psychological diagnoses 
that make them unable to wear a safety belt (written verification must be produced); 
(2) occupants of cars manufactured before July, 1, 1966; (3) specific occupational 
designations. 

(Additional costs are $ 10 for Emergency Medical Services (EMS), $30 for 
catastrophic insurance (CAT), and $1.50 for judicial court program (JCP). 

Figure S. Pennsylvania safety belt law. 

National Child Safety Seat Programs 

CSS organizations grew out of grass-roots community groups in the 1960s and 1970s. These 
groups promoted public awareness of child passenger safety and lobbied for legislation protecting 
young children in moving vehicles. Today, many CSS organizations have sprung up across the 
United States. They have primarily been organized out of medical groups (e.g., AAP) and health 
groups (e.g., National Safe Kids, Inc. United Way/Red Cross), and State projects. Federal and State 
funding has supported a number of these organizations. These projects often provide extensive 
assistance in the area of child passenger and OR safety, including distribution of educational 
materials, car seat loaner programs, lectures/speaking engagements, CSS inspection clinics, and 
demonstrations, exhibits, and display booths. 

The private business sector also provides CSS projects. Some insurance companies (such as 
Allstate) have begun to offer incentives for car owners who use CSSs and provide national TV 
coverage promoting CSS use. A few hospitals have begun to offer free car seats as a means of 
obtaining new obstetrics business. An automotive repair company and a CSS manufacturer conduct a 
"Safe Baby" program that provides CSSs at cost to the general public. A toy manufacturer "puts CSS 
and SB messages into "crash dummies" toy products, and a retail store puts SB messages on its paper 
floor-mat protectors, which are a gift to customers who have used the auto repair department. 
Several car companies have even built in (optional) toddler restraints in the back center seat of certain 
vans and sedans. 
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Pennsylvania Child Safety Seat Programs 

Under the direction of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation's (PennDOT's) Center for 
Highway Safety, the Pennsylvania Chapter of AAP operates the Traffic Injury Prevention Project 
(TIPP). TIPP provides extensive public information and education (PI&E) programs on child 
passenger safety. In addition, the program group provides CSS inspection clinics and conducts 
lectures for all types of groups that request assistance on the topic. They also loan films, distribute 
literature and brochures to the public, and provide information on the CSS loaner projects spread 
extensively throughout the State. 

In addition, PennDOT's Center for Highway Safety supports both local (county) and regional 
comprehensive highway safety projects. - These community-based projects are' another effort to reduce 
the number of crashes, injuries, and deaths by addressing highway safety issues such as occupant 
protection, driving under the influence (DUI) awareness, and pedestrian safety. The projects try to 
reach this goal through public awareness campaigns. Intervention strategies targeted five particular 
groups-schools, community and family, health care, law enforcement, and the workplace. 

Free information, in.the form of brochures, posters, and audiovisual materials, is available on all 
highway safety issues. The comprehensive highway safety coordinators are available to help plan and 
participate in events or to speak on any of these topics. In addition, through these groups, mini-grant 
funds a4 . available for police departments and community groups to help defray costs of materials and 
programs on child passenger safety, occupant protection, and other highway safety topics. These 
grants usually range from $300 to $500. 

At the time of the project, another prominent organization was the Keystone Safety Belt Network 
(KSBN). Founded by the Pennsylvania Chapter of the American College of Emergency Physicians, 
KSBN was supported by the automobile industry through Traffic Safety Now, Inc. KSBN provided 
PI&E on topics concerning occupant protection. It was a leader in lobbying to make the SB law 
primary and provided police departments throughout the Commonwealth with enforcement cards and 
instruction in NHTSA's Occupant Protection Usage and Enforcement (OPUE) workshops. KSBN 
coordinated many of its activities with PennDOT.. (They are no longer in existence.) 

RESEARCH STUDIES AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 

This section briefly reviews some of the research studies and demonstration projects that have 
evaluated the effectiveness of interventions, activities, and projects to • promote use and proper use of 
CSSs. 

Legislation Evaluation 

Many research teams have evaluated the impact of legislation on the use and proper use of CSSs. 
For NHTSA, the University of Tennessee conducted one of the earliest efforts-at evaluating the 
effectiveness of legislation on the use of CSSs (Perry et al., 1980; Heathington, Philpot, and Perry, 
1982). Legislation passed in Tennessee in 1977 (effective January 1, 1978) requires children under 4 
years of age who are traveling in motor vehicles to be restrained in these child-restraint devices. 
(Tennessee was the first State to pass such legislation.) An extensive PI&E project complemented the 
legislation. The researchers established two levels of PI&E projects in conjunction with the 
legislation. A basic State plan included the distribution of brochures and posters at hospitals, 
pediatric offices, and other places frequently visited by parents with small children. A comprehensive 
plan involved a mass-media approach and loaner projects. The researchers targeted five urban and 
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three nonurban areas in three distinct geographic divisions of Tennessee. Data collection included 
observations, personal interviews, self-administered questionnaires, and analysis of the accident and 
fatality rates for a 2-year period. Results showed a significant increase in CSS use after 
implementation of the law, a PI&E program promoting child passenger safety, and a law enforcement 
project. The Statewide estimated percentage of use went from a baseline of 9.2 percent to 13.6 
percent for the basic State plan and 17.4 percent use for the comprehensive plan. 

Rhode Island was the second State to require CSS use (in front seats of vehicles only). The . 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) evaluated the effects of the Rhode Island law 'through 
the same observational techniques followed in the Tennessee studies (Williams and Wells, 1981). 
However, IIHS evaluated proper (SB and harness system in place) use of the restraints, not just use. 
Evaluation of the effect of the law after 4 months showed an i'ilcrease in the proportion of children 
properly restrained (from 22 percent to 35 percent) and an increase in proper CSS use*for both the 
front and rear seats. The control group (Massachusetts) also showed an increase in proper child 
restraint use, but not at the significant levels observed in Rhode Island. IIHS concluded that the law 
appeared to have moderately increased the accident protection of children in motor vehicles; it also 
appeared to have increased the proportion of CSS use in rear seats despite the fact that the law does 
not require rear-seat restraints. 

. To evaluate the effects of a child restraint law, the Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning 
sponsorr 1 a study of restraint use and occupant injuries in accidents in 1982 (Wagenaar, 1984). The 
study, performed by the University of Michigan's Transportation Research Institute, was designed to 
determine whether the child restraint law reduced the number of young children being injured in 
crashes. The study did not measure the rates of proper use of CSSs. In addition, the law allowed 
children between the ages of 1 and 4 to be restrained by an adult lap SB or-CSS. (Lap-belt -use by a 
child under age 4 would be defined as improper restraint use in most studies.) However, the 
researchers noted that restraint use increased as the child went from age 1 to age 3 (from 12 percent 
to 36 percent, respectively) and that the number of children injured in crashes decreased by 
17 percent. 

The Borgess Medical Center in Kalamazoo, Michigan also collected use and proper (position of 
seat only) use data on a sample of Michigan drivers with children (Hletko and Hletko, 1983). The 
researchers collected data on pre-law and post-law use and proper use at a pediatric center and a 
community parking lot and found a slight increase in infant seat use at the pediatric center after 
passage of the law. The increase of. CSS use in the community parking lot was very significant. 
However, proper use showed only a minor increase. The researchers noted that the law can be 
effective in recruiting new CSS users as well as maintaining present CSS users, but enactment of the 
law does aot ensure correct CSS use. 

Observations of child restraint use in 12 Texas cities before and after child passenger safety 
legislation revealed that child restraint use increased significantly from pre-law to post-law (Hatfield et 
al., 1986). However, proper use rates did not increase, and the researchers concluded that education 
was the way to promote awareness of the safety issues for using CSSs and the importance of proper 
use. 

Most of the research on the effects of legislation on the use and proper use of CSSs has found a 
short-term CSS use increase after child restraint legislation is passed. (Programs with education 
components integrated with the legislation have also increased CSS use.) However, proper CSS use 
rates do not seem to increase with just the passage of legislation. 
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Education Projects 

A number of research projects have evaluated the effectiveness of education projects in promoting 
proper use of CSSs. These projects have focused primarily on infant seat use. Many have operated 
in conjunction with seat rental projects, and some have coincided with child restraint use legislation. 
The projects to increase infant seat use have utilized prenatal education instruction in a health 
maintenance organization (HMO) setting, interhospital CSS education projects, hospital postpartum 
:projects, and pediatric counseling. 

Studies conducted in the late 1970s concentrated on educational approaches aimed at increasing 
CSS use through in-hospital educational projects (for postpartum women). A study sponsored by the 
IIHS (Reisinger and Williams, 1978) evaluated the effectiveness of using five levels of education: 
literature, low-priced CSSs and delivery/demonstration, personal discussion with a "health educator," 
a free CSS with delivery demonstration, and a combination of these projects. The effects of these 
projects on the group were compared with the behavior of a comparison group that received no 
treatment. Results showed that all of these projects increased the extent of CSS use, but did not 
increase the proper use of these seats. The researchers suggested that educators.encourage more 
active, voluntary cooperation of parents. They also suggested that manufacturers develop CSSs 
which would be less difficult to use properly. 

II1 :3-supported study examined the effect of a pediatrician's counseling on restraint use during the 
1-, 2-, 4-, and 15-month well-child-care visits (Reisinger et al., 1981). At each age level, 
pediatricians counseled parents on the proper use .of CSSs. They demonstrated proper use of these 
devices, showing how to route the SB and change seat positions. Observations took place as the 
parents entered the parking areas of the office for the well-child-care visits. Results showed that 
proper use of restraints in the experimental groups for all four age groups was at a higher rate than in 
a comparison group that received no special pediatric counseling on proper CSS use. The researchers 
concluded that pediatricians can be effective in increasing the protection of infants in cars. They 
recommended child passenger safety education for parents at each doctor visit to maintain proper and 
consistent levels of child passenger safety. 

Another study conducted by the Borgess Medical Center in Kalamazoo, Michigan, examined the 
effect of a child restraint device education and rental project using postpartum medical office visits for 
CSS education (Hletko at al., 1983). Evaluation of project effectiveness focused on observations of 
CSS use by parents (educated during postpartum visits) who were returning to the Center for other 
reasons. Results of the study showed that the parents who received postpartum education and took 
advantage of CSS rental were more likely to restrain their infants correctly than those parents who 
received the same maternity-floor presentation but did not rent a CSS. The researchers suggested that 
parents get a review of correct CSS use at the 9-month child-care visit so as to reinforce correct CSS 
use for their child. 

The University of North Carolina, Highway Safety Research Center (Hall and Council, 1979) 
also conducted a study using education by pediatricians. They conducted observational surveys of 
CSS use by parents who were educated by pediatricians, and they observed two control groups, 
parents not educated by pediatricians and the general public. For this educational campaign, 
pediatricians distributed posters, pamphlets, shopping guides of CSS models, and storybooks. The 
observational studies showed no significant differences in CSS use between those who received the 
educational program of the pediatricians and the two control groups. In addition, misuse rates had 
not changed. 
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Many evaluation studies of rental and loaner projects have been performed in conjunction with 
education. A number of these projects have also distributed CSSs. Some of these projects have not 
increased the proper use of CSSs. Reisinger and Williams (1978) have shown no increase in the 
persistent proper use of infant CSSs by parents given education and free CSSs versus parents given 
education only. 

A recent documented evaluation did not report an increase in child restraint use after education 
projects. Chang at al. (1989) conducted a patient education project consisting of individual counseling 
by. pediatricians, use of audiovisual materials and pamphlets, and (for newborn infants) a home visit 
by a child safety specialist. Parking lot observations on a sample of 1,425 families revealed over 60 
percent CSS use in both intervention and comparison group children 1 to 4 years of age after the 
project. However, increases in the intervention groups were not significantly greater than increases in 
the comparison group. The results of the study did not show the anticipated results of an effective 
project. The' researchers suggest that. the intervention efforts were not substantive enough, the test 
groups were not exposed to all of the interventions, and usage rate for infant groups were already 
high in the intervention and comparison group. 

Most of the demonstration projects on CSS use and proper use focus on parents with infants and 
very young toddlers. These projects, conducted by pediatric/health center groups, had the advantage 
of sample populations who routinely came back to the centers for well-child visits. Thus, it was 
fairly eas: to observe changes in CSS use with the same sample groups since they ieturned for 
routine scheduled well-child visits. These studies showed improvement in CSS use, but not in proper 
use. The one documented evaluation from the late 1980s did not show CSS use improvement with-a 
large sample of infants and toddlers., 

Enforcement Projects 

By the mid 1980s, CSS legislation was in effect in every state. 

Post (1984 and 1986) reported on a project conducted by the Glendale (California) Police 
Department. Aggressive enforcement was combined with a comprehensive CSS education program 
and other community public awareness activities. Once the project was initiated, the community 
experienced a significant reduction in accidents resulting in injury or death to young children and 
infants. In addition, violations by local residents dropped 40 percent. Post concluded that the 
program had a significant impact on the thinking and habits of the residents. 

A recent NHTSA-sponsored effort involved an evaluation of enforcement and PI&E projects 
designed to increase use and proper use of CSSs in nine communities across the nation. Police 
departments. were given $5,000 incentive grants to conduct the following activities: officer training 
using NHTSA projects; a PI&E campaign; and occupant protection law enforcement. About 5,800 
passenger vehicle observations of CSS use and proper use took place before and after grant activities 
in only three communities which actually issued citations. A 6 percentage-point increase in proper 
use was observed although overall CSS use rates did not increase. However, a factor to note is that 
enforcement of the CSS laws occurred only during selected periods and on overtime using mini-grant 
support funds. Enforcement of the CSS laws was not conducted during routine patrols (Prism, 1989). 
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More studies have evaluated the enforcement effects for violating SB laws than for violating 
solely child passenger protection laws (IIHS, 1985; Rood et al., 1987; Peltier, 1990;, Mounce et al., 
1990, Streff at al.,. 1992). These projects have shown that implementing SB enforcement projects 
with PI&E does increase.SB use. In order to keep the SB use high, these communities must conduct 
periodic PI&E projects and continue enforcement to maintain the public's perception of enforcement 
and the need to use ORs. 

From the encouraging results on many OR projects in which enforcement was a key intervention 
element, NHTSA developed enforcement guidelines for conducting child passenger protection projects 
(Smith and Moran, 1989). Key recommendations for more effective enforcement projects included 
the following components: 

•	 Police department training on the benefits of using occupant protection

and enforcing occupant protection laws.


•	 Police department policy requiring the use of SBs in police vehicles. 
•	 Community support-including schools and local businesses. 
•	 Integration of occupant protection enforcement into regular traffic safety


enforcement.

•	 Active enforcement.


Aggressive PI&E to create and increase awareness of the enforcement

efforts and the benefits of occupant protection in the community.


Project Implications 

A multiple-activity community intervention project was specifically devised for this project. The 
project centered around enforcement of the CSS and SB laws. Its underpinnings were project 
requirements, literature assessment (e.g., research studies, demonstration projects, and government 
recommendations), and current information on techniques for promoting occupant protection. 

Police enforcement components deemed necessary included: 

•	 NHTSA OPUE training of police instructors. 
•	 In-house training by the OPUE trained instructors (for police who will be involved with 

OR enforcement). 
•	 Adoption of. SB policy for Police department employee and periodic checks on their SB 

use. 
•	 Enforcement' of Pennsylvania's OR laws. 
•	 Enforcement during routine and selective periods, including blitzes - without external 

funding allocations. 

It was recommended that the police aim for the goal of 10 to 20 percent OR citations of the total 
or total "moving" (point) citations. (This percentage was based on recent enforcement levels 
reached in California.) 
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Police PI&E activities deemed necessary included: 

•	 Press conferences, local newspaper coverage concerning enforcement, and other project 
activities. 
Periodic press releases from the police department emphasizing the enforcement project 
(tickets and warnings), proper use of CSSs, and other safety benefits of using child 
restraints and SBs. 
Projects on the benefits of child passenger protection devices and ORs. These projects 
included the distribution of literature, brochures, stickers, and other promotional items. 
Programs were conducted at schools and day-care centers, at community shopping 
centers, and at holiday or other special events. 

Community and State support was also deemed necessary and included: 

•	 Distributing literature at target audience locations (fast-food restaurants, day-care 
centers, libraries, retail stores). 

•	 Providing literature, brochures, posters, stickers, and other material to the police (F.g., 
enforcement cards). 

•	 Conducting CSS inspection clinics. 
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3. RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION

METHODOLOGIES


This section identifies the research and data collection methodology used for-evaluating the 
demonstration projects. The section on research methodology discusses the evaluation features and 
the statistical analysis plan; the section on data collection'methodology addresses the tools, training 
procedures, and data collection techniques. . 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The primary analysis issue addressed in this study was: 

When police enforce the occupant restraint (OR) laws and organize 
public information and education (PI&E) activities, what effect do they 
have on child safety seat (CSS) use and proper use as well as OR use in 
the community? 

Two secondary issues were also addressed as a way to explore the primary issue fully: 

What e, fed does the intervention project have on a driver's knowledge 
of the OR law, perception of OR enforcement, self-reported behavior, 
and 'awareness of CSS issues? 

What level of police enforcement and PI&E activities is necessary to 
demonstrate a sign, ficant change in CSS use and proper use plus safety 
belt (SB) use in the community? 

To answer these questions, field staff collected data during pre- and post-intervention periods. In 
several shopping centers, they observed OR use (including CSS use and proper use) and asked drivers 
(with young children) to answer queries on OR laws, perception of OR enforcement, OR use 
behavior, and awareness of community OR programs. 

Four categories of field data collected were: (1) site and driver-reported demographic 
information, (2) observed child and driver restraint use and proper use, (3) driver responses to 
queries, and.(4) shoulder belt observations of the general public. 

Site and driver-reported demographic information collected was as follows: 

• Shopping center location and observation area. 
• Weather condition of day, and date and time of observation. 
• Vehicle type, license plate number. 
• Driver's gender,.age category. 
• Driver's residence and postal zip code. 
• Driver's travel behavior. 
• Driver's knowledge of child passengers' ages and approximate weights. 

Observed child and driver restraint use information collected was as follows: 

• • Driver's SB use. 
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• Restraint type (SB, CSS, and no restraint) use of all other occupants, by 
seat position. 

• CSS type (infant, toddler, or convertible or booster). 
• Proper and misuse level of CSS (seat position, SB connection, harness in 

place). 

Drivers with young child passengers were asked brief questions on the following topics: 

Knowledge of CSS and SB laws in Pennsylvania. 
• Perception of police enforcing CSS and SB laws. 
• Self-reported behavior on proper use of CSSs. 

Self-reported behavior on frequency of driver SB use. 
• Awareness of CSS issues. 

A sample of the general public entering the shopping centers was also observed for SB use. . 

To answer the secondary issue relating to levels of enforcement and PI&E intervention, field staff 
collected information on police management activities (relating to the project), the level of OR 
training and enforcement activities, the level of PI&E activities, the court disposition of citations, and 
other components of the intervention project. Police, local/regional highway safety groups, and 
community residents also gathered this information, which was used for administrative evaluation and 
implications. The contractor also observed events to document project activities. 

The evaluation design involved one intervention phase, an assessment of the interventions at two 
different sites, and the use of a comparison site. The following illustrates this multiple-site, multiple-
activity design: 

Observation Intervention Intervention Comparison 
Period Site A Site B Site 

Baseline 0 01 . 0 
Intervention X + Y X+Z 0 

KU 

0: pre-project OR enforcement 
X: PME 
Y: law enforcement level 1 
Z: law enforcement level.2 

The original plan involved comparisons of different intervention levels of OR enforcement and 
consistent PI&E activities. However, it was not possible to preset or control levels of OR 
enforcement with the police or to control many of the community PI&E activities in either 
intervention site. In fact, both police departments were uncomfortable with setting expected levels of 
enforcement. NHTSA suggested setting OR citation goals at 10 to 20 percent of all citations or all 
moving ("point") citations. As the activities proceeded, the number of citations given by the two 
police departments was quite different (defined as level 1 and 2 in the design), and this difference was 
reflected in the project evaluation. 
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The hypothesis for the evaluation design was that exposure to the enforcement and PI&E 
intervention would increase the following: 

• Use of child restraints and SBs for all infants and young children. 
• Use and proper use of toddler seats. 
• Compliance with Pennsylvania's CSS law. 
• Knowledge about Pennsylvania's CSS law and proper use of toddler seats. 
• Perception about the police enforcing the OR laws. 
• . Positive attitudes about CSS use and proper use. 

The statistical analyses involved computing proportions and the difference in proportions and 
associated confidence intervals. Appendix A provides a description of sample size determination and 
statistical analysis methodology. 

DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 

A data collection form (see Appendix B) was developed for gathering data on CSS use and 
proper use and SB use at community shopping centers. The data collection form included space for 
recording responses to the questions on the front of the form and space for recording observation data 
on the back of the form. Conducting the observations/queries required two data collectors. One data 
collecto. asked the questions, and the other conducted the observation. Observation data were 
recorded separately, and the data collector transcribed the results. of the observation onto the back of 
the data collection form upon conclusion of the interaction with the driver. 

Queries were numbered, and response codes were incorporated into the form so that the data 
collector could circle the response or write in information. Observation data were arranged in a 
tabular format by checking seat position in the row column and observation characteristics in the 
column categories. At the observation, the data collector would put a number code in the appropriate 
row and column space. 

Forms 

The pre-intervention form consisted of 19 queries on the front side and the observation data on 
the back (Appendix B-I). The form was constructed to allow mail-back of the query responses only. 
Drivers who wanted to respond in this manner would get postage. 

The post-intervention form consisted of 28 queries, including all of the queries on the pre-
intervention form (Appendix B-3). Additional queries related to specific intervention activities, which 
were determined after analysis of the pre-intervention data and progress of the intervention activities. 
Observation data (back side of form) did not change for the post-intervention period. The mail-back 
option was not part of this form, since only a small sample of the pre-intervention group used the 
mailing option. Both forms were pilot-tested in the field, during training sessions with the data 
collectors. 

In addition, a third form was used to collect shoulder belt use of the general public (i.e., drivers 
of vehicles entering shopping centers). This form consisted of four columns: observation number, 
vehicle license number, driver gender, and shoulder belt use (1-Yes or 2-No). The form also 
included location, date, and time of observation. The structure of the form made' data collection in 
the field swift, accurate, and easy to enter. 
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Data Collector Training 

Prior to the training sessions of data collectors, contractor staff attended a CSS seminar presented 
by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and sponsored by the regional highway safety 
projects. This seminar covered different types of seats, CSS compatibility, rear seat lap belts, older, 
CSSs, use of. locking clips, booster seat controversy, new products and accessories, and main 
misuses-seat direction, size of child in CSS, threading an SB, and harness slack. In addition, stiff I
worked with the Traffic Injury Prevention Project (MP) in preparing the training session and 
developing the training material. 

The training process involved (1) distributing the training kit to the data collectors and field 
supervisors prior to training; (2) conducting an in-house "classroom-style" training session which 
involved an explanation of the project, instruction on types of CSSs and misuse patterns, and . 
instruction on data collection techniques and methods of obtaining the data; (3) conducting a pilot test 
of the data collection forms and techniques; and (4) providing field instruction on the daily data 
collection routine. 

The training kit included a procedures manual on the purpose of the project, data elements, 
instructions. for data collection, and scheduling of field work; NHTSA's "Guidelines for, Observing 
Child Safety Seat Use" (Ziegler, 1987); and various CSS and SB brochures. Data collectors, selected 
with assi''ance from the police and community residents, were told to familiarize themselves with this 
material before the in-house training session. 

The classroom session included a discussion (given by the contractor and.a member of TIPP) on 
the following topics: 

• Background and purpose of the project and data collection effort. 
• Descriptions of CSS use and misuse characteristics. A member of TIPP demonstrated the 

proper-use and misuses of CSSs. A selection of CSSs and infant, toddler, and booster seat 
props were on hand to demonstrate misuse and proper use features. 

• Use of the data collection form. 
• Procedures on making observations, asking drivers questions, and recording the data. 
• Logistics of performing the clerical chores, checking with field supervisors, verifying and 

tallying the daily data records, and other tasks. 

Upon completion of the classroom training, data collectors went to a parking lot at the office and 
saw a demonstration of techniques for observing and approaching drivers who are about to park. 
Once the data collectors seemed comfortable with the process, they were given on-site training. 

Each data collector received 4 to 6 hours of on-site training by the field supervisors. During the 
on-site training period, the field supervisors monitored the performance of the data collectors. The 
field supervisors examined the personality and interaction techniques of the data collectors, then used 
these observations to determine the best roles for each field worker. 
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Observation Procedures 

Shopping centers' selected for the study and specific vantage points for conducting the 
observations were identified. Choices were based on safety of field workers, traffic flow, and areas 
in the shopping center that would have the highest probability of attracting the sample population 
(e.g., grocery stores). The ideal vantage points were those where field workers (observers) could see 
vehicles with child passengers entering a parking lot and had time to approach the vehicle before the 
driver, had parked, turned off the car, and unfastened the children from restraints. Four to six data 
collectors went to each shopping center, working in two-person teams. The field supervisors went 
from shopping center to shopping center, assisting in spotting and observations. Field workers wore 
a photo identification badge with the contractor's address, and they carried a clipboard with a 
"Community Project" sign on the back. In addition, each field worker carried permission letters from 
the shopping center owners and the police departments. 

The following procedures were used in collecting observation and query data from a driver (with 
young child passengers): 

• Select "target" vehicle entering the shopping center. 
• Approach passenger vehicle. 
• Identify yourself, briefly explain project to the driver, and request permission to ask questions. 
• Ask questions and record responses. (Observer Two, look through the back left-side


w' dow seat and record the position of children, restraint use and type of restraint,

harness position and direction of CSSs, and restraint use of driver.)


• Thank driver. Give driver a "Thank you" sticker. 
• Record additional information after driver and children have left. their vehicle (SB


fastened to CSS, license plate number, and type of vehicle).

• Merge data from Observer Two onto one form and verify accuracy. 
• Move into position to wait for next driver-with young children. 

Supervisors performed managerial duties in the field. They were responsible for supplying the 
field workers with coding forms, overseeing the techniques used by field workers, collecting the 
forms, and verifying the completeness of the data. 

Observations of shoulder belt use of the general driving public were conducted at entrances to the 
community shopping centers. Observers stood on the comers near the entrances and observed the 
driver observations of every fifth vehicle driver that went into the shopping center. Observations 
were conducted throughout the whole week, including weekends. (In general, drivers with young 
children were a very small percentage of all observed motorists.) 

Field data were computerized at the contractor's office. Verification programs ensured that data 
were accurately transcribed. 

8	 Only two of the four community shopping centers in Tredyffrin were used because one did not give 
permission and the'other did not represent a local "community" shopping center. Both Haverford 
Township shopping centers were used. Three out of four of Abington's shopping centers were 
used. The shopping center not used was ruled out because it was not a neighborhood community 
center. 
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4. SITES


This chapter first presents the criteria used to identify test and comparison sites that would best fit 
the expected intervention and evaluation needs of the selected project. The next section reviews the 
process of narrowing this gropp, and the final selection describes the three townships selected. 

SELECTION CRITERIA PROCESS 

Candidate community sites had to meet similar criteria, including: 

(1) Police and community support. 
(2) Socioeconomic and community profile characteristics. 
(3) Logistical requirements. 

Police and Community Support 

The candidate community sites had to have police, community groups, and both local and regional 
comprehensive highway safety groups supporting the goals of the project and agreeing to conduct 
intervention activities. First, the police had to believe in the importance of occupant restraint (OR) 
law enforcement and the safety benefits of promoting child passenger and occupant safety in motor 
vehicles. In addition, they had to be willing to participate in the public information and education 
(PI&E) program and assist in documenting their involvement in the program. 

Community groups had to believe in the importance of the OR enforcement project and want to 
participate in PI&E activities and data collection assignments. 

Support and assistance were also required from the local or regional Pennsylvania Department, of 
Transportation (PennDOT)-affiliated comprehensive highway safety and child passenger safety groups. 
These groups had to be part of the project because they could provide most of the resource and 
promotional material for the PI&E activities, organize occupant protection and child passenger safety, 
'education programs, conduct child safety seat (CSS) inspection clinics, and assist in other project-
related intervention activities. 

Socioeconomic and Community Profile Characteristics 

Sites had to have similar socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, populations, and 
residential and commercial profiles in order to support the research design and sample size 
requirements for the data collection and evaluation effort. 

Communities selected for socioeconomic criteria had a per capita income within the mid-range for 
all communities (boroughs, cities, or townships) in Pennsylvania because communities at this 
socioeconomic level were likely to represent the typical community nationwide. In addition, 
communities needed at least 1,000 toddlers to meet statistical sample size requirements for the data 
collection effort. The Pennsylvania Department of Education estimated that about 3 to 5 percent of 
the population is below age 5 in urban-suburban communities of Pennsylvania. To support the 
toddler sample size, candidate communities needed a population of at least 25,000. About 30 
communities in Pennsylvania met the mid-range per capita income and population, requirements. 
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In addition, the candidate sites should be predominantly residential and have community shopping 
centers that local residents with young children would frequently visit. 

Logistical Requirements 

Candidate sites selected needed to be within a reasonable travel distance from the contractor's 
office so that staff could efficiently monitor the demonstration projects and data collection activities at 
the shopping centers. 

In addition, the shopping centers had to be community neighborhood style, frequented mostly by 
local residents. Shopping center proprietors had to be cooperative about permitting data collection 
activities; and the physical layout (limited exit and entrance locations, good vantage points for 
observations) had to accommodate efficient and accurate data collection. 

SELECTION OF CANDIDATE SITES 

- The key challenge of the project was expected to be finding police departments willing to enforce 
OR laws and participate in project activities without funding assistance. The recruitment process 
involved sending letters to police departments in Pennsylvania, making follow-up phone calls, 
interviewing likely candidates, and conducting in-person interviews with selected candidates. The 
researchers expected little difficulty in finding candidate sites that met the other requirements of 
population, an appropriate shopping center layout, proprietor cooperation, or reasonable distance from 
the contractor's office. 

Procedures used to identify candidate sites and select the most appropriate communities included 
the following: 

(1)	 A list of Pennsylvania boroughs, townships, cities, and counties that met the

requirements of more than 25,000 people and mid-range per capita income

was identified from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

Pennsylvania State Data Center Reports, 1990.


(2)	 A list of police departments was compiled from the communities that met the

population and per capita income criteria and from the list of borough and

township police departments suggested by the State-affiliated highway safety

groups. These police departments received letters asking whether they would

be interested in participating in the project. Since many police departments

did not respond to the request, the researchers telephoned them. Most police

departments were not interested; reasons stated ranged from lack of manpower .

to no interest in actively enforcing the OR laws. A list of the police

departments interested in the project. was developed, and an interview was

scheduled to discuss the project in more detail. From these interviews, the

researchers found 12 police departments that wanted to become either the

intervention or comparison site. 'The departments interested in being

intervention sites agreed to conduct some level of OR enforcement and

training, participate in education activities, and assist in the documentation

process.


(3)	 Local and regional highway safety groups conducted projects in these areas,

so they were asked whether they would want to participate in the project. As

expected, all were eager to assist.
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(4) Shopping centers covered by the 12 candidate police departments were visited
to determine whether each place met all. of the physical characteristics for
conducting observations and collecting data. In addition, shopping center
proprietors were asked to grant permission to conduct field observations.

(5) Community location in relation to the contractor's office was the final factor.

After an intensive recruitment effort requiring many hours of phone calls and personal interviews
with several police departments, three candidate police departments willing to participate in all
intervention activities were chosen. Many of the police departments were unwilling to enforce the
OR: laws and use in=house manpower to.conduct other intervention activities. From other information
gathered in the selection criteria process, three community sites met all of the selection criteria:
Tredyffrin Township (Chester County), Haverford Township (Delaware County), and Abington
Township (Montgomery County).' Tredyffrin Township and Haverford Township became the test
sites, and Abington Township emerged as the comparison site.

 * 

CO PROFILES

This section of the chapter describes the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the
selected communities. Also described are their specific police departments, local and regional
comprehensive highway safety groups, and other local community organizations and businesses.

Socioeconomic and Demographic Characteristics

The three townships are located in the western suburbs of Philadelphia and along regional
highway corridors and mass transportation networks. Figure 6 shows the location of these
communities and the contractor's office.

Montgomery

A
K

T
hila4elphi

Chester $

Delaware

Miles

Key A: Abington; T: Tredyffrin; H: Haverford; K: contractor's office

Figure 6. Participating communities.*
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Table 1 compares the socioeconomic and.demographic characteristics of the selected communities. 

. Table 1. Socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of communities selected. 

Tredyffrin Haverford Abington 

Area (sq mi) 19.9 9.9 15.4 

Population" 28,028 49,848 56,322 

Toddlers (age 1-5)t 1,300 3,000 4,100 

Per Capita Income (S); 34,078 20,566 23,617 

'U.S. Census Bureau (1990).

'Pennsylvania Department of Education (1990).

$Pennsylvania State Data Center (1992).


Police 

In Tredivffrin, the police department was the first of only three in the State accredited by the 
International. Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). About 50 policemen were on the force. The-
department is under the direction of the Superintendent of Police, who oversees 2 lieutenants, . 
6 investigators or detectives, 6 sergeants, a crime prevention and community relations officer, and 31 
other officers. Approximately eight officers per shift are assigned to routine field patrol covering 20 
square miles; two officers are generally assigned to traffic law enforcement. All officers receive 
advanced training, and all are trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and advanced first-aid 
techniques. In-service training days occur twice a month, and officers frequently receive additional 
training at police schools. Officers also get daily reminders and messages at each shift's roll call and 
through a computer message screen, which each officer logs into at the start of a shift. Highway 
safety and crime prevention projects for the community, business groups, and the schools take place 
during the year; the community relations officer is in charge of these projects. He goes to the 
elementary schools and delivers an "Officer Bill -type project each year. The police also set up 
safety information booths and give demonstrations at shopping centers and special events a few times 
a year. 

Prior to the intervention project, the department conducted safety belt (SB) projects in the 
community and in schools. Internally it had already established an SB policy for officers and 
routinely reminded them to wear their SBs.- They had received the Keystone Safety Belt Network's 
(KSBN's) Silver Buckle Award in 1990 for its PI&E projects about OR. 

The officers had received no comprehensive OR training prior to the project and during the prior 
year they had given only 4 citations for OR law violations of the approximately 1,000 total written 
citations. 

In Haverf r , the police department had about 75 officers, under the direction of the Chief. The 
force includes 4 lieutenants, 8 investigators, 12 sergeants, and 50 officers. In addition, the 
department has a highway safety unit team of four officers. About ten officers per shift are assigned 
to routine patrol covering 10 square miles. The officers receive in-service and advanced training at 
police schools. In 1990, police took advanced training on firearms, DUI (driving under the influence) 
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testing, mental health, and special response (to handle civil disturbances, hostage situations, and 
barricaded armed subjects). 

Similar to Tredyffrin's police department, safety education projects take place in all the schools. 
The police also present an "Officer Bill"-type project to preschool and kindergarten children. The 
police provide safety education projects in the community throughout the year, at special events and at 
shopping centers. 

No comprehensive OR projects were conducted prior to the interventionproject. Only a few SB 
citations for OR law violations had been given before the project. No in-service training about ORs 
had been conducted and no SB policy for police had been developed. In addition, 3 months prior to 
the intervention project, the department had begun participating in a corridor blitz project for . 
PennDOT, which involved I day a month, selective speed enforcement conducted on one of the 
highly traveled State highways in the township. 

In Abington, the police department had about 90 officers directed by the Chief. The police 
conduct an open-house project once a year and have a community response unit to assist the 
community in safety activities and to handle emergencies, disasters, and crowd control. 

Prior to the intervention project, the department was not active in conducting CSS or SB projects. 
In 199C the police had given only 8 SB citations of the 10,611 total citations issued. The department 
had neither an active SB project nor an internal SB policy prior to the project. At the time of site 
selection, the department agreed to be the comparison site,'so it would not introduce an OR -
enforcement or PI&E project until after the post-intervention data collection phase. 

Local and Regional Support 

Each community has a State-affiliated, county comprehensive highway safety group which 
conducts highway safety projects. The highway safety -group provides resource and education 
material to community groups. The Tredyffrin and Haverford police departments requested material 
from the Chester and Delaware County comprehensive highway safety groups, respectively, prior to 
the intervention phase period. In addition, these county groups had periodically given general. 
highway safety projects to school groups before the intervention phase period. ' In both Haverford and 
Tredyffrin, the police told the township board that their forces would be participating in an 
enforcement project that would benefit the community. Township commissions approved the projects. 

In Tredyffrin and Haverford, the local newspapers have a good relationship with the police 
departments and have historically cooperated with them by publishing all press releases that the police 
submit. In addition, the shopping centers and other businesses in these townships have supported 
earlier highway safety activities conducted by the police. 

In Tredyffrin and Abington, the local court judges were known for being supportive of child 
passenger safety laws. The Haverford judges had been indifferent to this law. 
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S. PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

This chapter covers the intervention activities conducted by the_ police, local and regional highway 
safety groups, and community (e.g., businesses, organizations, fast-food restaurants, libraries, 
schools, and day-care centers) in Tredyffrin and Haverford. 

Police activities included: 

• Managerial directives, training, and policy decisions. 
• Enforcement. 
• Public information and education (PI&E) efforts. 

State, regional, local highway safety group activities included: 

• Consultative or advisory role. 
• Resource material and distribution. 
• Public events. 
• State Grant support and recognition of effort.


Community activities included:


• Cooperation in use of facilities. 
• Newspaper coverage. 
• Distribution of educational materials. 
• Other miscellaneous support. 

In addition, this chapter describes those involved in promoting and facilitating the intervention 
projects: the contractor, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT), and the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). 

POLICE' 

The police were asked to commit to specific intervention activities relating to enforcement of the 
occupant restraint (OR) laws and to PI&E activities relating to the enforcement campaign. Goals (for 
enforcement activities) specified for each police department covered directives from the top, training, 
safety belt (SB) policy and staff compliance, efforts to motivate enforcement, and enforcement levels. 
Goals specified for PI&E activities focused on (1) conducting community projects, (2) distributing 
educational material emphasizing OR enforcement effort and proper child safety seat (CSS) use, and 
(3) conducting CSS inspection clinics.


Managerial Directives and Policy Decisions


Commitment, SB policy, training, motivation, and record-keeping elements of the demonstration 
project are discussed. 
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Ma aeement Commitment. The Chiefs of Police from both departments expressed their 
commitment to the enforcement and PI&E activities of the demonstration project. However, neither 
police department would commit to specific enforcement levels or number of programs. In addition, 
they felt that Pennsylvania's secondary enforcement law for SB violations made it even more difficult 
to .agree to a "goal" level. 

In Tredyffiig, the Superintendent of Police delegated enforcement responsibility to a lieutenant 
and his patrol unit supervisors, but delegated PI&E activities to the community relations officer.. In 
Have rd, the Chief of Police delegated enforcement and PI&E activities to the lieutenant in 
command of the patrol division and highway safety unit. In Abington, the comparison site, the 
community relations officer was assigned to just gain permission for observation and inquiry data. 
collection in the community shopping centers and report enforcement data. 

Both (intervention site) police departments agreed to enforce the OR laws, but stressed that a 
citation or written warning (OR "contacts") would be given at the discretion of the officer. The 
chiefs of both departments gave an initial staff-wide directive for project participation. However, the 
lieutenants in command of the patrol division gave enforcement directives. The patrol supervisors in. 
Tredv agreed that they would attempt to reach the goal of 5 to 10 percent OR contacts for all 
citations given. - Haverford would not commit to an enforcement "contact" goal. However, both 
police departments did agree to commit to incorporating SB policies and compliance check, OR 
enforcerr °nt instruction and training, motivation techniques for enforcement, and record-keeping of 
enforcement and PI&E activities conducted by the department. (Abingm agreed not to promote 
enforcement of the OR laws.) 

SB Policy and Compliance. In Tred}n, SB policy (see Appendix C-1) was implemented 
2 years before the project. was initiated. The policy is similar to the model policy recommended by 
the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), with minor exceptions relating to availability 
of police vehicles with operable SBs, nonrestraint of combative prisoners, and situations where officer 
survival outweighs benefits of restraint use. It was reported that officers were reminded to wear their 
SBs, and negligence or noncompliance with the SB policy could result in corrective or.disciplinary 
action. During the intervention, observations of SB use among the patrol officers were conducted 
during shift changes, and 100 percent compliance was observed. 

In Hav r , the SB policy (see Appendix C-2) was developed at, the start of the intervention 
period, Like Tredyffrin, the policy is very similar to the. IACP model policy, with a minor exception 
relating to not using a restraint on a combative prisoner. During the intervention, observations of SB 
use among the patrol officers were conducted during shift changes, and 87 percent compliance was 
observed. 

In Abin on, even though the department agreed not to conduct any OR program, a general order 
(see Appendix C-3) about wearing SBs was initiated during the intervention period. The order did 
not follow IACP recommendations. After the post-intervention data collection phase, observations of 
police SB use were conducted and over 80 percent SB use was observed. 
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Training. Both Tredyffrin and Haverford police departments sent a certified' officer to the 
NHTSA Occupant Protection Usage and Enforcement (OPUE) workshop for 3 days in Hershey, PA 
(Haverford also sent another non-certified officer). This workshop took place 2 months prior to the 
intervention period. The Keystone Safety Belt Network (KSBN) and the Pennsylvania Police 
Academy- provided instructors who were well rehearsed on the NHTSA OPUE workshop and had 
conducted these workshops in the past. The curriculum covered police officers' values and 
perceptions of SB benefits and concerns, driving risks, vehicle safety design, consequences of crash 
impact and crash types, dynamics of noncrash injuries, children in crashes, OR benefits, manual and 
automatic SBs, air bags, child restraint types, OR laws and enforcement methods. 

In Tredy , the certified officer presented the OPUE training course (January and February 
1991) for all patrol officers (31) during two in-service periods prior to the intervention project and 
three in-service refresher training projects two-thirds through the intervention project (October and 
November 1991). In addition, participants watched several segments of the NHTSA Operation 
.Buckle Down Roll Call video at two of the three in-service refresher training sessions. 

. In Haver-ford, the certified officer trained the highway safety staff (three officers) in January 
1991. However, the remaining staff(about 30) received training 3 months into the intervention period 
(July 1991). The certified officer presented 12 sessions of the OPUE training course to four to six 
patrol officers (each session) for a total of approximately 55 patrol officers. In addition, the officers 
watched ' 1HTSA's Operation Buckle Down Roll Call video segment, "The Impact of Crashes on 
Officers." 

In both departments, the training included an OPUE instruction workbook, and the instructor 
showed the videos which came with the course. At the end of the initial training sessions, each 
officer received a laminated vehicle code safety violation card with concise information on the child 
passenger law, SB use laws, and. speeding fine scale (see Appendix D). These cards were provided 
by the KSBN. (Abinglan did not conduct OPUE training.) 

Motivation Techniques. In addition to being given vehicle code safety violation cards, police in 
both departments received periodic reminders of the OR enforcement effort at roll call. In 
Tredyffrin, in-service refresher training and E-mail messages were reminders. Each officer checks 
for computer messages before going out on patrol. (Appendix E includes a sample of E-mail 
messages.) Both departments also bad an Is Your Seat Belt Fastened?-Chester (or Delaware) 
County Clicks" sign posted outside the exit of the police stations. (Abington did not conduct these 
activities.) 

Record-Keeping Activities. Both police departments kept track of the enforcement activities 
throughout the pre-intervention, intervention, and post-intervention periods. In Tr in and 
Hav r , personnel entered and stored citations and written warnings on computer files. The data 
were readily accessible on request. (Abington also provided OR and total citation data: manually, on 
request.) 

' The Municipal Police Officers' Education and Training Commission, Harrisburg, PA, has certified 
these officers to teach the Pennsylvania Vehicle Code. 
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Enforcement Activities 

During pre-intervention meetings, each police department was given guidance on a suggested level 
of OR enforcement (i.e., 10.to 20 percent of the total or total "moving" [point] citations). The police 
departments expressed resistance to enforcement goals or quotas. They made it clear that the decision 
to give a citation or warning would be at the discretion of the patrol officers. This policy was 
formalized in Haverford's Chief of Police directive (see Appendix F). 

At the time of the intervention period, both police departments were also participating in selective 
enforcement projects. Tred was doing an occasional DUI (driving under the influence) sobriety 
checkpoint, and Haverford was participating in a Highway Safety Corridor Enforcement Blitz project 
for PennDOT, on a monthly basis. Both departments agreed to integrate OR enforcement into these 
selective enforcement projects. Haverford also initiated selective OR enforcement at the community 
shopping centers. 

In Tredy& in, the police conducted OR enforcement activities on routine patrol and at DUI 
sobriety checkpoints. On a routine day, Tredyffrin usually had eight patrol units on the day shift. Of 
the eight, only two were dedicated to traffic enforcement. The other patrol units primarily responded 
to civil disturbances; only about 25 percent of their time was available to conduct traffic enforcement. 
Initially, the department was intent on giving out only citations for the CSS and SB laws. However, 
3 months :nto the project, the court administrators notified the police that they were not including the 
appropriate surcharges-catastrophic insurance (CAT) fund, ($30) and the Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS) fund ($10)-with the $10 fine for SB violations. In an effort to keep up the level of 
OR enforcement "contacts," the department suggested that when patrolmen were reluctant to give the 
SB citation because of the additional costs, they could at least give a written warning. PennDOT's 
"Police Warning Notice" (MV-433A) was the document used for warnings (see Appendix G-1). 
PennDOT's standard violation form was used for citations. 

In Haverford, the police conducted OR enforcement activities (primarily warnings) on routine 
patrol, at selective locations (e.g., the exit of a community shopping center), and during the 
PennDOT Highway Safety Corridor Enforcement Blitzes. Haverford usually had 10 patrol units. 
None were dedicated to traffic enforcement. The highway safety supervisor wanted to begin the . 
project primarily with a warning effort using a department-developed warning notice (see Appendix 
G-2). PennDOT's standard violation form was used for citations. 

In Abingto , as they had been requested, the police did not actively enforce the OR laws. From 
the pre-intervention to post-intervention period, the police gave out only 2 SB citations from over 
8,000 total citations. 

Enforcement Levels. In Tredyffxw, the enforcement campaign started in March 1991. The 
enforcement campaign included warnings for both OR laws by July 1991. Enforcement steadied off 
in the summer and never reached 10 percent of the total citations or total moving ("point") citations. 
The police felt that manpower shortages due to vacations and retirements contributed to this situation. 
(Total citations were also down in this period.) Concern with this low OR level prompted NHTSA to 
meet with the police to promote a higher OR enforcement level. In the fall, the enforcement effort 
dramatically improved and the police maintained a high level of OR contacts through the remainder of 
the intervention period. 
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Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c show the characteristics of the police department's OR enforcement effort 
from spring to fall 1991: 

o	 Figure 7a shows the OR contacts (defined as the total number of SB and CSS citations and 
warnings), total citations given; and total point (moving or hazardous) violation citations given 
during the enforcement period. (Training periods and NHTSA meeting with police are also on 
the chart.) 

o Figure 7b shows the percentage of OR contacts, by total number of citations and total number 
of point violation citations. 

o	 Figure 7c shows the types of OR enforcement contacts given during the period of study. 

Police training and the mid-intervention NHTSA/contractor meeting with police are also on the 
charts. 

Approximately 50 percent of the SB citations were associated with a moving ("point") violation; 
and 83 percent of the primary violations were for speeding. Only four of the CSS citations were 
associated with an SB citation. 

The disposition status of OR violation citations in the court docket book (March to December 
1991) was as follows: 

SB Violations	 CSS Violations 

SB citations - 190	 CSS citations 12 
Cases pending 47	 Cases pending 1 

Cases closed 143 Cases closed 11 
Guilty pleas 132 (92%) Guilty pleas 11 (100%) 
Not guilty pleas .5 Not guilty pleas 0 
Withdrawn 6 Withdrawn 0 
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In H v , the enforcement campaign did not really get started until after the training of the
patrol squads in July 1991. Some members of the highway safety unit had been giving some OR
warnings and citations earlier in the year as well as during the. monthly (4-hour) enforcement blitz
efforts throughout the intervention year. The enforcement blitzes were part of a. cooperative effort
between Haverford and PennDOT to pursue a comprehensive safety initiative at a township highway
that had a high accident rate. PennDOT, through NHTSA 402 funding, provided staff time and funds
to purchase traffic enforcement equipment (such as speed timing devices). During the intervention
phase, enforcement blitzes ran once a month for 4 hours, usually 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on a weekday.
On average, patrol officers gave 30 speeding citations and 5 OR warnings per blitz. They also gave

 *  * 

verbal warnings for SB violations and distributed PI&E material. Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show the
characteristics of Haverford's OR enforcement effort from spring to fall 1991. Figure 8a shows the
OR contacts, total citations given, and total point violation citations given during the enforcement
period. Figure 8b shows the percentage of OR contacts, by total number of citations and. total
number of point violation citations. Figure 8c shows the types of OR enforcement contacts during the
period of study. (Training and the mid-intervention NHTSA/contractor meeting with police are also

*

on the charts.)
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figure Sc. Occupant restraint "contacts" in Haverford.

Table 2 summarizes the enforcement activities by both police departments during the intervention
period.

Table 2. Enforcement activities by police.

Activities Tredyffrin. Haverford

OR Total "Contacts"' 577 146

- SB Citations 184 9

- SB Warnings 351 121

- CSS Citations  * 36 5

- CSS Warnings 6 11

OR "Contacts" and Total Moving ("Point") Violation 20.9% 9.9%
Citations, -%

OR "Contacts" and Total Citations, % 10.7% 2.9%

Enforcement Blitzes. and Checkpointst 3 12

'Note: Tredyffiin's enforcement effort was 62% written warnings.
Haverford's enforcement effort was 90% written warnings.

?Blitzes and checkpoints averaged 4 hours per event. Tredyffrin's DUI Sobriety Checkpoints activity involved
8 to 10 officers for each event. Haverford's enforcement blitzes involved 3 or 4 officers for each event.
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PI&E Activities 

Both police departments actively participated in the PI&E component of the project. Their efforts 
concentrated on education related to the enforcement effort,.as well as providing general promotional 
material on the benefits of SB and CSS use and proper use. 

Both police departments had access to a selection of educational brochures, fact sheets, posters, 
stickers, and other supplies to use in the PI&E effort. This material covered a description of the 
enforcement effort of the police department, proper use issues about CSSs, hints for restraining 
toddlers, age and weight guidelines for seat type, and descriptions of the OR laws. Some of the 
material given to the police was developed during the project because material on enforcement issues 
and toddler-specific child restraint issues was not available. Other material was obtained free from 
PennDOT and its Local and Regional Comprehensive Highway Safety Projects, the Traffic Injury 
Prevention Project (TIPP), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), and the KSBN. One 
brochure was purchased through AAP, because it was the most comprehensive information available 
on tips for restraining toddlers of various ages (9 to 23 months, 24 to 36 months, and preschoolers). 
Table 3 lists educational material, by topic issue, used by both police departments. (Appendix H 
provides a copy of the project's original and available material.). Educational material was given out 
at kickoff events, special events, selective enforcement, and during school or day-care projects. 

In . T , the police gave out about 2,500 units of each of the brochures and fact sheets. 
Over 200 "We Can't Bear to Be Without You: Buckle-Up!" teddy bears and over 100 "We Love 
You: Buckle Up" koala bears were distributed at many of the special event projects. Officers on 
patrol distributed the "Officers Love Kids Too" cards (see Appendix H-4), "Buckle Baby Right" (see 
Appendix H-9) and "Do Safety Belts Really Work?..." (see Appendix H-18) brochures, and 
enforcement fact sheets. They also gave out these cards and fact sheets when they gave OR citations 
and warnings. 

In Hav r , the police gave out approximately 2,500 units of each of the brochures and fact 
sheets. Over 500 "Buckle Baby Right," 500 "We Can't Bear to Be Without You: Buckle-Up!" teddy 
bears, and 300 "We Love You: Buckle Up" koala bears were distributed at many of the special event 
projects (Pennsylvania Child Passenger Safety Week and 4th of July projects), during. "Officer Bill.. 
programs in the elementary schools and day-care centers, and during routine patrol stops. The bears 
were primarily used as positive reinforcement for toddlers already properly restrained. Flyers were 
.also distributed around the township to advertise the safety events. The "Officers Love Kids Too" 
Cards (see Appendix H-4) were given out on patrol at the end of the year. 

Kickoff Events 

In Tr ' , even though OR enforcement training for the officers and enforcement of CSS and 
SB law violations had been started, the official kickoff effort began with a press conference on May 
17, 1991, in conjunction with Pennsylvania Child Passenger Safey Week (May 12 to 18). Area 
newspaper reporters attended the event, which was held at the police station. Demonstrations of 
proper child restraint use were given, and photos were taken. Police explained the purpose of the 
project to the media, detailed the enforcement effort underway, and described activities that would be 
conducted for the remainder of the year. A description of the event appeared in the community 
newspaper (see Appendix I-1). The regional PennDOT office also sent out a press release covering 
the importance of child restraints and making the public aware of the State's child passenger safety 
week and the upcoming National Buckle-Up Week (May 20 to 27). (Seven other articles appeared in 
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Table 3. PI&E material used by police in project. 

Enforcenent/Law 

- * 'Tredyffrin Township Police Child Safety Seat and Safety Belt Enforcement Program' (fact 
sheet) (Appendix H-1) 

• * 'Haverford Township Police Child Safety Seat and Safety Belt Enforcement Program' (fact 
sheet) (Appendix H-2) 
'Summary of Gild Passenger Protection Act' (fact sheet) (Appendix H-3) 

- * 'Officers Love Kids Too' (card with photo of Tredyffrin police officer and his family) 
(Appendix H-4) 

- * 'Officers Love Kids Too' (card with photo of Haverford police officer and his nephew) 
(Appendix H-4) 
'Summer Bummer-Buckle Up Avoid the Summertime Blues' (poster) (Appendix H-5) 

177-17 TMir -711 COMOMWM 

- * 'Tips for Restraining 2 to 4 Year Olds in Your Car' (fact sheet) (Appendix H-6) . 
- * 'Children and Car Safety: Making Friends with a Safety Seat" (brochure) (Appendix H-7) 

Proner Use of Child Safety Seats 

'Buckle Baby Right' (brochure) (Appendix H-9)

'Correct Use of Child Safety Seats-Are You Making These Mistakes?'/'What Can I Do to

Keep My Child Happy in the Car Seat?' (fact sheet) (Appendix H-6)

'The One-Minute Safety Check-Up' (fact sheet) (Appendix H-13)

'1991 Shopping Guide to Car Seats/Sixe and Weight Guide for Child Safety Seats" (fact

sheet) (Appendix H-14)

'What Is a Locking Clip? Do I Need One in My Car?' (fact sheet) (Appendix H-16)


Safety Belts and Passive Restraints S 

- "Do Safety Belts Really Work?...' (brochure) (Appendix H-18) 
'Vince and Larry on Belts and Bags' (brochure) (Appendix H-22) 
'The holidays would not be the same without you. Please buckle up and don't drink and 
drive.' (holiday card) (Appendix H-26) 

Miscellaneous Items 

'We Can't Bear to Be Without You: Buckle-Up!' (CSS stickers, posters, litter bags, and

teddy bears)

'We Love You: Buckle Up" (teddy bears and koala bears)

"Buckle Baby Right!' (CSS sticker) (Appendix H-27)

'Buckle Up, Pennsylvania-It's Your Life...It's Our Law" (SB sticker) (Appendix H-27)

"Buckle That Belt' (Vince and Larry hand puppet) (Appendix H-28)

'We Can't 'Bear' to Be Without You: Buckle-Up!' (CSS poster)

"Drive Smart' (stickers [Appendix H-27], litter bags, and brochures)

"Say Yes to Seat Belts' (litter bag)

"Save Your Ugly Face! Buckle Up" (pin)


*Project-developed material. 
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regional papers throughout Chester County covering the topic of child passenger safety and the week 
that would spotlight this issue.) 

In HST, the first official event began with a display booth set up with CSS and SB literature 
at a shopping center on March 9. The police answered questions and distributed material to the 
public and parents with young children. Vince and Larry (Crash Test Dummies) distributed material. 
An article in the local newspaper covered the scope of the project. During Pennsylvania Child 
Passenger Week (May 12 to 18), the police presented the scope of the project at a weekly press 
.conference with local newspapers and held a traffic safety day (May 18, Saturday) fair at the station, 
complete with a bike rodeo and display booths with CSS and SB literature. CSSs were on display. 
Vince and Larry again distributed material. Area newspaper reporters covered the events. In 
addition, all ranking officers and two township commissioners attended. Photos were taken, -and a 
photo session featured police with young children in CSSs. (One of the photos was chosen for the 
"Officer Love Kids Too" card, which was later sent to PennDOT for printing.) 

Programs and Special Events 

In Tred vffrin, the community relations officer and other patrol officers conducted project 
activities throughout the intervention period-at shopping centers, community meetings, corporations 
and businesses, and checkpoints. Project activities were conducted on the following dates in 1991: 

May 5 Presentation on project to community radio emergency team at the township 
library (100 members). 

May 17 Press conference about project at the police station. 

May 24 DUI Checkpoint; includes SB check at State routes 202 and 252. 

June 20 to 22 Display table at sidewalk sale and distribution of project literature at township 
shopping center (Approximately 1,500 residents and young children received 
literature at the booth.) 

August 19 and Presentations about OR issues to community business groups (300 employees at 2 
21 locations). 

August 30 DUI Checkpoint; includes SB check at State routes 202 and 252. 

September 12 Display table at sidewalk sale and distribution of project literature at township 
to 14 shopping center (Approximately 1,750 residents received literature at the booth.) 

Mid-September Highway safety (including OR issues) and crime prevention programs given to the 
to Mid- 20 organizations and businesses. Approximately 1,550 township residents were in 
December attendance at these programs. In addition, the "Officer Friendly" school program, 

which includes a segment on SBs, was given to elementary and parochial grade, 
middle, and high schools, and to the military academy in the township 
(approximately 1,000 children). 

December 19 SB check and distribution of holiday safety reminder cards ("Please buckle up and 
don't drink and drive") at Lancaster Pike and Old Eagle School Road. 
(Approximately 500 residents and young children received material.) 



In Hav r , the highway safety unit officers and other patrol officers conducted project 
activities throughout the intervention period at shopping centers, playgrounds, firehouses, holiday 
parades, and enforcement checkpoints. Project activities were conducted on the following dates in 
1991: 

March 9 Display table with Vince and Larry and distribution of project literature at a 
shopping center. (Approximately 500 residents received material.) 

April 8 to 11, The "Officer Bill" project; which includes a segment on SBs, was given to all the 
17 to 19 elementary and parochial grade schools in the township (4,000 children). 

May 12 Press conference, which covered Pennsylvania Child Passenger Safety Week and 
scope of project, took place at the police station. 

May 18 Traffic Safety Day and Bike Rodeo-display table, distribution of OR literature, 
Vince and Larry appearance co-sponsored by TIPP, Bike Line,' Haverford 
Community Hospital Paramedic Department, and Havertown Optimist Club. 
Conducted at parking lot at police station. (Approximately 500 residents and 
young children received material.) 

June 27 "Have a Safe Summer-Buckle Up-You and Your Children" outdoor message on 
middle-school message board for entire summer. 

July 4 The police joined with Vince and Larry to distribute CSS and SB material at four 
playgrounds offering 4th of July activities. Teddy bears given out had the "We 
Can't Bear to Be Without You: Buckle Up!" message on their sweaters. Co- ' 
sponsored by the local fire departments in the township. ' (Approximately 4,000 
.residents and young children received material.) 

July 12, 18, 22 CSS and SB checkpoints at a shopping center. Police handed out warnings to 
drivers and young children not in restraints. 

July 13 Promotional Photo Session with Chief and special unit staff in front of middle-
school message board sign with SB message. Press invited. 

August 30 Promotional photo session with ranking officers, township commissioners, Vince 
and Larry, and toddlers. "Avoid the Summertime Blues-Buckle Up" banner was 
held up. Press attended; and coverage in the local newspapers promoted use of 
the sign on one of the major highways and enforcement of the OR Jaws. 

August 30 "Avoid the Summertime Blues-Buckle Up" banner hung above the entrance to 
the township on Route 3 by PennDOT. Banner was left in place until September 
3. 

October 11 Fire Prevention Week Open House-Police, Vince, and Larry distributed CSS and 
SB literature at open houses at the fire stations. "We Love You: Buckle Up" 
koala bears were distributed. (Event reached approximately 7,000 township 
residents.) 
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November 11. The police department also conducted "Officer Bill" programs at three day-care 
to 15 and preschool centers. "We Love You: Buckle Up" koala bears were given out. 

(Event reached approximately 300 young children.) 

December 7 CSS Check Clinic. Police and TIPP conducted a CSS check clinic at two 
shopping centers for 2 hours at. each location. Vince and Larry distributed OR 
literature. TIPP gave.the public hands-on instruction in the proper way of 
restraining their toddlers and infants. (Event reached approximately 1,000., 
residents and young children.) 

Media Exposure 

In T rin, throughout the intervention period, press releases to the local 
newspapers promoted the project and the enforcement effort. The police sent out 
press releases approximately once a month. Six of the eight press releases were 
published. Appendix I includes the published articles, which are as follows: 

May 23 "In Tredyffrin, buckle up or else," Suburban and Wayne Times (see Appendix I
1). 

August "Tredyffrin calls for seat belt safety," Suburban and Wayne Times (see 
Appendix 1-2). 

September 25 "Tredyffrin's push on seat belt law increases usage," Times Herald Norristown 
(see Appendix 1-3). 

September 26 "Better buckle up in Tredyffrin!" Suburban and Wayne Times (see Appendix 1-4). 

November 13 "Over 150 are ticketed for seat belt violations," Daily/Sunday Local News West 
Chester (see Appendix 1-5). 

November 14 "Seat belt safety ... sweeps through Tredyffrin Township," Suburban and Wayne 
Times (see Appendix 1-6). 

Coverage on television included a 30-second piece on Channel 6 (ABC affiliate) at 6 p.m. on 
September 27 (822,000 viewing audience). The television station news reporter interviewed staff and 
went out on patrol with the police. The news story covered the enforcement effort and identified 
literature being handed out by the police. (Note: The radio and television media were not promoted 
on the*project to reduce intervention media exposure in the comparison site [m the same media area, 
Greater Delaware Valley].) Other radio and television media advertising reached the communities. 
Throughout the intervention period, .public service announcements carried Vince and Larry "buckle
up" messages, which were heard on several radio stations and late night television, including cable 
stations. In addition, PennDOT released news stories concerning summer holiday enforcement 
efforts; these stories were broadcast on several radio stations. 

In Haverf r , monthly press releases to the local newspapers promoted the project. Twelve of 
the fourteen articles submitted were published, as follows: 

March 13 "Police spreading the message of automobile safety," News of Delaware County 
(Haverford Edition) (see Appendix 1-7). 
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May 15 "Enforcement planned for child safety, seat belt laws," News of Delaware County 
(Haverford Edition) (see Appendix 1-8). 

May 15 "98 percent of infants: safety seats being used in Haverford," Haverford Press 
(see Appendix 1-9). 

July 31 "Summer safety reminder," News of Delaware County (Appendix 1-10). 

August 7 "Have a safe summer-buckle up-you and your children," Haverford Press (see 
Appendix I-11). 

September 4 "Get the message?" News of Delaware County (Haverford Edition) (see 
Appendix 1-12). 

September 4 "Beware on West Chester Pike," Haverford Press (see Appendix 1-13). 

October 2 "Study: Seat belt usage up in township," News of Delaware County (Haverford 
Edition) (see Appendix 1-14). 

October 13 "Study: seat belt usage up in Haverford Township," News of Delaware County 
(Haverford Edition) (see Appendix I-15). 

October 13 "Study: seat belt usage up in Haverford Township," Main Line Sunday (see 
Appendix 1-16). 

October 16 "Safety lauded," News of Delaware County (Haverford Edition) (see 
Appendix 1-17). 

December 4 "Child seats checked," News of Delaware County (Haverford Edition) (see 
Appendix 1-18). 

December 23 "Safety belt check held in Haverford," News of Delaware County (Haverford 
Edition) (see Appendix 1-19). 

Table 4 identifies the PI&E activities conducted by both police departments during the 
intervention program. 

Other CR Activities (NHTSA Summer 1991 Safety Belt Promotion Campaigns) 

Both police departments received campaign material (from NHTSA) so that they could 
incorporate elements of "Avoid the Summertime Blues" and "Operation Buckle Down" into the 
project. For the most part, elements relating to police training, roll-call videos, SB enforcement, and 
press releases were incorporated into the project. 

In Have ord, the Highway Safety Team conducted SB checks prior to the Labor Day 
enforcement blitz effort. Observations at four locations showed an average SB use rate of 58 percent. 
In addition, the "Avoid the Summertime Blues/Buckle Up" banner was displayed over one of the 
main roadways in the township during the Labor Day weekend. 
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Table 4. PI&E activities by police. 

Activities
 Tredyffrin Haverford 

Articles Published (from Press Releases)
 6 12 

Elementary/School Visits (grades K-8)
 5 11 

Lecture Programs (business/community groups)
 72 hours 16 hours 

Exhibits/Display Booths (at events, sidewalk sales)
 37 hours 30 hours 

Educational Material Distributed

Fact Sheets
 7,000 7,000 
Brochures
 1,000 1,000 

Promotional Items Distributed 
Bears 300 1,300 
Pins 500 750 
Stickers 5,000 5,000 

Vince & Larry: Buckle-Up Puppets . 1,000 1,000 

Media (TV) Announcements 1 0 

CSS Clinics 0 2 

Project Item Purchases (through grant) 3 child safety seats Vince and Larry 
($225) crash-test 
Video equipment rental dummy costumes 
($200) ($1,400) 

STATE-SUPPORTED REGIONAL AND LOCAL HIGHWAY SAFETY 
GROUPS 

Many of PennDOT's highway safety groups assisted on the project, including PA TIPP and its 
regional offices, five of the County Comprehensive Highway Safety Project groups, Corridor 
Program Coordinator, the director of the Pennsylvania Volunteers for Highway Safety Project, and 
the project staff at the Center for Highway Safety (PennDO1). 

. These groups assisted in many areas: consultation at planning meetings; advice on many of the 
planning, data collecting, and intervention activities; recruitment and training of data collectors; 
training of police officers on use and proper use characteristics of CSSs, appearances and assistance at 
project events and activities; presentations at day-care and preschool centers; conducting of CSS check 
clinics; providing of press releases for the. police, assistance in developing customized material for the 
project; guidance in grant applications for mini-grant funding and State highway safety awards; offers 
of educational material and giveaways; gathering of information and statistics necessary for deciding 
what directions to take on the project; printing of "Officers Love Kids Too" cards; securing of mini
grant funds to purchase costumes, CSSs, and video rental equipment. 



TIPP and the two county comprehensive highway groups provided the most support and 
assistance to the demonstration project in both communities..TIPP conducted the following activities 
in both townships: 

• Consulted at the planning meeting. 
• Provided training to data collectors. 
• Provided SB and CSS literature and promotional items to the department. 
• During Pennsylvania Child Passenger Safety Week, sent out press releases. to all of the area 

newspapers promoting the CSS use issues. 
• Assisted the Haverford police in conducting a CSS clinic at two shopping centers. 

In Tr in, the Chester County Comprehensive Highway Safety Project conducted the 
following activities: 

• Consulted and provided guidance on activities at the planning meeting. 
• Conducted SB programs at three day-care centers in the township. 
• Processed PennDOT mini-grant application for CSSs and video equipment rental, then 

provided the funds. 
• Posted "Is Your Seat Belt Fastened? Chester County Clicks" signs in the township. 
• Distributed "Chester County Loves Kids Too" cards (see Appendix J). 
• ^.onducted promotional session with Chester County area police at mall near the township, 

with Big Teddy promoting PA Child Passenger Safety Week
• Provided SB brochures, "We Love You" koala bears, and holiday greeting cards with SB 

message, for the police to use in the project. 

In Haverford, Delaware County Highway Safety Project conducted the following activities: 

• Consulted and provided guidance on activities at the planning meeting. 
• Gave SB presentations to three of the day-care centers in the township. 
• Provided SB brochures, "We Love You" koala bears, and holiday greeting cards with SB 

messages, for the police to use in the project. 
• Posted "Is Your Seat Belt Fastened? Delaware County Clicks" signs in the township. 
• Published "Kids Click into County's Seat Belt Safety Project" (News of Delaware County, 

November 20, 1991). 

Other State highway safety groups also participated in some of the PI&E activities. The 
Pennsylvania Volunteer for Highway Safety provided averford with assistance in the application and 
processing for mini-grant Funds to purchase the Vince and Larry Crash Test Dummy outfits. The 
coordinator for PennDOT's Corridor Safety Project also assisted and integrated PI&E activities with 
H verf . 

Press releases were periodically submitted to the area newspapers, which also covered the 
objectives of the police enforcement blitzes and enforcement of speeding and OR violations. These 
press releases were submitted during National Safety Belt Week ("Buckle Up. Just reach over, click, 
and you're all set. It's easy. It's your life. -It's the law," Haverford Press, May 15, 1991) and on 
summer holiday weekends. 

The PennDOT corridor coordinator was also instrumental in getting a PennDOT maintenance 
crew to hang the "Avoid the Summertime Blues" banner over the corridor highway used in the 
enforcement blitz program. 
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PRIVATE SUPPORT 

The Keystone Safety Belt Network (Traffic Safety Now, Inc.) also provided support and 
assistance to both communities on the project, as follows: 

• Consulted and provided guidance on activities at the planning meetings. 
• Assisted in coordinating the scheduling and conducting the NHTSA OPUE training for both 

department's police officer instructors. 
• Provided OR enforcement cards to both police departments (see Appendix D). 
• Supplied Vince and Larry buckle-up puppets to the police departments (see Appendix H-28). 

COAMUMTY GROUPS 

In both communities, township officials, local businesses, libraries, schools, courts and 
community groups provided assistance and support for the project.. Assistance came in many ways: 
distributing educational material; providing facilities to conduct programs; placing posters and 
material display racks in front of checkout counters, store-front display windows, and school message 
boards; putting articles in township newsletters; providing assistance at display tables; granting 
permission to conduct projects at shopping centers; distributing material at drive-in window booths; 
and distributing material at day-care centers, libraries, and stores. 

In Tredyjfrm, the Chester County district court staff was very cooperative in allowing access to 
the court docket book to check disposition of SB and CSS citations. The judge was also. an advocafe 
for child passenger safety. He even had a "Judges Love Kids, Too?" card (see Appendix J) available 
at the courthouse. 

In Tredyfft , specific community assistance included: 

• Publication of "Child Safety Seat Study" article in Tredyffrin Townwatch Association's 
Townwatcher. 

• Distribution of CSS -literature and Vince and Larry puppets (500 packets) at McDonald's at 
the drive-in window. 

• Distribution of CSS literature (2,500 packets) at the township's two libraries, nine day-care 
centers, and YMCA. 

• Permission by proprietors to conduct safety display booths at sidewalk sales at two shopping 
centers. 

• Permission by proprietors to conduct observation studies at shopping centers. 
• Permission by courts to look through court docket book. 
• Collection of observation and query data at shopping centers. 

In Haverford, specific community assistance included: 

• Distribution of CSS literature (700 packets) at four day-care centers, one elementary school, 
the one township library, three fast-food restaurants, and two retail merchandise stores (which 
also got packets to distribute and use for their display rack). 

• Permission by proprietors to set up safety display booths and conduct CSS clinics at shopping 
centers. 

• Permission by proprietors to conduct observation studies at shopping centers. 
• Permission by courts to look through court docket book. 
• Collection of observation and query data at shopping centers. 
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Table 5 identifies PI&E material distributed in the communities.


Table S. PI&E literature distribution, by community.


Activities Tredyffrin Haverford " 7 
"Packets" handed out 2,500 700 

Display racks provided to 13 11 
stores, libraries, day-care 
centers (posters displayed) 

OTHER SUPPORT 

In addition to police, State, and community support, other groups contributed to the project's 
intervention activities and evaluation process. 

Con'-actor. The principal investigator and staff were responsible for negotiating with police 
departments on model OR policy guidelines, training, and enforcement and PI&E activities to 
conduct. In addition, staff prepared press releases, visited police to review project goals and 
activities, delivered literature and other promotional material to each police department to use in the 
programs, assisted in arrangement of photo opportunities, and attended special events to observe the 
project activities and get an attendance count. The staff also supervised data collection activities. _ 
Community residents collected the data. The contractor also helped police get mini-grants, OPUE 
training, and state recognition awards. 

The local and regional highway safety groups were given permission to participate in the 
project by PennDOT's Center for Highway Safety, which also provided support. They supplied 
almost unlimited copies of CSS and SB educational material, assisted with demographic and other 
information needs, helped get mini-grant funding to purchase promotional items (NHTSA 402 funds), 
and worked to increase project recognition. During the project, both police departments received 
PennDOT's Silver Buckle Awards, NHTSA's 70 Plus Award, Safety Education awards, and 1992 
Buckle Up America special judge awards. 

NHTSA. Special assistance from the NHTSA technical manager (other than normal project 
management duties) came in the form of arranging two visits to the police departments to discuss 
project objectives, promoting and emphasizing the enforcement component of the project, and helping 
the parties reach mutual agreement on what would be expected from the police departments. In 
addition, NHTSA's Office of. Police Traffic Services provided project material, including much of the 
material for "Operation Buckle Down" and "Avoid the Summertime Blues-Buckle Up Project," 
offered background information to support the direction of the project, and gathered training material 
for the police. They were instrumental in coordinating the training for instructors' certification at the 
NHTSA OPUE workshop in Hershey, PA. They also provided 150 NHTSA OPUE Participation 
Manuals for police to use in the in-house training sessions. Midway through the project, a police 
representative of NHTSA's Police Traffic Services Division joined NHTSA's technical project 
manager and the principal investigator on a visit to both police departments to promote a higher level 
of OR enforcement. 
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6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS


This chapter presents the characteristics of the target population group observed and queried. 
Beyond the demographic characteristics of the sample are the observation data on occupant restraint 
(OR) use of drivers, restraint use and proper restraint use for young children, and driver responses to 
queries on knowledge of OR laws, perception of enforcement in the community, attitudes about 
enforcement, self-reporting behavior characteristics, and awareness of child safety seat (CSS) issues. 

Analysis of the data is an important aspect. The tables and figures show statistically significant 
differences between test sites and comparison site in pre- and post-intervention phase data-differences 
that probably reflect the impact of the intervention. An interpretation of the findings appears in the 
last section of the chapter. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE 

A total of 5,567 drivers with young, children were observed in the pre- and post-intervention data 
collection phases. However, results and analysis of the data included only drivers with young 
children who were residents of Tredyffrin, Haverford, Abington, or surrounding townships,10 that 
is, 4,562 Jrivers (with young children passengers in the vehicle-82 percent of total observations) and 
5,859 young children (1.3 children per driver). Approximately 50 percent of the sample analyzed 
were township residents. Appendices K-1 and K-2 show the number of drivers (with young children) 
and young children observed, by township and data collection phase.,' . 

In both pre-and post-intervention phases, over 85 percent of the drivers were under age 39 years 
(see Appendix K-3), over 85 percent were female, about 72 percent traveled less than 10 minutes (see 
Appendix K-4), and about 64 percent drove less than 3 miles from their last stop to the shopping 
centers where they were observed (see Appendix K-5). In addition, many drivers reported that they 
frequently visited the shopping centers. About 75 percent of the drivers, across sites and phases,. 
visited the shopping center more than once a week (see Appendix K-6). The majority of drivers were 
observed in passenger cars, station wagons, or minivans (see Appendix K-7). 

OBSERVATION DATA 

Data collected included shoulder belt' use of drivers (with young child passenger) and of drivers 
using shopping centers, CSS use, type of CSS, and proper use characteristics" of CSSs. The 
drivers provided age and weight estimates of the children. Compliance with Pennsylvania's OR laws 
was determined from observation of shoulder belt and CSS use and proper use, seat position, and 
driver-reported age estimates. A comparison of pre-intervention (October to December 1990) and 
post-intervention (October to December 1991) data is part of the results and analysis. 

10	 Driver-reported residence zip code information was used to verify 'reported township and 
surrounding township residency status. 

JJ	 Defined in this study as proper seat and harness attachment/position, and proper attachment of 
vehicle seat belt (SB) to child restraint. 
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Shoulder Belt Use by Drivers 

For drivers (with youne child passengers), in all sites, test and.comparison, pre- and post-
intervention drivers with young children were much more likely to be in SBs than the general driving 
public (see Table 6). In addition, shoulder belt use improved 3.5 and 8.7 percentage points in 
Tredyffrin and Haverford, respectively, from the pre- to the post-intervention phases. The results 
were not statistically significant12 when each site's data were compared with data from the 
comparison site, which also showed an improvement in shoulder belt use (2.6 percentage points). 
(Drivers in Tredyffrin were 13.9 percentage points higher for shoulder belt use than drivers in 
Haverford during the pre-intervention phase.) 

Table 6. Change in safety belt use of drivers with children and the general public. 

Restraint Use Type Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point 
Difference 

SB use by drivers with T 84.6% (629) 88.1%(614) +3.5

young children H 70.7% (795) 79.4% (856) 0 +8.7


A 61.1%(725) 63.7% (446) +2.6


SB use by drivers from the T 47.9% (571) 57.0% (625) +9.1* 
general public H 43.7% (606) 50.0% (925) +6.3* 
- A 48.6% (751) 46.0%(625) -2.6 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the characteristic. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 
*Significant at 95% level of confidence. 

Shoulder belt use by drivers in the general public" improved in both intervention communities as 
well. In Tredyffrin and Haverford, SB use significantly jM2Mygd, 9.1 and 6.3 percentage points to 
57 and 50 percent. The comparison site (Abington) showed a decrease of 2.6 percentage points 
across phases. Shoulder belt use by the general public was about 20 to 35 percentage points lower 
than shoulder belt use by drivers with young children, across all sites and phases. Table 7 shows 
shoulder. belt use across the nation and State during the data collection phases, as a comparison. 

12 95 percent level of confidence was used for statistical significance. 

13 Observers did not interact with these drivers to determine residency status. 
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Table 7.. Comparative driver shoulder belt use in nation and Pennsylvania
(percentage observed).

Pennsylvaniat

States with SB State Chester Delaware Montgomery
Data Collection Phase Laws" Average County County County

Pre-intervention 54 53 - 64 .54 56

Post-intervention 55 60 65 60 59

'NHTSA, "Occupant Protection Trends in 19 Cities" (October 1990 and November 1991).
tPennDOT Center for Highway Safety, Seat Belt Observation Surveys, Fall 1992. .
(Note-Tredyffrin, Haverford, and Abington are in Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery
Counties, respectively.)

Restraint Use for Young Children

The differences between pre-intervention and post-intervention phase restraint use (child restraint,
shoulder and/or lap belt, or no restraint) are presented. Observations were of young children; age
and weight estimates were reported by the drivers. From these data characteristics, compliance with
the State child passenger safety law could be determined. Results include the type of child restraint
used, as well as proper use characteristics (seat position, harness position, and SB buckled to CSS), to
determine whether children being transported are "fully protected."

CSS Use (All Toddlers). For young children (toddlers) between age 1 and 5, the increased use of
CSSs instead of SBs or no restraint significantly improved in both test sites, but not in the comparison
site. CSS use increased 5 percentage points to 76.8 percent in Tredyffrin and increased 10.5
percentage points to 71.4 percent in Haverford. (CSS use in Tredyffrin started out 11 percentage
points higher than in Haverford during pre-intervention.) CSS, use in the comparison site (Abington)
decreased 4.1 percentage points to 63.7 percent. Figure 9 shows the difference between pre- and
post-intervention phases in terms of CSS use for all toddlers.

CSS Use (Various Age/Weight Categories). This section provides results for all young children
(infants snd toddlers, by age (0 to 1, 1 to 3, and 3 to 5) and by weight (less than 20 pounds and 20
to 40 pounds).'

For infan between birth and age I and under 20 pounds," CSS use was very high (over 95
percent CSS use observed across all three sites in the pre- and post-intervention phases) compared * 

with SBs or no restraint. Slight CSS use increases occurred in both test sites after the intervention.
Table 8 lists percentages.

" American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) defines infants as children under age 1 or under 20
pounds.
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NN.N% is the observed incidence of the characteristic in the comownity during the time period.
(NNN) is On number of observations or respondent.
Demo Impact is the dMerence between each test township and the comparison site.

Figure 9. Percentage point change of child safety seat we by toddlers (ages 1 to'S),
before and after Intervention, by site.

For ung toddlers, between age 1 to 3, CSS use was relatively high (between 85 and 95 percent)
in both pre- and post-intervention phases across all sites. The use of CSSs compared with SB's or no
restraints improved 3.6 percentage points and. 7.4 percentage points in Tredyffrrin and Haverford,
respectively. (CSS use in Tredyffrin was over 6 percentage points higher than in Haverford during
the pre-intervention phase.) When comparing these improvements in child restraint use with
Abington's slight improvement (1.8 percentage points), the impact of the intervention was not
statistically significant.

For older toddlers, between ages 3 to 5, CSS use was much lower (40 to 50 percentage points
across all sites and pre- and post-intervention phases) than for younger toddlers (ages I to 3). CSS
use improved 8.8 percentage points and 8.9 percentage points in Tredyffrin and Haverford,
respectively. (CSS use in Tredyffrin was about 10 percentage points higher than in Haverford during
the pre-intervention phase.) Even though child restraint use showed no improvement in the
comparison site (Abington), the impact of the intervention was not statistically significant (at the 95
percent level of confidence) perhaps due to the small sample sizes in the intervention site subgroups.
Table 9 presents the CSS use results for young and older toddlers. -

C
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Table 8. Percentage of 'Child Safety Seat use by infants, by age and weight, 
before and after interventions, by site. 

Infant Characteristic Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point 
Difference 

Ages birth up to 1 T 97.8% (134) 99.0% (102) +1.2 

H 98.1%(108) 99.3%(145) +1.2 

A 99.1%(113) 97.6% (84) -1.5 

Less than 20 pounds T 98.6% (141) 99.0% (105) +0.4 

H 95.1%(122) 99.2% (131) +4.1 

A 97.9%(%) 98.3%(60) +0.4 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the characteristic. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 

Table 9. Percentage Child Safety Seat use by young and older toddler age groups, 
before and after interventions, by site. 

Toddler Age Group Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point 
Difference 

Young toddlers T 91.4% (432) 95.0% (382) +3.6 
(ages 1 to 3) ' H 85.4% (526) 92.8% (529) +7.4 

A 88.7% (433) 90.5% (210) +1.8 

Older toddlers T 40.6% (271) 49.4% (255) +8.8 
(ages 3 to 5) H 30.5% (423) 39.4% (355) +8.9. 

A 38.7% (310) 38.6% (223) -0.1 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the characteristic. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 

Drivers were asked to estimate weight of children, as well as to report age. (According to the 
AAP, recommendations for forward facing, toddler, or convertible CSSs are based not only on age 
[1 to 4 or 5], but also on weight [20 to 40 pounds]. For this reason, data for these children were 
tabulated by driver-reported weight estimates.) 

The results on CSS use for toddlers weighing between 20 and 40 pounds showed increases like 
those in the age category for toddlers from both test sites. Significant improvement was found only 
in Haverford when toddler CSS use was analyzed based on a weight definition. Table 10 compares 
CSS use' by AAP recommended weight requirements for toddlers in CSSs. 
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Table 10. Percentage of Child Safety Seat use by toddlers (20 to 40 pounds), 
before and after interventions, by site. 

Toddler Weight. Group Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point 
Difference 

Toddlers T 78.1%(607) 80.6% (582) +2.5

(20 to 40 pounds) H 62.3%(904) 73.1% (860) + 10.8*


A 69.1%(732) 68.2% (421) -0.9


T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the characteristic. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 
*Significant at 95% level of confidence. 

Lack of any restraint use, whether CSS or SB, was also+ observed and recorded in the data 
collection effort. For all toddlers (ages 1 to 5), statistically significant improvement was found in 
Haverford when compared with the comparison site. There was an almost 10 percentage-point 
decrease in unrestrained toddlers in Haverford. Tredyffrin showed a slight improvement (0.7. 
percentage-point decrease in unrestrained toddlers); however, both sites had similar rates for nonuse 
of restraints (only 1.5 percentage-point difference) by the post intervention period. 

According to'the AAP, recommendations for booster CSSs are based not only on age (over 4 or 5 
to 7 or 8), but•also on weight (40 to 70 pounds). For this reason, data for these children were 
tabulated by driver-reported weight estimates. Observations involved young children (primarily 
between age 5 and 9 and primarily over 40 pounds) in the vehicle. For these older children, 
Haverford showed significant improvement in relation to the comparison site. There was an almost 
30 percentage-point decrease in unrestrained children in Haverford. Tredyffrin showed a small 
improvement (0.7 percentage-point decrease in nonuse of restraints); however, both sites showed only 
a 3.2 percentage-point difference in nonrestraints by the post-intervention period. 'For children over 
40 pounds," Haverford showed statistically significant improvement when contrasted with the 
comparison site. There was a 25.8 percentage-point decrease in unrestrained children from pre- to 
post-intervention. Tredyffrin showed a slight decrease, 0.3 percentage point. However, there was a 
30 percentage-point decrease in nonuse of restraints (i.e., 30 percentage-point change from no 
restraint.tn some type of OR) for Haverford in the pre-intervention period. 

Table 11 presents the nonuse of restraints for all toddlers (ages 1 to 5) and older children (ages 5 
to 9 and over 40 pounds). 

Compliance with OR Laws of Pennsylvania 

The Commonwealth's OR laws apply to children from birth to age 4. The law provides no weight 
requirements. From observing restraint use and seat position in the vehicle and by knowing the age 
of these children, a "compliance" rate was determined for the law. 

is	 During the pre-intervention data collection phase, less than 5 percent of children over 40 pounds 
were less than age 5. 
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Table.11. Percentage of nonuse of restraints (safety belts or child safety seats) by toddlers 
and older children, before and after intervention by sites. 

Age/Weight Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point 
Characteristics Difference 

Toddlers T 6.0%(703) 5.3%(637) -0.7

(Ages 1 to 5) H 16.3%(949) 6.8%(884) -9.5*


A 11.6% (743) 13.4% (433) +1.8


Older children T 17.5% (114) 16.8% (137) -0.7

(Ages 5 and 9) H 50.3% (183) 20.0% (175) -30.3*


A 44.0% (209) 47.4% (137) +3.4


Older children T 14.4% (188) 14.7% (190) +0.3 
(Over 40 pounds) H 44.5 % (211) 18.7%(214) .-25.8* 

A 36.6% (224) 38.7% (173) +2.1 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the characteristic. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 
*Significant at 95% level of confidence. 

For the most part, most drivers (lowest compliance rate in pre- and post-intervention periods was 
80 percent in Haverford) with young children complied with Pennsylvania's OR laws. However, the 
CSS laws in the state are weak. Drivers can comply with the law even with toddlers (ages I to 4) 
restrained by a SB only in the back seats. (The AAP does not feel this is. adequate "full protection." 
Project objectives were to promote full protection for toddlers, including proper CSS use even in the 
back seat. This "full -protection" rate observed is reported next.) 

Nevertheless, significant improvement (9.9 percentage. points) in compliance with the law for 
toddlers (ages 1 to 4) was found in Haverford in contrast with the comparison site. Tredyffrin had a 
slight improvement, 1.9 percentage points. However, Tredyffrin's compliance with the law was 10 
percentage points better than Haverford's in the pre-intervention phase. The comparison site, 
Abington, showed a slight decrease in compliance, 0.4 percentage point. Figure 10 shows the impact 
of the intervention on driver compliance with Pennsylvania's OR laws. 

"Fully Protected" Young Children 

A "fully protected" measure was computed from observation data collected on child restraint use 
and project-defined proper use (i.e., appropriate direction of CSS, harness down in place and attached 
to seat, CSS buckled to vehicle SB), seat position, and reported age of toddlers. 

All Toddlers (Ages 1 to 51. Significant improvements of "full protection" occurred in both test 
sites in contrast to the comparison site. Tredyffrin and Haverford improved 5.8 and 11.8 percentage 
points, respectively, after the intervention. In contrast. to the comparison site, the impact was even 
greater, 10.1'and 16.1 percentage points in Tredyffrin and Haverford, respectively. Figure 11 shows 
the impact of the intervention for "fully protected" toddlers. 
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Figure 10. Percentage point change of driver compliance with occupant restraint laws of
Pennsylvania for toddlers (ages 1 to 4), before and after intervention, by 'site.

Toddler Are (1 to 3.3 to 51 and Weight (20 to 40 pounds) Categ2ds. For young toddlers
(ages 1 to 3) and older toddlers (ages 3 to 5), the "fully protected' measures improved for both test
sites from pre- to post-intervention phases. Table 12• shows the percentage impact of the intervention
for "fully protected" young toddlers (ages 1 to 3), older toddlers (ages 3 to 5), and toddlers between
20 and 40 pounds. For young toddlers. 'fully protected.' rates during pre- and post-intervention
phases were all above 82.percent. Tredyffrin and Haverford improved 5.3 percentage points and 8.6 **

 * 

percentage points, respectively, from pre- to post-intervention phase. However, when compared with
Abington (comparison site), only Haverford's improvement was significant. Both test sites showed 90
percent of the young toddlers "fully protected" after the intervention. For older toddlers, the "fully
protected" rates were much lower (about 50 percentage points) than for the younger toddlers during
the pre-intervention and post-intervention periods. This is probably related to the fact that many of
the children ages 3 to 5 were wearing SBs and thus were not really "fully protected." Tredyffrin and
Haverford improved 4.6 and 10.5 percentage points, respectively, from. pre- to post-intervention
phase. However, these improvements were not statistically significant when compared with those of
Abington.
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Figure 11. Percentage point change of "fully protected" toddlers (ages I to 5), 
before and after intervention, by site. 

Table 12. Change in "fully protected" rates of toddlers, by age and weight, 
before and after intervention, by site. 

AgcfWeigbt Category Site Pre-interaction Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference 

Young toddlers T 86.1% (432) 91.4% (382) +5.3 
(Ages 1 to 3) H 82.1% (526) 90.7% (529) +8.60 

A 85.0% (433) 86.2% (210) +1.2. 

Older toddlers T 36.5% (271) 45.1%(25S) +8.6 
(Ages 3 to 5) H 27.0% (423) 37.5% (355) + 10.5 

A 33.2% (310) 33.6% (223) +0.4 

Toddlers T 73.1% (607) 76.8% (582) +3.7 
(20 to 40 pounds) H 59.1%(904) 70.9%(860) + 11.8* 

A 65.4% (732) 64.1%(421) -1.3 
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For toddlers between 20 and 40 unds, both test sites improved on their "fully protected"
measure. Haverford's improvement (11.8 percentage points) was significant. Similar to other. CSS
use characteristics, Tredyffrin had a higher pre-intervention level, in this case, 14 percentage points.

Comparison of Driver SB Use and Toddler Restraint Use

A clear, direct relationship emerged from an analysis of driver belt use and restraint use by toddlers.
As Figure 12 shows, belted drivers were much more likely to have restrained toddler passengers than
were unbelted drivers. This positive relationship appeared across all sites and between intervention
periods. When drivers were observed wring shoulder belts, 73 percent of their child passengers
ages 1 to 5 were in a CSS, 24 percent were belted, and only 3 percent were not in any restraint.
When drivers were not wearing belts, only 53 percent of those ages 1 to 5 were in a CSS, 16 percent
were belted, and 31 percent were not in any restraint. This finding is consistent with other studies
(Cynecki and Goryl, 1984).

 *
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D, :ver Belted (N =1517) * Driver Not Belted (N=432)
 *  * 

*

Safety Belt
Safety Belt 16%

24%

Child Safety Seat Child Safety Seat
73% 53%

Figure 12. Driver shoulder belt use versus toddler restraint use.
(Post-intervention data from all 3 sites)



QUERY RESPONSE DATA 

Drivers with child passengers were queried on their knowledge of the OR laws in Pennsylvania, 
perception of community OR enforcement, attitudes about OR enforcement, self-reported proper CSS 
use behavior, and awareness of CSS issues. This section describes the levels and differences in driver 
responses to these queries during the pre- and post-intervention phase of data collection. 

Knowledge of OR Laws 

Drivers were asked about their knowledge of Pennsylvania's CSS and SB laws. CSS law queries 
related to (1) maximum age requirement for a child to be in a CSS in the front seat,-and (2) back-seat 
restraint requirements for children up to age 4. Results showed only about half of the drivers (across 
sites and before and after intervention) knew the required age for a child to be in a CSS in the front 
seat. Results were much higher (about 90 percent) on drivers knowledge (across sites and before and 
after intervention) of the back-seat restraint requirements. (Maybe the "yes-no" type of response . 
caused such a high rate.) No significant differences were found for response changes from before to 
after the intervention. Drivers did seem to be aware of the SB law in the Commonwealth. Over 90 
percent of the drivers in the test and comparison sites (pre- and post-phases) knew that there was a 
law. Differences across site and phases were very small: Table 13 presents the results of this query. 

Tabl. 13. Change in driver-reported knowledge of occupant restraint laws in Pennsylvania, 
before and after intervention, by site (percentage). 

Up to wke ap does Peaegbaela'.l.w egaleo a CLW to be Is a ehW Arty not wMa Adog wYh you (lb. delror) lo tb hoot of a gar! 
4 r yo.n aW 

Ske pns►b +sati.o plteomebw Few DlAwoua s 

T 59.6%(459) 37.6% (S23) -1.0 

H 333% (477) 57.9%(700) +2.6 

A 46.1% (413) 41.1% (366) +1.3 

CoaW you pt a debut If a AN rtwwa do qss of 1 ad 4 b is tio back no of year ear d Is sat b a eb0d tt.My art wad b a" using 
a soot bob? 
[l] Yos r [21 No 

Sib Peo4otaevaotiaa Astboanaotlaa pwao.tp petit Distlaaa. 

T 94.1% (311) 943% (599) +0.2 

H 93.2% (5u) 933% (799) -1.7 

A 94.9%(370) 92.3% (429) 2.6 

Lit possible 1.r you to pt a debt b r aft waefitp a seat bet whoa you delve? (1] Yes T [2j N. 

SW plrbbtvomdm P694ob +oodoo ParaootaploutDlDaraus 

T 92.6%(591) 93.6%(606) +1.0 

H 93.6% (594) 93.2% (776) -0.4 

A 90.6%(576) 90.0% (431) -0.6 

T-Tredyffru H-Haverford A-Abiogtoa (eoapsrisoo situ)

NN.N% it the pemat.ge of the observed bwWosoe of the resposoe.

(NNN) is the number of observst oos or raspoodma.
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Perception of Enforcement 

Drivers with young children were asked how they perceived the probability of getting a ticket in 
their community for violating the CSS or SB laws. (See Table 14.) Five categories of responses 
were suggested to drivers. Data were reported by comparing .the "likely" responses (very likely, 
somewhat likely) with the "occasionally" or "unlikely" responses (somewhat unlikely, very unlikely 
responses). Drivers (based on responses) showed increased perception. (very likely, somewhat likely) 
on enforcement of the CSS and SB law in both test communities. In addition, when contrasted with 
the comparison site, drivers at both test'sites showed a sign ficant increase in difference in perception 
on enforcement of the CSS law. 

Table 14. Change in driver-reported perception of enforcement of occupant restraint laws, 
before and after intervention, by site. 

CSS Law 

How likely is it to get a ticket in your community for violating Pennsylvania's Child Safety Seat Law'. 

1' Very Likely 2] Somewhat Likely 3] Occasionally 4] Somewhat Unlikely 5] Very Unlike 

"Very Likely-Somewhat Likely" Responses 

Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Pa ventage Point Difference 

T 25.1% (S8S) 32.2%(605) +7.1. 

H 27.0%(S70) 32.3% (777) +53' 

A 29.4%(537) 2S.3% (391) -4.1 

SB Law 

How likely is it to get a ticket in your community for violating Pennsylvania's Seat Belt Law? 

1] Very Likely 2] Somewhat Likely 3] Occasionally 4] Somewhat Unlikely 5] 'Very Unlikely 

"Very L.ikely-Somewhat Likely" Responses


Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference


T 23.5% (585) 30.2% (609) +6.7*

H 24.2%(567) 30.1 % (774) +5.9' 

A 25.5% (556) 23.3-S (399) -2.2 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site)

NN.N % is the percentage of the observed incidence of the response.

(NNN) is the. number of observations or respondents.

*Significant at 95 % level of confidence.
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Attitude on OR Enforcement 

Drivers with young children were asked if they favored having the police enforce Pennsylvania's 
CSS and SB laws. (See Table 15.) Responses showed that over 90 percent of these drivers favor 
these laws. The test and comparison sites showed no significant response differences from before to 
after the intervention. 

Table 15. Change in driver-reported attitude on enforcement of occupant restraint, laws, 
before and after intervention, by site. _ 

6 

CSS Law 

How do you feel about the police enforcing Pennsylvania's Child Safety Seat Law? 

Strongly in Somewhat in Undecided Somewhat Strongly 
Favor Favor or Not Opposed Opposed 

[1] [2] Interested [4] [5] 
[3]


"Strongly in Favor-Somewhat in Favor" Responses


Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference


T 95.4% (611) 97.2% (573) +1.8 

H 97.2% (606) 98.5% (751) 

A =95.6% (603) E 
+1.3 

97.0% (410) I +1.4 

SB Law 

How do you feel about the police enforcing Pennsylvania's Seat Belt Law? 

Strongly in Somewhat in Undecided Somewhat Strongly 
Favor Favor or Not Opposed Opposed 

[11 [2] Interested [41 [5l

13]


"Strongly in Favor-Somewhat.in Favor" Responses


Site Pre-ictervention Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference


T 91.8%(610) 93.7%(S70) +1.9 

H 93.1%(605) %.1% (744) +3.0 

= 88.5% (601) 91.7% (410) +3.2
E

T-Tredyffiin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site)

NN.N % is the percentage of the observed incidence of the response.

(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. .
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Self-Reported "Behavior on Proper CSS Use 

Drivers were asked how often they put their children in CSSs properly. It seems that many 
drivers are already aware of the importance of "always" having young children properly installed in 
CSSs, but they still may not act on their knowledge. When contrasted with the comparison sites, both 
test sites showed statistically significant improvements in drivers responding "always," which should 
be the only "appropriate" response. Table 16 presents the responses to behavior and usage of CSSs. 

Table 16. Change in driver-reported behavior on proper child safety seat use 
before and after intervention, by site. 

Very few people know the proper way to install child safety seats, and few people properly 
secure their children in these seats all the .time. How often are child safety seats properly 
installed and used in your car? 

Always Frequently Sometimes Infrequently Never 
[1] [2] [5] 

"Always" Response 

Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference 

T 73.2% (549) 80.9% (540) +7.7" 

H 88.8% (563) 89.4% (695) +0.6" 

A 86% (601) 72.9% (388) -13.1 

T-Tredyffrin _ H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site)

NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the response.

(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents.

"Significant at 95 % level of confidence.


n 

Awarecess of CSS Issues 

Drivers were asked whether they had been informed of CSS issues in the last few months (yes or 
no). Significant differences were found in Haverford Township when contrasted with the comparison 
group. (See Table 17.) In addition to responding "Yes" or "No" about whether they have seen or 
heard anything about CSSs, drivers were also asked where they saw or heard it. Only 249 drivers 
reported where they found out about CSS issues. The following categories of response were ' 
identified: (1) project activities-30%, (2) magazines or books-24%, (3) doctors' offices-26%, and 
(4) miscellaneous-20%. 
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Table 17. Change in driver-reported awareness of child safety seat issues, 
before and after intervention, by site. 

(Yes-Response) 

Site Pre-intervention Post-intervention Percentage Point Difference 

T 52.8%(606) 50.0% (544)	 -2.8 

H 43.6% (594) 56.4% (768)	 + 12.8" 

A . 47.4% (601) 46.2% (400)	 -1.2 

T-Tredyffrin H-Haverford A-Abington (comparison site) 
NN.N% is the percentage of the observed incidence of the response. 
(NNN) is the number of observations or respondents. 
'Significant at 95% level of confidence. 

Only '179 out of 1,712 drivers responded to what they remembered about the CSS messages. 
Responses matched the following categories: (1) messages used in program-47%, (2) general safety 
benefit-27%, (3) the 1991 "Florida case"'6-9%, and (4) other legal issues-19%. 

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 

This section presents an interpretation of the findings, as well as unique situations that may have 
influenced results. The following is covered: data collection methods and sampling technique, 
characteristics of sample population, observation data, query response data, and summary. 

Data Collection Methods and Sampling Techniques 

Observations and query responses were collected in community shopping centers at the test 
(Tredyffrin and Haverford) and comparison (Abington) sites. The goal was to collect data on every 
target driver and child passenger. However, because of the constraints imposed by the physical 
characteristics of the shopping center, the traffic flow into the parking area, project costs, the number 
of data collectors at each site, daylight hours, and some driver reluctance to interact, not every target 
driver who visited the shopping centers with young child passengers was observed or queried. 

Repeat observations were made of some drivers (approximately 5 to 8 percent of the drivers in the 
three townships); however, these drivers were queried only the first time. 

16	 Parents were convicted of manslaughter for not having their child in a CSS. Unrestrained child 
died when thrown from the car during an accident. 
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Data were collected not only from township residents.but also from surrounding township 
residents. The rationale was that.police enforcement and public intervention and education (PI&E) 
projects spilled over into the surrounding communities; and local newspaper coverage, school 
projects, special events, and shopping activities reached audiences beyond the township boundaries. 
In addition, contract resources were not available to spend the time that it.would take to collect 
information on only-township residents. 

Characteristics of Sample Population 

As planned and implemented, the sample of drivers and their child passengers reached appropriate 
numbers in both the pre- and post-intervention phases to support statistically reasonable assumptions 
that the program was probably the reason for the increase in OR use and proper use of child 
restraints, as well as for the increase in drivers' perception of local police enforcement, self-reported. 
proper CSS use behavior, and awareness of CSS issues. 

Most of the drivers with child passengers, across test and comparison communities and during pre-
and post-intervention phases, were women ages 30 to 39. These drivers were primarily mothers 
doing routine grocery and other shopping chores with their young children. Travel patterns to the 
shopping centers were also consistent across communities and phases. As aforementioned, most of 
the drivers traveled less than 10 minutes, were less than 3 miles from their last stop, and frequented 
the sho, ding centers more than once a week. Thus, most of the drivers probably lived near the. 
community shopping centers, a characteristic that was sought in the sampling plan. 

Observation Data Interpretation 

The results of the analysis showed increases in SB use by both drivers with child passengers and 
general public (driver without child passenger), as well as increased CSS use and proper use among 
toddlers after the intervention program in both test sites. In addition, significant results were noted 
for SB use by the public and between ]gy CSS use and proper use observation and query response 
measures in at least one site and, in some cases, both sites. The intervention projects showed an. 
effect. The comparison site showed no significant improvement in any measure. 

Restraint use by drivers with young children did improve in all sites after the intervention period. 
Results were not statistically significant and could simply reflect the national trend. However, 
statistically significant differences in shoulder belt use were noted for general public drivers at the test 
sites. In Tredyffrin and Haverford, drivers significantly improved (over 9 and 6 percentage points, 
respectively) from the pre- to post-intervention phase, whereas in Abington, the usage rate dropped by 
almost 3 percentage points. Differences in SB usage rate improvements in the test sites were greater 
than increases in the national shoulder belt usage rates for cities with SB laws. ' National shoulder belt 
usage rates slightly improved, from 54 percent to 55 percent, between the spring and fall of 1991 
according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), November 1991. In all 
likelihood, the intervention programs also increased SB use in the community. 

For OR use by drivers with child passengers and the general public, SB use was much higher for 
drivers with young children than for the general public across all three sites and for both pre- and 
post-intervention phases. Drivers were more likely to wear SBs when children were in the vehicle. 
Results also showed that when drivers were belted, 97 percent of the toddlers were restrained 
(CSS-73 percent or SB-24 percent); and when drivers were not belted, only'69 percent of the 
toddlers were restrained (CSS or SB). (Data from Mississippi in 1991 showed the same figure for 
CSS use, 73 percent when the driver was belted [IACP, 1993].) 
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One of the main objectives of the intervention projects was to improve the use of CSSs for gill 
toddlers (ages I to 5). The statistically significant improvements in both test sites (when compared 
with the control site) bring reasonable probability to the conclusion that both intervention projects 
increased the community CSS use. 

Significant improvements were found in many CSS use and proper use measures in both sites. 
Haverford showed more improvements than Tredyffrin in the measures of restraint use by drivers 
with child passengers, CSS use and proper use for toddlers, and restraint use for older children. 
However, the pre-intervention restraint and child restraint use levels were much lower in Haverford, 
which suggests that this township has more "room for improvement." 

Despite many similar intervention activities at each test site, there were also many differences. 
Tredyffrin offered higher levels Of enforcement activities, more staff training, and more PI&E to the 
businesses and the community. However, Haverford conducted more press coverage, more 
community projects based around young children and teenagers, and hosted a CSS inspection clinic. 
The fact is that CSS use and proper use in both test sites improved (for some measures, significantly, 
based on comparison site data) despite different levels of enforcement and PI&E activities. Thus, 
interpreting the results of the data analysis was a complex process, but it did show that the 
intervention projects in both communities probably increased CSS use and proper use. Some of the 
key findings of the observation data and query responses are discussed next. 

Since CSS use improved with the overall toddler group, the young (ages 1 to 3) and older (ages 3 
to 5) toddler groups were also expected to improve; and they did. However, results were not ' 
statistically significant. As was expected, CSS use by older toddlers (ages 3 to 5), was much lower 
(pre- and post-intervention) than CSS use by the younger toddler group. Many older toddlers were in 
SBs. Haverford experienced a significant improvement (30 percentage points) in the number of 
young children (between ages 5 and 9 and over 40 pounds) wearing SBs. Haverford's project, which 
had more emphasis on PI&E activities than enforcement, probably reached all the township children 
in the schools and day-care centers. This approach may well have been responsible for the significant 
improvement in restraint use. 

Another objective of the intervention project was to improve Tredyffrin's compliance with 
Pennsylvania's child passenger safety law, which allows belt use for children ages I to 4. This 
weakness was one of the reasons for focusing intervention on increasing "full protection" for toddlers 
(up to age 5), not only in the front seat but in the back seat as well. For toddlers in the age group 
identified in the law (ages-1 to 4), both test sites showed compliance rate improvements after the 
intervention project. Haverford's improvement was significant (90 percent compliance), and close to 
Tredyffrin's post-intervention level (92 percent).. Tredyffrin's compliance with the laws was high 
before the project, so the enforcement conducted may not have been able,to improve compliance 
beyond this level. Again, Haverford's approach may have been responsible for improved compliance 
with the CSS law. 

Another objective of the intervention project was to improve the rate of "fully protected" toddlers 
in vehicles. For toddlers between ages 1 and 5, results showed significant improvements (12 to 
13 percentage points) in the "fully protected" number of toddlers in both.test sites after the 
intervention phase. 'Observation data revealed that in Tredyffrin and Haverford, 73 and 69 percent, 
respectively, of all toddlers observed were "fully protected," after the intervention. The combination 
of activities in each community was likely to have been responsible for these increases. 
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Query Data Interpretation 

Other project objectives were to determine whether the intervention projects had an effect on 
drivers of child passengers in terms of their knowledge of Pennsylvania's OR laws, perception of 
enforcement of these laws, attitudes about enforcement, self-reported behavior concerning proper 
child restraint use, and awareness of CSS issues. 

Drivers' knowledge of the OR laws of Pennsylvania after the intervention project had changed 
very little. Over 90 percent of the drivers across sites and intervention phases acknowledged that they 
knew about the CSS and SB laws in the State. However, only about 50 percent of the. sample across 
sites and intervention phases knew the age cutoff for children in the front seat to be in a CSS. 
Project. material covered the law in details, but drivers probably skimmed the material. "Full 
protection" rates might increase if parents were better educated on the details of the CSS laws and the 
laws provided full protection in the front and back seats. 

Drivers had increased perception about the local police enforcing the OR laws. Many more 
drivers at both test sites responded "very likely" or "somewhat likely".as the likelihood of getting a 
ticket in the community for violating the CSS or SB laws. Even though Tredyffrin had higher 
enforcement contact levels than Haverford, all of the press releases in both test communities 
mentioned the enforcement component and CSS laws; some mentioned counts on the numbers of 
tickets ar warnings given for OR violations. Thus, press coverage on enforcement may have been 
instrumental in increasing perception of enforcement in these communities, maybe even more 
important than the enforcement activities themselves. 

Most of the queried drivers (88 to 99 percent) across all of the sites and during both phases were 
in favor ("strongly" or "somewhat") of the police enforcing the OR.laws. The restraint use rate for 
these drivers was already about 20 to 30 percent higher than that of the general public (50 percent). 
Drivers who already comply with the law are probably more likely to respond favorably to OR 
enforcement. 

Also of interest was finding out if the intervention projects changed the way drivers responded to 
how often they have their children in properly secured CSSs. After being made aware of the safety 
benefits of OR's, a driver would be expected to respond "always" to the OR question. Both test sites 
showed significant increases for the "always" response. It is not of critical concern that drivers might 
falsify their responses. If drivers are now aware of the need for always using child restraints,'contact 
with one or more of the intervention activities may have educated them about this critically important 
concept and behavior. 

Another measure of project effectiveness is knowing whether drivers were aware of CSS issues 
recently seen, read, or heard. The question was slightly misleading because the drivers asked may 
have been aware of CSS issues from information other than that developed through the intervention 
projects. However, the number of drivers who responded "yes" to seeing, hearing, or reading 
something about CSSs increased significantly in Haverford, but not in Tredyffrin. The higher level of 
press coverage in Haverford may have been the responsible factor. 

Summary 
. 

Each test site demonstrated different levels of OR enforcement "contacts" and PI&E activities. 
(Tredyffrin had three times . as many "contacts" and 10 times as many citations as Haverford. 
Haverford had twice as many newspaper articles, more public advertising (billboards, banners), and 
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more public events than Tredyffrin. Haverford also held a CSS clinic and conducted a very 
comprehensive school/day-care education project). However, despite the different "mix" in each 
community, significant improvements were evident in the key measures of CSS use and "full 
protection" rates among toddlers and SB use of the general public. Also, significant results were 
found in the perception of enforcement of the OR laws and drivers acknowledging that they always 
use CSSs properly. Improvements also were noted with drivers' (with young children) SB use rate 
and their compliance with Pennsylvania's OR laws. 

The results suggest that moderate and more intense levels of OR enforcement (which includes 
warnings) combined with a comprehensive PI&E project that includes frequent press (newspaper) 
coverage and public events (including CSS inspection clinics), projects for schools, day-care centers, 
and the civic and business community can improve and promote local CSS use, proper use, and OR 
belt use. 
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7. PROJECT ADMINISTRATIVE EVALUATION


An administrative evaluation of the demonstration project looked at management direction, 
activities, and unique characteristics. Many "players" were involved, including local police, State-
supported groups, community groups, and businesses. Understanding their roles, their decisions, and 
the way that these decisions affected the results provides direction for police and other community 
organizations trying to promote and increase use and proper use of child safety seats (CSSs) and all 
occupant restraint (OR) use in communities. 

The primary "players" were the police. The evaluation addresses the key elements that provided 
direction, and motivation for police in enforcement and public information and education (PI&E) 
activities, including: 

• Project management, leadership, and supervision. 
• Model policies. 
• Training. 
• Enforcement. 
• PI&E activities, publicity, and other events. 

The State and community also played a significant role in the project. Activities by the State-
supported and private local and regional CSS or safety belt (SB) highway safety groups were 
instrumental in the success of the demonstration project. The evaluation examines the role of these 
groups and the ways that their efforts supplemented police activities. The community (e.g., local 
businesses, schools, libraries, department stores, and fast-food restaurants) also cooperated and 
assisted in PI&E activities. The value of the community role is also examined. 

The contractor and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) monitored the 
project and regularly interacted with the police, local and. regional highway safety groups, and the 
community. Their role is evaluated. 

The last section of the chapter briefly discusses general project issues, such as the elements of the 
demonstration project (e.g., level of police enforcement and policy decisions) and data collection 
effort (e.g., target group characteristics, sampling, and field observations) that could not be controlled 
by increased monitoring and project directives. 

POLICE 

The Tredyffrin and Haverford police departments may not have initially. realized the level of 
commitment required to conduct an effective OR enforcement and PI&E program. However, both 
police departments clearly stated that they were willing to conduct the program if the effort would not 
hinder the level of support services normally given in their communities. This provision was 
accepted since one objective of this project was to show that an effective OR enforcement and PI&E 
project could be conducted in conjunction with routine operations and without "outside" funding for 
police salaries. It was suggested that OR enforcement "contacts" reach at least 10 to 20 percent of 
the police department's total number of citations. Neither department officially agreed to reach this 
level. Both departments emphasized that ticketing quotas were illegal in Pennsylvania. However, 
they stated that they would try to meet all of the project objectives, i.e., instituting employee 
directives and SB policy, training, and OR law enforcement as well as participating in PI&E 
activities. 
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Management, Leadership, and Supervision 

In TredyMin, two superintendents were involved with the project. At the start of the project, the 
Superintendent delegated all project activities to the Community Relations. Officer and the patrol 
sergeants responsible for traffic enforcement. For the most part, these officers were given 
autonomous control. During the first half of the project, the Superintendent played only a peripheral 
role rather than closely monitoring the project activities. This approach may have hindered reaching 
the expected level of OR enforcement in the first half of the project. However, the patrol sergeants 
blamed manpower shortages (e.g., summer vacations, retirements) and the officers' perception of 
unduly high costs associated with the/secondary citation of the SB violation. 

Midway through the project, the Superintendent retired and was replaced by the captain, who had 
over 20 years of experience at Tredyffrin. The captain was very familiar with the project and 
strongly advocated the safety benefits of occupant protection. When NHTSA and contractor staff 
visited, bringing along a police lieutenant (from a jurisdiction with high levels of OR enforcement), 
the need for more OR enforcement was stressed. The captain (now Superintendent) agreed that OR 
enforcement was important and immediately intensified the enforcement activity. The new 
Superintendent assigned a lieutenant to oversee the effort. The lieutenant reinforced OR enforcement 
directives, conducted and assisted in refresher training, and took time during roll calls to remind the 
patrol sergeants and patrolmen that they must enforce the OR laws and wear SBs. 

A_ dramatic increase in OR "contacts" occurred. The Superintendent and lieutenant appeared to be 
working together to assure officer commitment. They frequently checked with staff about activities : 
associated with the enforcement and PI&E projects. The records' staff of the department had to give 
the Chief and lieutenant monthly updates of OR enforcement "contacts." This strong commitment . 
from the Superintendent and regular feedback between the lieutenant and the officers conducting the 
OR activities was instrumental in improving OR enforcement and maintaining PI&E activities. 

In Haverford, the Chief delegated the project activities to the lieutenant in command of the patrol 
division and highway safety unit. Under the lieutenant's command, enforcement directives were 
issued to the patrol staff. In addition, PI&E activities were delegated to the highway safety unit's 
senior officer, whose regular duties already included community relations activities, training,. special 
projects, and routine traffic patrol. This officer was also the Occupant Protection, Usage, and 
Enforcement (OPUE) instructor. Even though the Chief felt strongly about occupant protection,. . 
especially after he was involved in a serious car accident at the beginning of the project, he did not 
follow the progress of the project closely enough to monitor or note the low level of OR enforcement, 
and he did not keep track of other activities. He primarily relied on the lieutenant to manage the 
program. 

When NHTSA and contractor staff as well as the aforementioned police lieutenant held a mid-
project meeting with the Haverford police department to promote greater OR enforcement, the Chief 
and lieutenant acknowledged that more OR enforcement would increase the probability of project 
success, but did not commit to the OR enforcement levels suggested. They cited the secondary 
enforcement aspect of the law (which is discussed later in this chapter) and the manpower shortage. 
Although this shortage would reduce the number of citations if all patrol officers were committed to 
OR enforcement, the citations would still have been regularly issued-and they were not. 
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The contrast in project management styles between and within the two police departments 
demonstrated what style was effective in promoting OR enforcement. The top-ranking officers 
needed to show frequent and strong interest in and commitment to enforcement of the OR law. A. 
"hands-on" style of senior management, which regularly monitored the enforcement, assisted on 
training and roll-call reminders, and, personally recognized a good enforcement effort was needed to 
promote active OR enforcement. ' 

Model Policy Guidelines. 

NHTSA and contractor staff suggested to the police that a successful OR enforcement and PI&E 
project would depend on following elements of the model enforcement policies being promoted by the 
'International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), NHTSA, and the California Safety Belt Task 
Force (CSBTF). The IACP/NHTSA model enforcement project for occupant protection encompasses 
a set-of broad activities for police, including: 

• SB use by police. 
• Training, which covers OR safety benefits and the need for enforcement. 
• Guidelines for OR enforcement. 
• OR enforcement programs and strategies. 
• Comprehensive PI&E projects, which cover enforcement activities. 
• R#ward projects for officers. 
• Reward projects for motorists complying with OR laws. 

The CSBTF model enforcement project is very similar to the IACP/NHTSA model in stressing 
patrolmen training, SB use by police, and enforcement goals. However, the CSBTF model also 
provides guidelines for incorporating more specific elements into OR enforcement projects and 
strategies. (SB citation considered a hazardous citation, citation information card, and citation number 
printed on the citation form) along with PI&E programs (public information and SB usage emphasized 
in crash reporting). 

Both Tredyffrin and Haverford police found it relatively easy to follow most elements of the 
IACP/NHTSA model project, including training, SB use. recommendations, enforcement projects and 
strategies, and PI&E (internal and community) activities. In the CSBTF model, the police were 
readily able to follow suggestions about the citation information card, the public information card, and 
the report on SB usage at crash scenes. Both police departments thought adding a category for OR 
citation on the standard traffic citation form would help reinforce the project. However, forms could 
not be developed in time for the intervention projects. Haverford developed its own OR warning 
form, as a way to remind the patrol officers to make OR "contacts." Neither department followed the 
policy decision to promote the enforcement effort by marking SB violation citations as "hazardous." 
They stated that it was up to Pennsylvania Department of Transportation to change the law and make 
the SB violation primary. 

The next topic headings represent the areas chosen for evaluating the effectiveness of the key 
model elements: SB use policy for police, police training, enforcement, and PI&E activities. . 

SB Use Policy. Both departments followed the statement, purpose, and procedures of the model 
SB use policies required for police department employees, with the exception of IACP/NHTSA's 
guidelines that call for restraint of all prisoners. Both departments put an exemption in their policies 
and let officers- decide whether to use SBs on a person under arrest, especially if the person is violent 
or combative and places the safety of the officer in peril. 
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Officers were given department SB use policies during training and frequently reminded about the 
.policy's intent during subsequent roll calls. The policies set the groundwork for police employees, 
reinforcing the notion that officers are community role models and must set an example by, wearing 
belts themselves if they are going to enforce the OR laws. The police chiefs were very receptive to 
this reason for having a department SB policy. Observations on four occasions found that compliance 
with the policy was 100 percent in Tredyffrin and 87 percent in Haverford. The majority of the 
officers seemed to accept the policies and follow them. Specific sanctions for officers not following 
policy were never clearly identified. Tredyffrin mentioned giving suspensions. The police probably 
handle each incident on a case-by-case basis. 

Training. Both police departments participated in a state-organized and taught NHTSA OPUE 
training project and conducted in-house training using the NHTSA OPUE curriculum. Three certified 
police instructors attended a 2 1/2 day NHTSA OPUE training course prior to the intervention 
projects. 

NHTSA/OPUE Workshop. The three instructors from Tredyffrin and Haverford provided 
their opinions on the NHTSA OPUE training project. On a positive note, the officers stated that the 
workshop thoroughly explained the unique features of Pennsylvania's SB and CSS laws, especially the 
secondary enforcement aspect of the SB law and the fact that children (age 1 to 4) may legally be 
restrained with an SB in the back seat. They thought that the workshop provided the basic 
informal ' n and instruction necessary for training their staff, and they agreed that the companion 
videotapes were excellent. On the negative side, the instructors wanted more detection techniques for 
identifying violators of the OR laws, more time to practice the instruction exercises, more training on 
how to instruct fellow officers, more coverage on the costs associated with a secondary violation, and 
more coverage on CSS types, identification of the Federally approved seats, and more specific issues, 
such as appropriate ages for each type of seat. Their criticisms of the training might explain some of 
the resistance to higher levels of SB ticketing. 

In-House Training. The training conducted at each police department was evaluated by 
questioning the training officers and observing a training session. The evaluation covers content of 
the training material, scheduling, and effects of the training on enforcement activities. 

Both departments' instructors followed the NHTSA OPUE training course content and material. 
Accompanying each chapter of the Participant Manual were related video segments. Instructors stated 
that the most important aspect of the training involved educating the officers on how to look for SB 
and CSS violations (e.g., position of the SBs and CSS harness not over child's head). Since both 
departments were not regularly enforcing the OR laws, the instructors felt that the patrolmen needed 
this guidance. Instructors expressed more willingness to conduct the training, given the proper 
resources and tools. The instructors felt that training the officers and having an adequate supply of 
instructional materials, education aids (e.g., audiovisual slides, videotapes), and handouts (e.g., the 
Participant Manual) facilitated and helped deliver a more effective training program. They strongly 
believed that the training reinforced policy directives and other "motivational" information provided to 
the officers. For instance, in Tred , officers learned during training that baseline results showed 
the majority of the community in favor of the OR laws. 

Throughout each year, both departments conducted frequent training sessions (in-house and at the 
police training sites) on all aspects of police work, including enforcement techniques and specific 
community problems. By the beginning of the project, the police departments had prescheduled other 
training sessions. and thus could not accommodate OR enforcement training immediately. Fortunately, 

red in was able to fit in the OPUE training within 2 months after the instructor had gone to the 



workshop. Hav rf rd had already committed to other training, firearms practice, vacation, and 
community programs, so they were unable to schedule OR training for most patrol officers until a few 
months after PI&E activities. 

Once training was scheduled and conducted, the patrol staff was given the order to implement OR 
enforcement "contacts" (written warnings and citations). Increases in OR enforcement "contacts" 
appeared in the month following Tredyffrin's training (March 1991) and the month during 
Haverford's training (July 1991). This result was anticipated, even expected. In Tred in, training 
did not adequately address the ticket-cost issue. The patrol officers initially gave mostly citations; but 
after 2 months, the court administrators informed the department that the officers charged only the 
$10 fine-not the additional $41.50 in State costs-for SB violators. This cost issue affected the 
direction of the enforcement project in that officers were more reluctant to give SB citations than 
written SB warnings. By the summer, OR enforcement "contacts" had dropped. Many reasons were 
cited (as explained later in this chapter). 

By early fall, with a new stronger executive direction, the officers received additional refresher 
training; and OR enforcement "contacts" increased dramatically. Refresher training was apparently 
instrumental in improving OR.enforcement "contacts." Even though many "contacts" were written 
warnings (probably due to directives integrated into training), by the epd of refresher training, the 
level of OR "contacts" exceeded 20 percent of total citations.. In Haverford, the training program 
emphasized that the choice between a citation and a written warning would be at the discretion of the 
officer. There was no push for citations. The direction from the top leaned toward warnings, with 
the department even implementing a customized warning form.. With this form in place, the OR 
enforcement effort was expected to be predominantly warnings, and it was. Nevertheless, OR 
enforcement "contacts" did dramatically increase immediately after training. The instructor conceded 
that refresher training should have been conducted from the middle to the end of the project to 
improve the "contacts" level, which had dropped. In Haverford's situation, the training schedule had 
to be determined almost 6 months in advance of project start-up, because of unforeseen training and 
schedule commitments that had appeared in the interim. 

Enforcement 

Both police departments acknowledged that enforcing SB and CSS laws would increase CSS use 
(and proper use) and general occupant protection. Issues affecting the enforcement effort by both 
departments are evaluated here; they include the effects of the State law, enforcement methods, OR 
"contacts" (citation vs. warning), and motivation techniques. 

_SgLe The police expressed several concerns or problems with enforcement and ability to 
write a high level of tickets on Pennsylvania's primary CSS law.. First, only limited opportunities are 
available to cite violators since drivers with young children usually drive during.the day-often only 
between 9 a.m. Nand 4 p.m. Second, the police were able to identify only gross misuse, such as a 
toddler standing up in a seat. It was highly unlikely that CSS misuses obstructed from view would be 
noticed during routine patrol. Third, the law is vague in guidance on the proper methods of 
restraining children in CSSs. The law mentions that drivers need to put children 'in "appropriate 
restraint systems" (infant or toddler/convertible seat?), an "approved CSS" (Federal standards?), and 
"seat in any seating position equipped with an SB in the vehicle" (driver will attach CSS to SB?). 
The law does not mention the harness being in place or the child facing the proper direction, nor does 
it offer that the CSS needs to be attached to the vehicle's SB with correct routing. Thus, the law does 
not really provide enough guidance for proper use of CSSs in addition to no clearly established 
guidelines for enforcing the law. Finally, the weak structure of the law, which allows children (ages 
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1 to 4)-to be restrained by an SB in the back seat is not conducive to detecting CSS law violators. If 
the law required children (ages 1 to 4) to be in a CSS in the back seat, officers on routine patrol 
would be more likely to detect young children (birth to age 4) not restrained in CSSs. 

From the beginning of the project, the police expressed concern that the secondary enforcement 
status of Pennsylvania's SB law would inhibit its enforcement. Numerous discussions that the 
contractor and NHTSA officials held with both police departments emphasized that secondary SB laws 
are enforceable and effective, by citing California and Maryland State police activities. Nonetheless, 
-the departments were convinced that the secondary nature of the law made it weak, and this belief 
would be a factor in reaching suggested project enforcement levels (20 percent of all citations). The 
police felt that two factors inhibited higher enforcement levels during the project: (1) the secondary 
law and (2) the additional costs associated with the secondary law. First, the ranking officers felt that 
a primary SB law should be established. The law inhibits high levels of SB ticketing due to the need 
to stop the driver for a primary violation, first. This situation reduces the opportunities to cite a large 
number of violators for the SB law, especially in a community setting as opposed to turnpikes or 
interstate roads. The message relayed to the officers from their superiors stressed the importance of 
enforcing the laws for the community's benefit. The superiors stated that the State diminishes the SB 
law's importance by (1) making it a secondary law, (2) making the 'actual fine ($10) too low, and (3) 
not making it a moving violation. For all three reasons, their officers have mixed feelings about 
enforcing the SB law. The superiors need to convince the officers of the importance of enforcing the 
SB law f',r their community's safety benefit, despite the State's "message." . In addition, the superiors 
strongly felt that the additional costs ($40) associated with the SB citation fine inhibited higher 
enforcement levels. Many patrol officers were reluctant to issue SB citations because of the extra _ 
costs associated with the fine, especially after they had given a motorist a citation for a primary 
violation with its own fine and costs. 

One of the departments firmly stated that the total cost associated with an SB citation was a major 
reason why patrolman gave out more warnings than citations. One patrol sergeant stated that his 
officers did not like to include the extra citation (about $50) while giving the motorist a primary 
citation costing about $85 to $150. He added that more citations would have been written if there 
were not additional costs associated with the fine. The extra cost attached to an SB citation was a 
sensitive issue with both police departments. One patrol sergeant suggested that the police- might 
enforce the law with all the extra charges if the additional money went to a law enforcement fund 
instead of emergency medical service (EMS), insurance, and court funds, which do not directly affect 
them. 

Enforcement Technique. Both police departments utilized routine patrol and selective 
enforcement during the project. On routine patrol, both departments used only 5 to 10 patrol vehicles 
on the road (and only 1 or 2 specifically assigned to traffic enforcement) on each shift. This 
relatively small number of patrol units does reduce the opportunity to enforce the OR laws, since 
many patrol officers are involved with community calls that take them away from the traffic 
environment. In small communities, OR enforcement using only routine patrols may not be enough. 
Dedicated traffic patrol units and selective enforcement-are probably needed to increase OR law 
ticketing. 

Both departments believed that selective enforcement was also needed to complement routine 
patrol efforts. With each department already participating in selective enforcement, it was easy for 
them to integrate OR enforcement into their current selective enforcement project, to reduce speeding 
and DUI violators in their community. Selective enforcement efforts focus on specific violations. If 

t 
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OR enforcement is a part of. this focus, use of manpower resources is more efficient and the intensity 
of the OR enforcement activity expands. 

Tvoe of Enforcement "Contact". Written warnings for SB and CSS violators played a major 
part of both departments' OR enforcement effort. In fact, over 60 percent and 90 percent of all OR 
enforcement "contacts" were written warnings in Tredyffrin and Haverford, respectively. Stronger. 
directives from the top command might have increased the ratio of citations to warnings. However, 
top command offered many reasons why the directives did not emphasize citations over warnings-or 
enforcement goals, for that matter. For Tredyff, in, it was very important that officers had complete 
discretion as to the type of OR enforcement "contact" they gave. In Haverford, the police wanted to 
start the project with a warning period, which probably motivated officers to give out more warnings. 
(4s evident in the results, Haverford never really moved into a citation phase on the project.) Both 
departments were also very firm about not asking the officers to reach particular enforcement goals. 
They cited legal and practical -issues. Local courts have declared enforcement "quotas" illegal. From 
a practical issue, the police kept mentioning that they did not want to "persecute" motorists with 
multiple citations or to write tickets for the sake of ticketing. ' 

The intent of the warning system (to compensate for officer reluctance to give citations) was never 
fully implemented during the intervention period. Both departments envisioned a system of giving a 
motorist a citation on the second SB.warning. However, police never formally adopted protocols to 
computerize or check the warning files.' It would have been interesting to evaluate the effectiveness 
of this method. Maybe the ratio of SB citations to SB warnings would have been higher. The 
intervention period would probably have to feature more aggressive warnings and be longer (2 to 3 _ 
years) to assess the effectiveness of this method. 

Motivation Techniques. Training, roll-call reminders, computer mail messages, citation 
information cards, and easy-to-use customized warning-notice pads were used to promote the 
enforcement effort of the project. During roll call, patrol commanders were easily able to give verbal 
reminders about the enforcement effort to their officers and use the video segments from NHTSA's 
1991 "Operation Buckle Down Roll Call" program. The videos provided good promotion of OR 
enforcement without the reminder coming directly from the patrol commanders all the time. 
Tredyffrin also used, a computer (E-Mail) message system to remind patrol officers to enforce the OR 
laws. Each officer started a shift at the station checking for messages on a computer. This was a 
quick and effective way to reach every patrol officer regardless of shift. 

Both departments also used the citation information cards (developed by Keystone Safety Belt 
Network IKSBN]) which were given out at training. - Most officers put these cards under the visors of 
their patrol cars or in the briefcases they carried on patrol. The patrol commanders were in favor of 
the card system because it provided them with easy access to information needed to write up an OR 
citation. How often each officer referred to the card was not documented. Nevertheless, both 
departments certainly wanted the cards and received enough for all the police and new recruits 
throughout the project year. 

Another motivation technique was the customized OR warning notice pad printed in Haverford. 
Each officer received a pad to carry on patrol, with the intent that warnings could'easily be written 
for both SB and CSS violators. With .the warning pad in place, a higher level of warning was 
anticipated, but never achieved. Certainly, if officers had more commitment to conduct even these 
warnings, the warning pads would facilitate OR warning "contacts." 
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Project and Events 

Both police departments participated in many PI&E activities throughout the course of the project.

Both departments found it easy to conduct these activities since they were able' to integrate CSS and

SB issues into their regular community safety programs. (Since both departments had very active

highway safety programs, they were probably receptive to participating in this project in the first

place, as well as to conducting programs specific to CSS use and proper use educational objectives.) .

Both departments had a good relationship with the community businesses, civic organizations,

libraries, and schools; and this partnership facilitated obtaining the use of sites for projects,

advertising, and other project-related activities (e.g., distributing literature and obtaining sites for CSS

inspection clinics).


Both departments were easily able to conduct press conferences, and then provide press releases 
and newspaper coverage, information booths at health and safety fairs and at sidewalk sale events, 
distribution of educational material at events and programs, programs at schools, day-care centers, 
community centers, and businesses." They were accustomed to using these PI&E activities for 
other community relations and safety programs. Both police departments received assistance from 
local and regional highway safety groups in the form of education and promotional material, .press 
releases, lectures at school/day-care programs, and CSS inspection clinics on proper use. Without 
their external assistance, newspaper coverage and the number of program activities would probably 
have bee ; less frequent, since the police tend to schedule many of their regular activities during the 
spring and fall (probably when manpower is at its peak), leaving inactive stretches of time over the 
summer and winter. To increase the probability of public awareness of enforcement and higher OR 
use and proper use, it was important to conduct activities and provide press coverage fairly 

-regularly-at least once a month. 

The police were quite willing to review, revise, and submit ready-made press releases to the local 
newspapers. They were not eager .to write the original releases themselves, but gladly received press 
releases from contractor, NHTSA, and PennDOT. However, they were eager to participate in media 
photo sessions, which did seem to increase the probability of newspaper coverage. During the course 
of the project, local newspapers printed over 80 percent of the press releases that the police gave 
them. It is not surprising that many State and Federal OR programs contain press kits and sample 
press releases to use for "Child Passenger Safety" or "Buckle Up America" weeks, knowing that the 
police have a higher probability of submitting press releases when given a draft copy. Also, the press 
probably prints more press releases given to them by police than by other safety groups. 

Both police departments also incorporated elements of NHTSA's 1991 "Avoid the Summertime 
Blues" program and tie 1991/1992 "Operation Buckle Down" program. The police were willing to 
incorporate selected elements of these national campaign activities into the project. They might have 
incorporated more of the elements if program packets had been provided earlier (6-month lead time). 

The police departments are pro-active about highway safety programs and thus receptive to 
integrating OR programs into their regular PI&E activities. Departments with these programs in 
place usually have a seasonal schedule when they do school and community programs, holiday events, 
sidewalk sales, and health and safety fairs. In addition, businesses and schools schedule these 

17	 For the most part, regional TV coverage was not used in the project because of its potential 
influence on the comparison site. All of the sites were located within the greater metropolitan 
Philadelphia broadcasting area. 
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programs at the same time every year. If a department has a regular community program already in 
place, then additional manpower is probably not an issue for integrating an OR program. However, 
it may be unrealistic to expect the police to conduct an intense PI&E OR effort without some State, or 
local and regional, highway safety groups' support (such as assisting in programs and providing press 
releases) and resources (e.g., providing them with primarily educational material and promotional 
items). 

STATE AND CONEMONITY'INVOLVEMENT 

State Resources 

Of great importance to the police was the availability of the State's educational materials (e.g., 
CSS brochures and posters) and promotional items (e.g., "Buckle Baby Right" stickers and "We Love 
You: Buckle Up" teddy bears). The police thrived on this material, distributing it during 
presentations. For the most part, both police departments were already aware of the resource material 
available from the State. As part of their ongoing community responsibilities, the regional 
comprehensive highway safety groups had made efforts to inform both police departments of available 
PI&E material to use in their highway safety projects. When the project started, the regional groups, 
who were eager to cooperate, provided an almost unlimited supply of the State's CSS and SB 
educati .nal and promotional material. 

Community Resources . 

Throughout the project, community groups were willing to help the police by participating in the 
project when asked. The police did not expect them to take a more active role, and the project did 
not determine how involved these groups could have become, given their own limited time, resources, 
and agendas. The project was not able to find community volunteer groups willing to take the lead in 
the community PI&E effort. The police primarily conducted all of the PI&E activities and called on 
community groups for their assistance as needed. The project demonstrated that the police needed 
some state/community asistance to conduct the PI&E component of the OR enforcement project and, 
took advantage of community assistance. 

The contractor's discussions with ranking officers from both police departments brought out that 
support from local government officials and judges was important, but these officers .did not feel that 
it was a critical issue. Both department chiefs were given full decision-making authority in terms of 
enforcement methods for the benefit of the community. 

To gain support for the project, the Chief and Superintendent of each department presented the 
scope of the project to the commissioners at township board meetings. They described the safety 
benefits for the community, and the project was accepted by the commissioners. Discussions with the 
police affirm that the commissioners have very rarely, if ever, refused to support police projects 
focused on protecting the health and welfare.of residents. 

In the beginning of the project, the police did not actively pursue efforts to gain support from the 
judges. In Tred in,, the judge was already active in the area of occupant. protection and had 
previously participated in many promotional events supporting OR protection. In fact, he was one of 
the first judges in the State to initiate the passing of Pennsylvania's CSS enforcement law in the early 
1980's. With this fact in mind, the police did not feel the need to confer with him at the start of the 
project. Examining the disposition of OR citations, the police learned that less than 10 percent of the 
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citations were dismissed. Thus, it appeared that the court was not visibly opposed to the enforcement 
effort. (In many cases, violators paid the SB fine and still pleaded not guilty to the primary offense. 
These motorists apparently do not know that the OR law dismisses the SB violation if the motorist is 
not guilty of the primary offense.) In Haverford, the command officers felt that it was unnecessary to 
seek support from the judges. They felt that their job was to enforce the law and write citations, 
regardless of the position of the judges. Because of the limited number of citations written, the 
project was not able to demonstrate the effect of this police position in the courts. 

::CONTRACT SUPPORT 

The contractor monitored, evaluated, and provided technical assistance to the police in the 
demonstration project. Assistance, especially for PI&E activities, was given throughout the course of 
the project-when the contractor perceived that the public needed more exposure to the project. 
NHTSA's project manager and offices of Police Traffic Services and Traffic Safety Programs also 
provided technical assistance in the areas of training, site selection, field. surveys, scheduling, PI&E 
messages, distribution of promotional campaign material, and meetings with police to promote the 
enforcement aspects of the project. It was strongly felt by the contractor that the police would not 
have reached the level of intensity with PI&E activities or enforcement without regular persistence by 
a project "facilitator." 

Mie-vay through the project, the NHTSA project manager and a law enforcement officer on loan 
from NHTSA's Police Traffic Services visited the police to promote the project and motivate both 
police departments to increase their level of ticketing. The meeting may have had an almost 
immediate effect on at least one of the departments. OR citations and warnings improved 
dramatically. In the month following the meeting, OR enforcement "contacts" rose to over 20 percent 
of all citations and over 70 percent of all "moving" citations. In addition, this level was maintained 
throughout the remainder of the intervention period. Using experienced law officers to promote OR 
enforcement to other police departments might be one of the strongest influences in getting 
community police department commitment to conduct OR enforcement programs. 

GENERAL PROJECT ISSUES 

This section discusses uncontrollable elements of the intervention activities and data collection 
effort that might have reduced the desired intensity level of the project, possible effectiveness of CSS 
use/proper use and driver SB use, as well as the optimum conditions.for conducting observations and 
driver interviews. 

Intervention Activities 

The relatively high level of enforcement anticipated for the project was not reached, despite efforts 
by the contractor and NHTSA to give clear direction about project objectives, provide instruction and 
training resources, and recommend levels of OR enforcement for changing CSS use and proper use 
and SB use. Several uncontrollable reasons for not reaching the level of enforcement sought were 
(1) aspects of police management, (2) weak state OR laws/statewide activity, (3) .level of training, and 
(4) exposure in the community. 
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Management styles of police departments are different, so it was difficult to ascertain how well 
OR enforcement objectives would be carried out. Based on project results, strong commitment from 
the top command appears necessary, including regular directives and monitoring enforcement 
activities, in order to maintain expected OR enforcement levels. Top command also gave the patrol 
officers total discretion in deciding whether to write warnings or citations for OR violators. If 
officers were already reluctant to give OR citations (despite training messages on the importance of 
OR enforcement), the directive that gave them a choice may have influenced them to opt for warnings 
more often than citations, which was the case. In addition, both police departments felt strongly that 
all OR enforcement "contacts" (whether warnings or citations) relayed a message to the community: 
The police believe that OR use is important. This philosophy prevailed in both departments. Finally, 
an unexpected change in leadership also occurred in one of the departments. The retiring 
Superintendent was probably so busy with other issues during the transitional period that the OR 
project was not his top priority. As shown by the results, the new command was much more 
committed to OR enforcement. 5 

The weak OR laws also contributed to a lower than expected level of OR enforcement. The 
contractor was unaware of how secondary enforcement or the additional costs associated with it would 
affect enforcement. In addition, without any other strong police OR enforcement activities occurring 
statewide, no case studies could be followed. Many officers expressed reluctance to give SB citations 
because of the extra costs associated with the fine. One of the command officers cited this factor as 
the a reason why police gave more SB warnings than citations. 

Training sessions may not have provided enough emphasis on giving out citations. This situation _ 
was not anticipated. Training instructors probably included discussions on the option of warnings 
because top command gave them directives. A stronger emphasis on citations was needed. 

In the area of exposure, the community police may not have had the opportunity to write a lot of 
OR citations. As observed during the project, among the police on routine patrol, only a few patrols 
are assigned to traffic enforcement. This situation certainly reduces the opportunities for writing a lot 
of OR citations. Comparing local community police OR enforcement expectations with the results 
achieved by State police does not work because State police are devoting more time to traffic 
enforcement and are not really influenced by the community. 

Site Selection 

Selecting communities for the project was a difficult task, with all types of uncertainties. Project 
success depended on police and community willingness to participate and commit to many 
intervention activities without the promise of financial assistance. The contractor had to request this 
commitment even though neither the contractor nor the police could know what, would occur during 
the course of the project, for example, manpower shortages and other unexpected reductions in 
resources, which could affect OR project activities. The effort had to be supported by local 
community resources and cooperative shopping centers (for observation sites). There was no way to 
know CSS and SB use before baseline, yet finding three sites with similar OR compliance levels was 
highly desirable. Proximity to the contractor was also important because frequent visits would be 
essential. 
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Targett Group Characteristics 

Changes in CSS use and proper use plus OR use were likely to have been associated with the 
intervention project, not with extraneous variables related to nonlocal population groups or 
socioeconomic differences. The project carefully documented similar 'characteristics (e.g.; driver 
residency, trip behavior) of the target population observed in the shopping centers, across sites and 
intervention phases, and the sociodemographic characteristics of all three communities. 

The chance of observing a target vehicle in a shopping center was always random. Because the 
sites were community shopping centers and not big malls, the probability of local shoppers was 
anticipated to be high, and it was. Not being able to observe every target driver and child passenger 
at the shopping center probably did not influence the study results. Observations were not conducted 
at night,. and contract funding limited "blanketing" the shopping centers with data collectors in an 
effort to observe every target vehicle. 

Post-Intervention Activities 

Since the end of the project, OR enforcement and PI&E activities have continued, and even 
increased, in both communities. The police department in the comparison site (Abington) has also 
started an OR enforcement project. Their.effort involves giving first-time violators the chance to pay 
the fine r - go to a highway safety class. In Tredvifrin, OR enforcement "contacts" alone almost 
doubled the entire number of "contacts" during the intervention period. In addition, the police have 
implemented a traffic safety unit (with specially marked patrol vehicles) which conducts traffic 
enforcement only. PennDOT and NHTSA have recognized its efforts, and the department has 
received NHTSA's 70% Plus Honor Roll Award, two enforcement awards from PennDOT, and 
NHTSA's "Buckle Up America" enforcement award, which was presented at the 1992 Governor's 
Highway Safety Conference. In Haverford, the police have continued with CSS PI&E efforts. They 
have stopped cars, passed out buckle-up bears to toddlers in CSSs, given warnings to drivers violating 
the OR law, and published local newspaper'articles concerning the effort. In addition, the police have' 
been very active in promoting CSS use through area libraries and day-care centers, where they have 
conducted numerous programs. The police department has received NHTSA's 70% Plus Honor Roll 
Award and accepted two OR education awards at the 1992 Governor's Highway Safety Conference. 

Pennsylvania strengthened its CSS law in October 1993. The law requires children from birth to 
age 4 to be in a CSS always, whether they are in the front or back seat. The law also makes all 
drivers, including non state residents, responsible for all vehicle occupants under the age of 18. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS


This chapter presents recommendations for State agencies, community-based police departments, 
and other community groups (e.g., civic, school, business) interested in promoting public compliance 
with occupant restraint (OR) laws requiring child safety seat (CSS) use, full protection for young 
children, and safety belt (SB) use. The recommendations are also aimed at promoting OR 
enforcement and public information and education (PI&E) about enforcement efforts and CSS issues. 
The basis for these recommendations is the observed effectiveness of several intervention elements 
used by the police, State-supported highway safety groups, and the community during the 
demonstration project. Other recommendations emerged from consultations with other police 
officials, government agencies, nonproject-related private and State-supported highway safety groups, 
and researchers. 

STATE AND STATE-SUPPORTED HIGHWAY SAFETY GROUPS 
(LOCAL AND REGIONAL) 

As the demonstration project showed, State agencies and State-supported highway safety groups 
can play a significant role in supporting OR enforcement projects at the community level. Their 
guidance and assistance encourage and motivate the local police not only to see the value of OR 
enforck <nent projects but also to realize that these projects can be easily conducted within the 
resources of the department and community. State groups can assist the police in at least the 
following ways: consultation, participation,. funding support, evaluation, and recognition. Before 
contacting community police, State agencies should be knowledgeable. about OR use rates and 
accident data in the community, as well as State OR laws and their shortcomings, be aware of and be 
able to coordinate Federal or State-operated OR training workshops in their State, be aware of State 
associations (of police and judges, for example) that can assist and cooperate in OR projects, and be 
able to provide PI&E material and toll-free hotline numbers. 

Consultation 

To promote OR enforcement projects, State and law enforcement officials should start by visits 
with local police departments. The Chief and ranking officers responsible for traffic enforcement 
should attend. At a minimum, the meeting should cover commitment, model projects, enforcement 
and PI&E strategies, assistance, and project evaluation. 

Commitment. At the beginning of the meeting, officials must emphasize that the key to an OR 
enforcement effort (as in other traffic law enforcement efforts) is an ongoing commitment by the 
Chief and top ranking officers. The police must believe in the safety benefits of ORs and must agree 
to enforce the OR laws. Their commitment manifests itself by delivering internal directives or 
memos to the officers, establishing and implementing recommended model OR enforcement project 
guidelines, incorporating extensive OR training into the officers' overall. training project, conducting 
periodic reminders, evaluating the enforcement effort and its safety consequences, and recognizing 
enforcement, compliance, and safety achievements by the department. 

Model Internal Proorams. They State groups should encourage adoption of model OR 
enforcement policy guidelines developed by well-recognized law enforcement associations. These 
guidelines can help to direct the activities and policies that make OR enforcement successful in the 
community. At a minimum, the model policy should include guidelines for directives, in-house SB 
policies and compliance checks, training, establishment and implementation of OR enforcement goals 
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and strategies, enforcement reminders and tools to encourage enforcement, an active P1&E program 
plan that publicizes enforcement, periodic evaluation of the OR enforcement effort, public 
perceptions, OR compliance, and safety consequences. 

Enforcement/PI&E Strategies. The meeting should focus on determining realistic OR 
enforcement goals for the police department. The State groups should back up these suggestions with 
documented case studies of successful OR enforcement and safety efforts in communities similar to 
the ones in the project. The case studies need to demonstrate that similar communities have reached 
,OR enforcement goals and safety benefits. Descriptive information should include socioeconomic and 
demographic characteristics of a community and its traffic patterns, size of patrol and dedicated traffic 
enforcement units, and level of effort and enforcement techniques. The results of the demonstration 
project certainly suggest that community-based police departments can achieve OR enforcement . 
"contact" (citations and warnings) levels above 10 percent of all citations given, with department staff 
resources (i.e., no overtime hours). 

Technical Assistance. The police need increased awareness of the support and resources available . 
to them at State, regional, and local levels. Available State-provided services might include police 
trainers, speakers, P1&E resource material, mini-grants and application assistance, and CSS inspection 
clinics. 

Ev ]ua ion. Periodic evaluation of the OR enforcement effort should also be available to the 
police. The evaluations of citation levels, convictions, public opinion, compliance levels, and safety 
benefits give the police more motivation to conduct the OR enforcement project. From conversations. _ 
during the demonstration project, investigators learned that the police were very interested in the 
evaluation. They reported that they rarely learn about the effectiveness of their projects; 

State Participation 

State and State-supported (local and regional) highway safety groups can actively promote OR 
enforcement projects by local police. For example, they might help with program development, 
resource gathering, preparation of press releases, and distribution of education and other resource 
material; participate in PI&E activities and special community events; and assist in project evaluation 
measures. 

Program Develop. Police need guidance on the suggested level of OR enforcement, press 
coverage, and community outreach effort (necessary to maintain awareness in the community), as well 
as the frequency of project activities to be conducted during the project. The State groups can help 
police iearn how routine and selective OR enforcement projects and PI&E activities can be integrated 
into their current traffic enforcement and community safety projects.' State officials should allow 6 to 
12 months for' OR enforcement and PI&E.projects to become fully integrated into routine police 
department projects. 

Resources. If police are willing to be involved in OR projects, they will probably be eager to 
distribute press releases, literature, brochures, and other free promotional items. On their own, the 
police would probably write only a few original press releases. To increase the probability of media 
exposure for any OR enforcement effort, State officials should provide a series of prepared press 
releases, even tie in coverage about seasonal and national or State OR projects, which is currently 
done in some states during Child Passenger Safety Week and national "Buckle Up for Safety" Week. 
The police are willing to edit the copy to localize it, match it with their policies, and report their 
enforcement and safety achievements. 
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The police like to complement enforcement programs with educational material, which they can 
distribute at schools and day-care centers, display or exhibit booths at safety fairs, and other special 
events. The State can help by informing the police about available resources, the locations of 
supplies, and expected delivery time. Some States offer toll-free telephone lines to order supplies. 

The State can also inform the police, in advance, about special promotional items relating to 
"National Child Passenger Safety" or "Buckle-Up America" weeks and holiday seasons. Police need 
to receive advance notice (6 months) of these events so that they can integrate this material into their 
OR program and the State's OR activities at these times. 

Activities 

States need to make police departments aware of opportunities to participate in applying for 
national and State recognition awards related to OR safety programs and enforcement efforts. 
Local and regional State-supported groups should also assist their police departments in PI&E 
activities. Activities that primarily deal with child passenger protection might involve child passenger 
safety experts from State-supported highway safety groups in conducting CSS inspection clinics and 
responding to specific parental concerns. The police cannot be expected to know the specific details 
on CSS models and the fine elements of all 'the proper use measures. The presence of CSS experts at 
these police-sponsored events provides support that also motivates the police. 

Funding Support 

States should help the police to compete for the State Highway Safety Office's available funds. 
They can use this funding for PI&E materials, televisions and VCRs (to show educational videos at 
public events), and display props (e.g., CSSs) to promote the OR effort. States should help 
strengthen competitive applications for limited funds and encourage the routine enforcement of OR 
with extra manpower funding. 

Evaluation 

The States are unlikely to have adequate resources for full-scale evaluation of OR enforcement 
efforts at the community level. However, when States conduct SB observations, they should provide 
the police with available data from their communities or nearby areas of the county. This information 
can give the police some idea of the current OR use trend in their communities and can provide target 
compliance levels or ongoing ways to measure the local project's success. States could also offer 
police and interested local groups the training to conduct and evaluate their own surveys of OR use 
and community attitudes, awareness, and knowledge. 

The States should periodically contact police departments to monitor the progress and status of the 
OR enforcement effort. This contact can be as simple as a telephone call or letter requesting the 
number of OR enforcement citations and warnings over a determined time period. This monitoring 
not only gives the State a better idea of OR enforcement levels around the State, but also promotes 
OR enforcement by periodically reinforcing its importance at the community level. 

Recognition 

States need to make police departments aware of opportunities to participate in applying for national 
and State recognition awards related to OR safety programs and enforcement efforts. The police take, 
these awards seriously and can use them to motivate future efforts in the OR enforcement area. 
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Future State Directions 

At the State level, numerous ways are available to improve OR enforcement efforts and benefit 
local police, for example: 

• Implement stronger SB enforcement programs. 
The probability of a child being properly restrained is much higher when the parents/drivers 
are in SBs. 
Establish prim SB laws. 
Police appear more willing to enforce SB laws when they are primary. However, until State 
primary SB law is passed, states can improve SB enforcement training; make ticketing a 
prerequisite for grant funding on corridor safety projects, blitz projects, and other selective' 
enforcement programs; and encourage local jurisdictions to enforce SB laws under municipal 
ordinance. 

• Establish stronger fines for, SB and CSS laws. 
If the fines are higher, the police and drivers will perceive the OR violation as a more serious 
offense. States with secondary SB laws need to implement fine-only costs. In the project, the 
police were reluctant to enforce the secondary SB law because of the additional state costs 
(catastrophic auto insurance [CAT] fund, emergency medical service [EMS], and judicial 
computer program funds). 

• E courage secondary enforcement for all vehicle stops. not just for moving violations.

This promotes higher levels of OR enforcement.


• Identi and publicize positive enforcement examples and techniques from other States or in-
State jurisdictions. 
These examples can be given to police as examples of what can be done in similar communities 
without external funding resources. 

• Print the OR law citation number on the standard traffic citation form. 
Develop ticket-processing procedures that allow OR citation using the same ticket form as the 
non-OR citation. Police are more apt to enforce OR laws if the citation codes are printed on 
the ticket form for easy checkoff. 

• Implement stronger occupant protection laws for toddlers. 
Full protection for children under age 4 (or under 40 pounds) can only become a reality 
through a property written CSS law, which covers full protection for children. Many States 
have weak CSS laws (e.g., toddlers may be restrained in SBs in rear seats). 

• Raise the standards for recognition of OR enforcement efforts. 
Awards for OR enforcement efforts should acknowledge police who have reached or surpassed 
recommended levels of enforcement citations. Programs of PI&E activities or warnings should 
receive awards only if they achieved very high compliance or safety benefits. 

• Inform the public about OR enforcement programs. proper use. and "full protection." 
The general public should become aware of the provisions of SB and CSS laws (including 
costs), OR enforcement efforts in the community, proper SB and CSS use, and "full 
protection" that exceeds State laws. 

POLICE 

Local police departments must integrate management and patrol officer commitment, training and 
motivational techniques, enforcement and PI&E strategies, evaluation and recognition, and long-term 
program planning, in order to have successful OR projects in their communities. 
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Commitment by Management and Officers 

Commitment from top-ranking police officials and officers is essential. The police must be willing 
to undertake and sustain an enforcement and PI&E effort that goes beyond a one-time event. Model 
OR program elements should be followed. This commitment sends a clear message to the patrol 
officers about the seriousness and intent of the OR enforcement. 

Training and Motivational Techniques 

Many police enforce the OR laws infrequently and know few effective ways of detecting or 
dealing with violators. Thus, police who do not regularly enforce OR laws need training in this area., 
One of the first steps in planning for an OR enforcement effort is to set up the training schedule. The 
police have a regular training agenda that oftentimes is already in place, sometimes 3 to 6 months in 
advance. In the planning of OR enforcement projects, training should be one of the first elements 
established and scheduled. NHTSA's Occupant Protection Usage and Enforcement (OPUE) training 
curriculum should be used for instructing police trainers on how to conduct training for the patrol 
officers. The curriculum provides all of the necessary training program materials. (Curriculum is' 
described in Chapter 7.) Local/regional CSS experts should be involved in training to enhance child 
passenger safety issues covered. Initial training sessions should take 4 hours, and refresher training 

.for all officers should be required 1 month after the initial training (2-hour session) and then once or 
twice a , ear (1- to 2-hour session). Refresher sessions should be given in periods of lower-than
expected levels of enforcement. 

Police departments should use motivational techniques to promote and maintain a high level of OR 
enforcement among the patrol officers. These techniques can be as simple as periodic (once-a-month) 
roll-call reminders, memos and messages put in staff mail bins or on computer E-mail systems, 
videotape segments of case studies or demonstration of enforcement techniques, and use of police 
citation information cards (simple instructions for the officer who is writing up an OR violation). 

Enforcement Strategies, with Public Information and Education 

An OR enforcement program should follow a multiple-strategy plan that implements several 
enforcement techniques (e.g., routine and selective checkpoints) and PI&E activities (e.g., newspaper 
coverage, safety-fair displays, school and day-care presentations, and CSS inspection clinics). 

Enforcement. Despite the possibility that citation quotas are illegal, top command officers should 
provide directives suggesting reasonable goal levels. For community-based police, OR enforcement 
citations should make tip at least 10 to 20 percent of all traffic citations given out during a period, if 
the police expect to increase CSS and SB use in the community. 

The enforcement effort should involve more than routine patrol stops. Selective enforcement and 
periodic checkpoints should also be part of the program and should occur on a regular basis-at least 
once or twice a month, around holiday. weekend periods (especially the summer holidays of Memorial 
Day, Fourth of July, and Labor Day), and during the first week of the new school year in September. 
Selective techniques usually center around enforcement of a specific violation, such as speeding and 
other hazardous moving violations on high-accident roadways. Incorporating OR enforcement in the 
"enforcement blitz" effort should require only minimal additional time. Checkpoints just to detect 
CSS and SB violators are also highly important. As the project demonstrated, checkpoints can be 
placed near exits of shopping centers. Violators of OR laws can be stopped as they are leaving the 
shopping center. 
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Enforcement efforts that include written warning activities need to identify and cite the second-
time violators (i.e., those given a prior warning). Some police departments have traffic citation and 
written warning records on computer file. Patrol officers can be given a printout (names, license 
numbers, and dates of warning) that can be carried with them in the field, or they could call the 
computer file clerk at the station and check whether the violator was given a previous warning. 

PI&E Strategies. OR enforcement activity should be complemented by strong PI&E to promote 
awareness of the OR enforcement effort, not just the benefits of OR. Media events and press releases 
should take place regularly throughout the year and possibly coincide with school programs and 
holiday events, health and community fair schedules, national and state Child Passenger Safety and 
Buckle-Up Weeks, and selective enforcement efforts. Police departments need to schedule special 
activities at least 3 to 6 months in advance, allowing enough time to develop presentations and other 
activities, acquire material and promotional items, adjust staff schedules, and prepare the media for 
upcoming events. 

Media coverage of OR enforcement activities is vital to the success of the project. The, police 
need to keep newspaper, radio, and TV reporters informed about events that they will be conducting 
and invite these reporters to attend. The media is usually very interested in any special enforcement 
effort. Police should meet with editors and producers to discuss each effort and ongoing program and 
to stress the importance of the enforcement effort and overall program. Press releases and articles 
about pr' gram activities should be submitted, with photographs, to the newspapers at least once a 
month-before, during, and after short-term initiatives. Periodically, articles should appear about 
unrestrained crash victims; interviews with their affected families or testimonials by restrained 
drivers, police, paramedics, and others should also be considered. 

Police need to use available resources to make the PI&E effort effective. An abundance of PI&E 
material on CSSs and occupant protection is geared for audiences of all types (mothers with young 
children, pregnant women, teenagers, adults, senior citizens, and others). This material is available 
through Federal, State, and local sources, and for the most part is free.- The police should take 
advantage of this material for presentations (such as those at schools and day-care centers) and 
display-booth activities (such as those at health fairs). Material should also be given to drivers who 
are stopped for traffic violations, especially violators of the OR laws. On occasion, the police should 
also give educational and promotional items (such as "Buckle Up" teddy bears) to motorists and 
children who We properly restrained, as positive reinforcement. A public information card, such as 
the "Officers Love Kids Too" card described earlier, is a good example of an item that can be easily 
handed out to drivers during routine traffic enforcement activities in the community. The police 
should also develop their. own PI&E materials for emphasizing the current enforcement effort. This 
material should emphasize the State OR laws, reasons for the laws, costs involved with ticketing, and 
ongoing enforcement activities. 

The police should also be aware of and use organizations that serve the target audience groups. 
For instance, local chapters of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) exist in practically every 
State, provide PI&E material appropriate for drivers of young children, and assist in project activities, 
such as CSS "proper-use" inspection clinics. Their services are usually free, and staff are eager to 
help the police conduct activities which focus on their common goals, that is, the safety and well
being of all children. 

Child passenger safety program material should include the following elements: safety benefits of 
properly restraining young children and all occupants in vehicles, identification of CSS types, 
approximate age and weight requirements for each type of child restraint and safety seat, common 
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misuse characteristics, proper use characteristics, numerous suggestions on keeping toddlers 
restrained, child passenger and occupant ,protection laws and their associated fines and costs, 
enforcement efforts in the local community, and telephone numbers for obtaining additional 
information. 

Program material comes in all forms, shapes, and sizes-from fact sheets and brochures to 
posters, stickers, pins, coloring books, teddy bears with "buckle-up" messages, bumper stickers, and 
other promotional items. All of this material should be utilized in spreading the message of CSS use 
and proper use. Police should allocate adequate storage space for material and keep at least a 6
month supply of material available. Once school and day-care centers are aware that the police 
conduct child passenger safety presentations, they will request presentations from the police. 

Evaluation of Enforcement and Recognition 

Despite limited resources to conduct comprehensive evaluations, most. community-based police, 
departments can participate in select evaluation measures. For instance, two or three patrolmen can 
conduct SB and CSS use surveys in about 1 hour during routine patrol. Observations of 100 drivers 
per site could take place at key locations (representative of community-traveled roads) every few 
months during the same time of day and day of the week. OR use records could also be made during 
selective enforcement programs. From these observations, the police can get a general idea of the 
impact o,^ the program. 

In addition, police departments should ensure that OR enforcement "contacts" come from more 
than just a few of the officers. Top command needs to make certain that all patrol officers are 
involved with the OR enforcement effort, as this practice will promote more OR enforcement. 

Police department supervisors should also recognize patrol officers who regularly enforce the OR 
laws, especially by giving citations and taking steps to foster proper SB and CSS use. In-house and 
public recognition (such as in local newspapers) should be considered. Positive reinforcement for 
good effort motivates employees to maintain good performance. 

Long-Term Program Planning 

Long-term plans should start once OR enforcement has been integrated into the routine patrol 
duties; in this way, an expected level of OR enforcement "contacts" can continue. The plan should 
include a schedule for the following: training periods (refresher and new-hire sessions), periodic and 
seasonal selective enforcement events, press coverage to coincide with enforcement events, annually 
scheduled school and day-care as well as community and business programs, plus PI&E activities at 
community holiday and safety events. 

COMMUNITY 

Community groups interested in OR protection can work with police in developing and conducting 
program activities. • Initially, community groups might conduct OR surveys, lend support for SB and 
CSS law enforcement, and secure community officials' endorsements. These groups can promote 
resident awareness by disseminating information about the OR laws, drafting press releases and 
articles about project activities, and even photographing events. Information and related PI&E 
activities should be routed through and reviewed by the police, who contact the media and submit 
cleared material to newspapers and broadcasters. 
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Other ways in which community groups and businesses can assist the police include providing free 
advertisements in the media and on billboards and message boards, donating giveaway prizes and 
CSSs for highway safety events, volunteering time for field surveys, assisting the police at special 
events, and permitting OR activities in commercial or organization parking lots. 

In addition, community safety volunteers and advocates need to take a leadership role in police OR' 
projects to facilitate PI&E activities and promote the need for active enforcement activities. It is 
unrealistic to expect every community-based police department to be able or willing to manage all of 
the project elements along with their other police commitments. 

FUTURE RESEARCH/PROGRAM DIRECTION 

Following many of the officially recommended guidelines for "effective" OR enforcement 
programs has contributed to the overall effort. Combinations of enforcement and PI&E activities 
were successful in increasing restraint use for toddlers and overall community SB use. However, 
because different levels of enforcement "contacts" (citations and warnings) and PI&E activities were 
implemented by each test community, it was difficult to assess which community's program was more 
"successful." Future demonstration programs should be directed toward determining which 
combinations are most effective for enforcement and PI&E activities. 

Othe research should be directed toward comparing the differences in OR enforcement program 
effort among community-based police from States which have primary versus secondary SB laws and 
states with strong CSS laws (i.e., they require full protection for toddlers in front and back seats of 
vehicle) versus states with weak CSS laws (i.e., toddlers can wear SBs in the back seats of vehicles). 
Police initiating OR enforcement programs in states with secondary SB enforcement laws may be 
more inclined to incorporate warnings in their programs. A future study could seek to better 
understand the long-term effectiveness of incorporating written warnings into an OR program (beyond 
initial implementation). Another study could evaluate effects of warnings-only versus citations-only 
OR enforcement programs. 

Future programs need to consider what level of effort can realistically be expected from 
community-based police departments who are willing to conduct OR enforcement programs that 
integrate recommended high levels of PI&E activities. Can police be expected to submit frequent 
press releases and schedule frequent CSS clinics and other education programs without outside 
assistance and direction? The answer to this question and others may be linked to socioeconomic 
characteristics of the communities. Studies can compare community-based police OR enforcement 
rates with community characteristics (e.g., population, traffic patterns, OR laws, income, number of 
young chldren, residantial-commercial makeup, traffic enforcement activity). The level of police 
effort devoted to OR enforcement programs may be associated with one or more of these community 
characteristics. 

More research also needs to concentrate on the motivational aspects that affect police willingness 
to enforce OR laws. What are the underlying factors that are inhibiting community-based police 
departments from conducting strong OR enforcement programs? Are they related to characteristics of 
the laws, management structure, daily duties, training scheduling, aspects of routine enforcement, 
nature of detecting OR violators, or community influence? Even CSS law enforcement techniques 
need to be better understood. Can police be expected to enforce CSS laws beyond gross misuse 
detection (e.g., child not in a car seat)? Many CSS experts can cite more than a dozen misuse 
characteristics; however, is it reasonable to expect the police to detect and enforce the law on all 
types of misuse of which may not really harm child in some crash types. 
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National CSS usage data needs to be collected periodically. Identifying yearly trends, as well as 
comparing CSS usage (and proper usage) rates-between regions or states which have primary and 
secondary SB laws, as well as between, states which have strong and weak CSS laws-may provide 
insight on how legal provisions affect enforcement and CSS usage/proper usage. 

Surveys should also be conducted to identify the public's knowledge about its CSS and SB laws. 
From results of the project, it was learned that most violators of the SB law were unaware that they 
did not have to pay the fine until the primary offense was pleaded guilty. Also many parents or 
drivers were probably not aware of all the subtleties of the CSS law (e.g., age requirements and 
reduced fine with proof of car seat purchase). Survey results could show how well states are 
promoting OR use and enforcement efforts. 

Other surveys or programs can investigate how older toddler (ages 3 to 5) passenger protection 
rates can be improved. Despite improvement (10 percent increase) in CSS use among older toddlers 
(ages 3 to 5) after the intervention programs, usage rate was still only 40 to 50 percent. How can 
these rates be elevated to the rates for infants and young toddlers (70 to 90 percent)? Can groups 
develop and evaluate better educational material and programs that deal with promoting full protection 
for older toddlers (ages 3 to 5)? This issue may be beyond the boundaries of enforcement efforts. 

Finally, additional analysis is required on the data collected in this project. Further analysis needs 
to be conducted to determine the relationships of driver's SB usage behavior, demographic/travel 
characteristics, and responses to knowledge, perception of law, attitude, self-reported OR behavior, 
and awareness versus CSS misuse characteristics, as well as the relationship of CSS use and misuse_ 
with vehicle, seat position, type of vehicle, age, weight, number of child passengers with CSS misuse 
and non-use and other CSS use characteristics (type of seat). 

Answering these research questions can help provide NHTSA with the information and knowledge 
they need to promote more effective and worthwhile CSS programs that will reduce the unnecessary 
deaths and injuries of young children due to improper CSS use or lack of CSSs in general. 
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APPENDIX A


SAMPLING AND STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY




The statistical analysis in the project involved computation of the proportion, the difference 
in proportions', and the associated confidence intervals. Accordingly, the following applications 
were considered in selecting an appropriate sample size: 

A221 icatio Statistic 

I. Estimate the proportion during an

P1
observation period at an evaluation 

site.


2. Estimate the difference in 
O t =P2-P1 proportions between two ob-

servation periods at an evaluation 
site (e.g., 2 represents a post-
intervention period and I repre
sents a pre-intervention period). 

3. Estimate the impact of an inter= 
vention as a double difference 2=(P2T P1T 2C-P1c) 
between two observation periods 
and between the intervention and 
comparison sites (e.g., T repre
sents observations at the inter
vention site, and C represents ob
servations at the comparison site). 

If the sample size in an observation period at a site is n, the corresponding standard error 
of the statistics is as follows: 

Statistics Standard Error 

P1 
(P1Q1) 

n 

Al=P2-P1 . (PIQ1) + (P2Q2) 
n n 

Al=(P2r P1r)-(P2C-P1c) (P27Q27) + (Par91r) + (P2cQ2c) + P1cQac) 

n n n n 

In this table, Q equals 1-P with corresponding subscripts. 
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A 95 percent confidence interval about the statistic centers on the value of the statistic 
and extends from 2 standard errors below to 2 standard errors above the value. In order to 
assess the effect of sample size on the width of the confidence interval, the researchers made 
assumptions about the values of the P's and A's and computed tables of confidence intervals 
of the sample statistics for various values of P and-n. 

Based on a review of the literature, expert opinion, and current use and proper use 
rates for CSSs, it was expected that the interventions would change the current levels of use. 
Ziegler (1989) estimated that 55.8 percent of the children in cars were fully protected. Prism 
(1989) identified a 6 percentage-point increase in correct use of CSSs after an enforcement 
and education program. Reisinger et al. (1981) identified a6 percentage-point increase in 
correct use rates among toddlers after education and counseling session interventions. These 
figures indicated the baseline and intervention impact percentages to expect in the evaluation 
and, hence, the sample sizes to be used in the evaluation. 

For the statistic P, a sample size of 300 was deemed adequate. For the estimate of 
intervention impact (i.e., statistic A, or A), the staff hoped to avoid a situation in which the 
confidence interval contained the value 0. If the situation occurs, 0 cannot be ruled out as 
a possible value with a reasonable level of confidence (i.e., 95 percent confidence). 
Tuerefore, for the statistic A,, a sample size of 500 was deemed generally adequate for an 
impact that was expected to be 0.06 or larger. For the statistic a, a sample size of 500 was 
adequate only for impacts expected to be larger than 0.08. 

If the number of required observations at a site was large compared to the number of 
drivers of young children available at the site, repeated observations of some drivers would 
be likely. The P was the estimated probability that a driver of young children was using and 
properly using a CSS on a trip. Thus, the analysis of confidence intervals and sample sizes 
presented previously would apply even when some drivers were observed more than once. 

In addition, it was,expected that the probability of using and properly using'a CSS 
would vary in terms of the characteristics of the driver or child (e.g., age of driver or age of 
child). Thus, two options for analysis would be available: 

1.	 The observed sample could be partitioned into categories

based on their characteristics, then comparisons made

between categories.


2.	 A multivariate model could be estimated using the entire

sample to predict the probability of use and proper use as a

function of characteristics.


The first analysis option was chosen because it provided a much simpler approach for 
determining significant differences of variables across test and comparison sites. The second 
analysis option was not feasible because it involved analyzing a voluminous number of 
comparisons, and it was uncertain whether the level of effort would be valuable in terms of 
time and resources expended on additional results. 
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APPENDIX B


DATA COLLECTION FORMS
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APPENDIX C


SAFETY BELT POLICIES OF POLICE




        *

qf1 %11 1!!.

TREDYFFTIIN TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPARTMENT
a .ttlf.o1.ANC4cffAIWAP.srsWYN.1FNVi1I.V I7IA 19.)1:

bq..w r4....11'J.. III. PRocima d

All police personnel will use safety restraint devices

(9
1._I. h...p.1.. I. upon occupying department vehicles.

All police personnel driving police vehicles will
POLICY 2-00 immure that all occupants (including prlsosera) being

transported. utilise safety restraint devices provided
00e or $ArmTY RCCTRAINT DRVICU and/or made available. if available.

Rmcept ion.

1. A member of the Department may drive or occupy a
Duper ate enc o ee -police vehicle without the availability of a

functional safety restraint system as long as
there is no other replacement unit available in
the Department fleet which has a functional safety

s>Z restraint system.
Date act

2. Officers or personnel producing written
1. . POLICY explanstloen from a physician. indicating the

employee's medical Inability for physical) to
Scope sad Goals utilise safety restraint devices will be exempt

from this policy.
There is Increasing evidence that patrol officers today
face am ever, increasing risk of suffering Injury or 1. An exemption from this policy can also be granted
death due to on-duty Involvement In motor vehicle it the prisomerla) to be transported is/are
accidents. violent. combative. or otherwise would be

hasaadous to .satbelt Is the car.
Tr.dyffria Township Police Do Pertinent will strive to
reduce severity of Injuries and hopefully ellsisate rployee's status will be periodically reviewed by
fatalities for all occupants of Police Department the Department.
vehicles through the required use of safety restraint
devices is patrol vebJc}es provided by the manufacturer Under certain clrco•atances where the use of
and maintained by the Department. safety restraint devices and the police function

and/or officer survival may not be compatible.
II. PORP00R

 * 

anowticsa to this policy eb611 be granted in
The laplameatatiom of mandatory safety restraint usage situations is which the Officer believes the
will better enable police personnel to be more prepared officinal: c.lalaation of the police function
to maintain control of the patrol unit during collision* and/or officer survival through a potentially hlgb
sequences. unexpected evasive maneuvers. emergency risk situation outweigh the benefits of the safety
responses. pursuit driving and everyday driving restraint device.
Conditions.

 *

Nsndatory compliance with this policy will reduce the
incidence of injuries sustained is traffic accidents
and lessee the severity of injuries which are
sustained. Compliance will oleo serve as an excellent
oaample to the maturing public and general population.

Policy 1-00



NAVtuOAD TOMNSNIP POLICE DEPARTMENT 

PtOCEDUNAL DIUECIIVt f)a 

D.	 No person Will operate a Departmastal vehicle In 
which any safety belt In the drivers seating SUBJECTi fA/ETT BELT USE POLICY 
position is inoperable. No person will be 
transported to a seating poaltios is which the 1. PUUUOSI 
safety restraint is Inoperable. 

To establish a policy to assure maximum operator sad 
V.	 No person will modify, remove, deactivate or passesgar safety, thus alalaisisq the possibility of otherwise tamper With the vehicle safety belts death Or injury sa s result of sorer Vehicle crashes. except for vehicle salnteaance sad repair- and sat This policy will apply to all persosael eperatlsq or without the express authorisatlos of the Chief of riding is Opartaoat vshiclss 

Police. 

Basearch clearly isdlestes that,ths use of safety belts F.	 Personnel who discover as Inoperable restraint has a sigsltieast effect to reduelago the number of deaths system shall report the detect to the appropriate sad the severity of lsjsrlea resulting from traffic supervisor. Prompt actioa will be taken to replace crashes. A law enforcement officer's chance of being or repair the system. lavolved is a motor vehicle crash If approslastely two 
to ten times greater thus that of the "moral public. G.	 Bay parson(s) *odor arrest and being transported is The use of safety restraints reduces this risk to death Department vehicle(s) are required to be secured is 
sod asrioes isjury and assists officers is msiataisiag the vehicle by a safety belt to all oestlso 
proper costrol of their vehicles is smargesey, high-speed positions for which safety belts are provided by this 
"stations. vehicle msaufeccursr. Cautions Pnisoeare that are 

handcuffed is treat have the ability to release the 
handcuffs **lag the safety restralats latch plate. II. POLICY 

B.	 Aa officer operating La asamdsrcovsr capacity may 
To assure the, safety of all persoidel, safety belts will be exempt ORLT it the officer believes the use of 
be worm by drivers sad pssseagers As all vehicles mood. the safety belt will compromise their ldoatity. 
leased or ranted by the ddsoppasrtment at all times. This 
also applies to the eparatloa of p ivetely owasd or ether 1.	 Nbsa errivluoo at an emargeacy call or maklag a 
vehicles it used a-duty. vehicle traffic step, the operator may remove the 

safety restralat just prior to stoppia for quick 
Bait. Caution should be exercised to lasers that 

its. PSOCiDUBtt during the traffic stop the violator 18-14 fact 
gulag to stop. 

A.	 Department pereessel will wealth* safety belts 
installed by the vehicle sass ectorer properly J. * As exemption, from this policy cam also be gqrranted it 
adjusted and securely fasten whom operatlfq or the prlaoaer(a) to be transported i9/are vloleat, 
ri log in any vehicle so equipped it weed while combative or otherwise would be basardeus to 
oa-duty. sestbelt Is the car. 

B.	 Lap belts will be properly s.4sred to those vehicles 
IPPW with automatic safety belt systems. that IT. OBIVIA AND/OR PAUIVNGU NEGLIGINCI 

:Mrr•the lap forties of thj belt be masully 
It negligence or moscompliance with the rsqulremsnts of 
this order is displayed, appropriate corrective or 

C.	 The driver of the vehicle to responsible for disciplinary aetloa will be ialtlated as prescribed by 
insarlsg cempliusco by all occupeate of the vehicle Oaportmsat policies. 
they are operatlag. Approved child safety 
rsstralots shall be used for all chlldrss of age, 
else, or weight for which such restraints are 
proscribed by law. I BT OBD1R or TBt Cola OP POLICE 

,,




ABINGTON TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPARTMENT 

GENERAL ORDER NO. 91-03 

TO: All Members of the Department 

FROM: William J. Kelly, Chief of Police 

DATE: May 14, 1991 

SUBJECT: Wearing of Seat Belts 

Background 

As you all know, police officers are often involved in 
dangerous motor vehicle accidents. Locally and nationwide, 
officers receive serious, even fatal injuries from. on-duty auto 
accidents; but we have also seen that in many, many cases, seat 
belts have saved officers' lives or minimized their injuries. In 
fact, the evidence favoring seat belt usage is so compelling that 
Pennsylvania, like most other states, has made the required usage 
of seat belts a State law. 

Therefore, to increase officer safety and to comply with 
the laws which we are sworn to enforce, the following Order is 
be'.ng put into effect. 

Order 

Effective June 1, 1991, all Abington Police Department 
employees will be required to wear seat belts whenever operating a 
Township vehicle. Violation of this Order will constitute 
disobeying an Official Departmental Order and may be. disciplined 
accordingly. 

Any officer requesting waiver of this Order due to 
medical condition, etc., must do so, in writing, prior to the 
effective date of this Order. Also, any "equipment problems"
which prevent compliance with this Order should be addressed 
through Vehicle Maintenance Supt. Tom Falbo or Lt. Hasson prior to 
the Order's effective date. 

Conclusion 

I know that compliance with this Order will be difficult, at 
first, for many of us. However, since this Order will protect 
the safety of our officers and will insure our compliance with 
State law, I expect every member of the Department to demonstrate 
the professionalism and self-discipline to obey this Order. 

By order of: 

William J. Ke 
Chief of Police 

W.IK/ml 
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F► 6?"'al?^vom Tug =a- 30 11:23:27 1991 

Swolec:: SEAT BEL• ENFORCEMENT

.Date: T.e A0- 30 1::23:23 1991


APO. 2 MONTHS AGO, THIS DEPT. INSTITUTED A SEAT.BELT ENFORCEMENT GROGRAM. 
DURING THIS TIME PEROID. el CITATIONS HAVE BEEN ISSUED. 1990 STATEWIDE 
STATISTICS HAVE REFLECTED A. DECLINE IN TRAFFIC FATALITIES, IN PART DUE 
TO INCREASED Dui ENFORCEMENT AND SEATBELT USAGE. I BELIEVE THAT THIS DEPT. 
CAN CAN INCREASE THE ENFORCEMENT AND THERE By REDUCE INJURIES AND DEATnS. 
PLEASE REVIEW SECTION 4381 ONO ISSUE CITATIONS UNDER SUBSECTION A AND B 
WHENEVER POSSIBLE. PLEASE INDICATE UNDER REMARKS THE ORIGINAL VIOLATION 
FOR wHICH THE DRIVER WAS STOPPED AND CITED. THIS IS ONE INCIDENT .THERE 
YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE. _ 

SGT. CANYON 

From lanyon Thu May 1• N :47sS2 1991

To: all

Subjeet: OPERATION BUCKLE DOWN AND BUCKLE UP AMERICA WEEK

Cc: canyon

Date: Thu May le 08:47:48 1991


THIS DEPT. HAS COMMITTED IT'S PARTICIPATION TO THIS PROJECT DURING THE 
WEEK OF MAT 20 - 27. WE HAVE RECEIVED iOS BEARS AND CERTIFICATES WHICH 
ARE TO BE GIVEN TO CHILDREN AND MOTORIST WHO ARE OBSERVED USING CHILD 
RESTRAINT DEVICES AND SEATOELTS. THESE BEARS AND CERTIFICATES w16. BF 
PLACED IN 
THE SQUAD ROOM. 

ALL SOTS. AND SHIFT SUPERVISORS ARE TO SEE THAT EACH OFFICER RECEIVES APP
3 -.5 BEARS AND CERTIFICATES AND THAT THEY ISSUE THEM. THE TRAFFIC SQUAD 
WILL 

ALSO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ISSUING THESE ITEMS. SOTS. AND SUPERVISORS WILL 
SUBMIT A LIST, INCLUDING NAMES AND REGISTRATION NUMBERS OF THOSE PEOPLE 
WHO RECEIVED THE BEARS. 

THIS PROJECT WILL ONLY WORK IF WE RECEIVE 108% COOPERATION FROM THE 
ENTIRE PATROL DIVISION. IT MAY PROVE AN EXCELLANT OPPROTUNITY TO WIN 
A FEW FRIENDS FOR THE DEPT. AND IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF POLICE OFFICERS IN 
GENERAL. _ 

THANK VO!: IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR COOPERATION

SGT CANYON


-E-1
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grZo lanyon Mon Jun 10 ib;27:i3 1991 
T. all 
Suojecti CITATIONS FOR SEATSELTS 
Cc: lanyon - ' 
Gates Mon Jun 10 14i27i20 1991 

WHEN CITING SECTION 4501 (A)(2) YOU MUST INCLUDE THE 910 FINE, 010 EMS 
AND 930 CAT FUND. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY. AS PER JUDGE AuLTS ORDER. 
CITATIONS NOT CONTAINING.THIS INFO WILL SE RETURNED. 

I HAVE REVIEWED OUR VATS AND IT APPEARS THAT WE HAVE MADE A LOT OF 
PROGRESS IN THE AREA OF SEATSELT ENFORCEMENT. ( 35 IN MAY) PLEASE

IF YOU HAVE SEEN ENFORCING IT. KEEP uP THE GOOD WORK AND IF YOU HAVEN'T.

LETSGET WITH THE PROGRAM. THEY DO SAVE LIVES AND THATS WHAT WE RE ALL

ASOUT.


SOT CANYON


Free carbo HAS Aug 1. 11,40151 IM1

Too all

SubjeCtl Seatoelt Enforcement

Cci eared

Dates HAS Aug 14 11140145 1983


This Oate I had a Conversation with Mr.Larry DoCina who is 

the representative for the NTSA sponsored Seatbel Enforcement 

Program. He reported that there were la Citations issued ?Or the 

mOnth Of July. 1 am aware Of the fact that many officers ire 

reluctant to Issue Multiple violations. He informed se that we 

will receive just as such credit for a written warning. I 

enCOUrage YOU to write these .arnshsS.-HA have agreed to Participate 

in the program and it is the responsibility of all of us to do 

our pest to improve the safety of the motoring public. 

Respectful.lyt 
J. A. Carbo, Jr., 1st 
Its. Of f 

E-2
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From lanyon Fri Oct 11 118298/1 1991 
To: all 
Subjects SEATBELT VIOLATIONS 
Datez Fri OCT 11 11129899 1991 

IF YOu CHARGE A SEATBELT VIOLATION ON A CRIMINAL COMPLAINT, (DUI, HMI 
ETC. ) PLEASE SEND AN E MAIL MESSAGE TO JIM BOYLE 90 THAT HE IS 
SURE TO CATCH IT. PRESENTLY, MANY OF THESE VIOLATIONS ARE NOT GOING 
INTO THE MONTHLY STATS. 
THANK YOU 

LT. LANYON 

From oantino Thu Oct 31 97829843 1991 
TO: all 
Subject: SEAT BELT ENFORCEMENT 
Date: Thu Oct 31 07:29842 _1991 

Remember to •ntores the SEAT BELT LAM. 

SEAT BELTS save lives. 

We have a outy to snteree the lass. 

Thank you. 

Rsspeet tie l l y. 

Sergeant Stephen Dentine 

s 
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M -S M 0 P A N D U M 

DATE: 11 July 1991 

TO: ALL PERSONNEL 

FROM: CHIEF HOWARD WALTON 

SV64Et.7. C. .,'LJ S«.FET't 3ca7 AND SEAT 3EL' ENFORCEMENT =•FOG%(AM. 

The Department is participating in a special program 
from the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration in 
conjunction with Kentron Inc for child safety seat and seat belt 
usage. 

All Officers are to be concerned with safety seat and 
seat belt, violations during their normal patrol and routine traffic 
stops. 

Officers have the option to issue traffic citations or 
departmental warning cards when they observe a violation. We have 
had a new type of warning card printed-for just seat belt and child 
safety seat violations. This card is very brief on the needed 
information.but will enable us to keep track of the different 
contacts for this type of violation. When issuing this card officers 
'shoula give the operator the top-sheet and turn the hard copy into 
records. 

It is the department's policy to strongly enforce the 
above regulations either with citations or the warning cards. _ 
Officers should also give the operator the two informational 
reports concerning seat belts and child safety seats. 

All Officers should contact Sergeant Hoover or the 
Highway Safety Officer on duty for their issue. of warning cards and 
informational sneet.s. The program will also be outlined for all 
officers at this time. 

Chief Howard Walton 

F-1 
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FOR OCCUPANT RESTRAINT VIOLATIONS
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HAVERFORD TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPARTMENT 

RESTRAINT SYSTEM WARNING NOTICE 

•Wr O/ 01Y1111 OlM 

A^tY\ION ovals rwa 

TITLE 75-PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR VEHICLE CODE 

O 4581 a 1 CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF FOUR (4) YEARS ANYWHERE IN THE 
VEHICLE SHALL BE FASTENED SECURELY IN A CHILD 
PASSENGER RESTRAINT SYSTEM. 

O 4581 a 2 bRIVERAND FRONT SEAT OCCUPANT OF A VEHICLE SHALL 
WEAR A PROPERLY ADJUSTED AND FASTENED SAFETY SEAT 
BELT SYSTEM. 

VIOLATIONS OF THESE SECTIONS CAN RESULT IN A CITATION WITH FINES 
AND COSTS TOTALING $66.50. 
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;iz'i-d; a;lI n 114g.:1![e34193:11i. ;l4I Vi i, 

• The Tredyffrin Township Police Department has begun an ongoing enforcement effort of two Pennsylvania 
traffic laws: 

(1)	 The Chid Passenger Safety Law requires ON drivers are responsible to sewn children from birth to age 
4 in the appropriate restrain 

Children from birrm age I must be in an approved car seat 

Children from 1 to 4 should be in an approved car seat but legally can wear a lap 
belt in the back seat only. 

Children from birth to 4 an ride In the front seat of the car only If they are in an 
approved car seat. 

(2)	 The Safety Batt Law requires that driven and so front seat passengers must be restrained. Drives are 
responsible for themselves and for each passenger under age 18 riding in the from seat. 

• Recent community observation and survey studies revealed: 

Only 48% of ail drivers were budded. 

!ben percent (15%) of drivers canyb g children were no budded up. 

The percentage of young children restrained In chid safety seats dropped dramatically after 
one year of age. Only 41% of toddlers. ages S to 4. were observed in chid safety seats. 

About 25% of surveyed driven sevsded that they do n stweve property restrain their 
young chid passengers. 

Only 9% of the drivers thought it was likely that the police would ticket them for chid safety

seat or safety belt violations.


Over 80% of the drivers wep stronah In favor of the polls enforcing these laws.


• Nationwide studies have shown that 75% of serious and fatal tie!	 injuries occur less than 25 min from the 
home. 

• The Tredyffrln Police we committed to eMacbng these occupant restraint laws. promotbrg chid restraint use 
on ail trips. and educitbng community residents on the safety benefits of properly using chid safety seats and 
safety belts. 

• Remember. a full chid soft" seat provides mambrmrm protection for your. children up to 4 years of age or at 
40 pounds or 40 inches tai. When your toddler outgrows a toddler seat. use a booster seat that an be 
secured with. a lop-shoulder belt eombitatbn. and your chid reaches 60 pounds. 

For more information an avertable materials. fins. 
speaker's network. curriculum. etc. - which are free 

to Pennsylvania dtisens - call or write: 

PA Chapter - American Academy of Pediatrics

PA Traffic Injury Prevention Project


610 Old Lancaster Road t220

Bryn Mawr. PA 19010


1.800..CARBELT
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HAVERFORD TOWNSHIP POLICE CHILD SAFETY SEAT AND

SAFETY BELT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM


• The Haverford Township Police Department has begun an ongoing enforcement effort of two Pennsylvania 
traffic laws: 

(1)	 The Chid Passenger Safety Law requints all drivers we responsible to secure children from birth to age 
4 in the appropriate restraint 

Children from birth to age I must be in an approved car seat. 

Children from 1 to 4 should be in an approved car seat but legally can wear a lap 
belt in the back seat only. 

Children from birth to 4 can ride in the from seat of the car only if they are in an 
approved car seat. 

.12J	 The Safety Belt Law requires that drivers and all front seat passengers must be restrained. Drivers are 
responsible for themselves and for each passenger under age 18 riding in the front seat. 

• Recent community observation and survey studies revealed: 

Only 44% of all drivers were buckled. 

Twenty-nine percent (29%) of drivers carrying children were no buckled up. 

The percentage of young children restrained in chid safety seats dropped, dramatically after 
one year of age. Only 41 % of toddlers, ages 3 to 4, were observed.in chid safety slats. 

About 25% of surveyed drivers eveeled that they do g always properly restrain their 
young chid passengers. 

Only 9% of the drivers thought it was likely that the police would ticket them for chid safety

seat or safety belt violations.


Over 80% of the drivers were stronahr in favor of the police enforcing these laws.


• Nationwide studies have shown that 75% of serious and fatal traffic injuries occur less than 25 miss from the 
home. 

• The Haverford Police are committed to enforcing these occupant restraint laws, promoting child restraint use 
on all trips. and educating community residents on the safety benefits of properly using chid safety seats and 
safety belts. 

• Remember. a full chile' safety seat provides maximum protection for your children up to 4 years of age or at 
40 pounds or 40 inches tell. When your toddler outgrows a toddler seat. use a booster seat that can be 
secured with a lap-shoulder belt combination, unto your chid reaches 60 pounds. 

For more i formation on available materials, films. 
speaker's network, curriculum, etc. which are free 

to Pennsylvania citizens - call or write: 

PA Chapter - American Academy of Pediatrics

PA Traffic Injury Prevention Project


610 Old Lancaster Road 9220

Bryn.Mawr. PA 19010


14800-CARSELT
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SUMMARY OF CHILD PASSENGER PROTECTION ACT 

1. All driven aaaspornng children from birth es age 4 are responsible m restrain those children in 
the appropriate restraint system. 

2. Infirm from birth as age 1 must be in an approved child safety sear The seat may be in any 
seating position equipped with a seat belt in the vehicle. (However, for mavdmum protection. the back 
seat is preferable.) 

S. Children from 1 is 4 may be in. a child safety seat anywhere in the vehicle or in a seat belt in the 
back sat only. 

'4- Violaton may be fined up to 325.00. plus $17.50 court co'a. 3S0.00 CAT Fund and 310.00 EMS 
Fund. The Sae may be waived by showing proof of purrhase and possession of a child safety 'seat at 
the time of court appearance. 

S. Violaters may be stepped as a primary o6ease for non.compliaace of the Child Passenger Protection 
ACL 

6. Fines collected will be placed in a fund used m purchase child safety seats for car seat loaner 
I programs, 

7. Civil immunity for leaden of car seats has been granted. No person or organization who lends car 
seats shall be liable for any dvil damages resuhiag from any acts or omission euepc any as or 
omissio- intentionally designed as harm or any grossly negligent net or omission resulting in harm in 
another. 

S. Hospitals are required m noddy parents of the PA ar seat law and also the k cation of car seat ban 
program in the community. 

9. An eduaeion program shall be conducted is insure ma-mum distribution of inbrmadon about the 
law. 

SUMMARY OF PENNSYLVANIA SEAT BELT LAW 

1. Each driver and !font seat passenger operating a passenger ear. class I and II truck or momr borne 
in the State of Pennsylvania shall wear a properly adjusted and fintened satiety belt. 

2. The driver of a passenger auomobile shall same or cause m be secured with a safety belt any 
child over the age of but and under the age of 1$ riding in the front sear 

3.. Violarnn. if conic- of the primary o&aie forwhich -*a',chide was sopped. mm liable is pay 
a.$10 fine for the seat belt violaooa. 

4. Exceptions as the Iawim made br (1) those with medical or psychological diagnoses that makes 
them unable ss wear & .=My bet.(writsen verifiaoon must be produced% (2) occupants of can 
manubcmred bebre July 1. 1966; (3) specific occupational designadou. 

FOR CLARIFICATION, OTHER DETAILS OR A COMPLETE COPY. OF THE LAW: 

1400-CAR BELT 
PA Chid Passenger Safety Project 

610 Old Iasoster Road. Suite 220 
Bryn Mawr. PA 19010 

213.520.9124 3190 
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This sufnnsr. seatbeft laws are beft erdOr sd.
So buckle up. Or you might break more than Vol low.

MArid that would be the biggest burner of all.

Buckle Up

4
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TICS FOR RESTRAINING 2 TO 4 YEAR OLDS IN YOUR CAR 

Remain adamant about child safety seat use as your child outgrows the infant seat. 

Full child safety seats provide maximum protection, lap belts should only be used if a 
child safety seat is unavailable. 

When your toddler outgrows a full safety seat (at 40 pounds or 40 inches tall), use a 
booster seat that can be secured in your car with a lap-shoulder belt combination, until 
your child reaches 60 pounds. 

Tips for parents who cannot keep children in child safety seats: 

All adults in can and other vehicles should set a good example and wear safety 
belts. 

Remember to be consistent- DOM let a fusty child out of the car seat-it will make 
it harder to keep him or her in the seat on the next ride. 

Take along special toys (that stay in the car) or cuddlies for all age children. For 
young children, attach toys to the car seat with very short strings. so the toy 
cannot be thrown. 

When children get restless, sing songs, give them a headset, so that they can. 
play a favorite tape, or play games like looking for farm animals, school buses, 
signs, etc. Along the roadway. 

2 and 3 year olds will enjoy personalizing their seats with decorations, and may 
find it comforting to buckle up a favorite teddy or doll, in or-out of the. car. Talk 
about how safe teddy is riding in his seat. 

Encourage 3 and 4 year olds to imagine themselves as astronauts or race car 
drivers, who also buckle up. 

Preschoolers will model your 'grown-up' buckling behavior and can be models for 
younger toddlers. Three and 4 year olds can understand why it is important to 
buckle up. Tell them, 'in case we need to stop the car suddenly, your seat will 
keep you from bumping your head.' 

For more' information on available materials, films,

speaker's network, curriculum, etc. - which are free


to Pennsylvania citizens - all. or write.


PA Chapter - American Academy of Pediatrics

PA Traffic Injury Prevention Project


610 Old Lana= Road #220

Bryn Mawr, PA 19010


1-800-CARBELT
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Children Your clwld's car safety seal cry he a klesaver. NEVER lot a fussy child out of the car seal or

And Car
But to protect your child. the seat must be used safety bell while the car is in motion. 11 the
consistently and properly. Most children accept child needs a break. STOP the car. Don't re-
the use of car seats and seat beats as a routine ward complaints by allowing your child to
necessity; however, at various times, all chil- rode unprotected. That's a disastrous dec.-

Safety:
dren need special attention to keep them well soon. and one that WIN make it harder to keep
protected. lien or her in the seat on the next rode.

 * 

Remember make your message consist-

Making Friends
ent-the child is always budded up.

*

N a child Ines to gat out of the seat, slop to

With A A car and firmly, but uknly, explain that the carYour alItude towards Bally
won't go until he or she is back in place-belts and child safely seals
buckled in go car seal.Is of prlne Importance.

Safety Seat Make a vinyl seat pad more comfortable in
hot weather by covering it with a cloth pad.

If you treat buckling up as a
Some children hit rough spots that discouragenormal part of living-something to be done
car seat and seat bell use at tenahn .gas. Heresulomatically-your children, generally, will
we Some useful bps:follow your load.

 *

To beg your kids ads and Birth b O Months:
comfort countshMM:

ALWAYS use the safety seat. and use it or- Start the use of safety seats an to first ride
rocty. N you're not sure. rand the manutac• home from the hospital. and keep an using
kaer Instructions. No eaospkons-after all them for eery ride.
1111 the law in M 50 Mates.

Keep a newborn comfortable by padding she
Allow NO exceptions for bider kids and sides of to seal with rolled towels to prevent
adults. Everyone buckles upt N adults ride sloucfwg.
unprotected. the clad quickly decides thal

Place a anal rolled towel between lhs crotchaatBly is just Mid Lull.
strop and the small intent to prevent

001 qu sIN praise for oppro nat. behavior Slouching in seats that hove long seal back
in the car. to crotch strap distances.

RMINmdoor that a bored child can become a
American Academy disruptive are. Keep a supply of (av nue, we

of Pediatrics toys and mMnlohiee an hand.
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Help them practice how they would respond5-23 Months: heschoofers: Feel Learners if friends or friends' parents contradict good
Heelless Toddlers safety habits. Your child could say. "My mom

erhd dad have a rule that I always buckle up."

This child is ready lobe a role model for any
Kids this age love to climb. so yours may younger cMMen.
resist the solely no for the Mil time. Be pa- Talk about safety as "grown-up" behavior
bent: its only a phase. Keep a positive alh- and praise proper use.
luds and a clan but stem voice. Remember Long-Distance Tips for
to be consistent. You're pr slecling your baby Encourage your child to count how many
and its worth to. an etort. children are in car seats. A Rids of AN Ages

Encourage imagination When your childAttach soh or chewy bye to the solely seal'
rides buckled up. is she an astronaut? A twowith very short strings. N•r1 only do childnsn Plan lot hequenl slops, and try to stop before

sew age love to throw Things. but unattached car driver?
to kids gel restless. Cuddle yourg children

toys rot under seats aid con go tying in sud- flow's the time to explain in more doled WHY and let older children snack, laid run around
den pops. budding up is so important. "In case we have for t0-15 minutes.

to pop suddenly, your safely seal keeps youTact with your toddler or Cling a song. Work el
from bunprg your Mad " When there are two adults in the car, try

keep" your child snl/rlaret but don't let switching positions so the child has a seat
yourself gel distracted bran your own drib". Use books and pictures with safely mes- Companion and isn't fell out of the conver-

sages. sation.

Marta am as kids buckle up on school Mips Have a -surprise beg" In the car. Bring out
and other etdinpa. toys and treats one eta time.

24-3S Months: RMmamber to always buckle up yourself. Play the radio and lapes, or sing songs. If
Teechebls Tao1s more than one adult is present, read shat

pores aloud.

Try observation games. Preschoolers can
ILet kids personalize their vats with spot care of different colors. Older children

Elementary school Children:names. racing stripes. You should help. can sad vehicles from tan diteent states. or
Graduating Is SON Siltsset them choose ter own dicer. The abet =1 try b identify amain models el automobiles

should be their -apecial wet " on the road. or count people wearing seat
belle in passing cars.

Task about what they sae along the toodsilie:
sigma. bridpn, lirelrudks cows. Mike driv$ng Explain how safety bets save has.
with your chid an educational supanerhd. Remember to always be consistent: you and

Use dashboard slickers to remold tern and your child we always buckled up, and the car
Encourage youngsters to buckle up their ter blends of your we bell poky. seat is used correctly. 11 you believe in what
favorite faddy, in or out of to ear. Tab about you're doing, eventually your child will also.
how sole teddy is riding m his car seal or
as" ball Supported by an educational grant from Exxon

Corporation with the cooperation of OW HabOnOl
Highway Trade Safely Adm oveirs i n.

 * 

rl
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Buckle
Baby
Right.

 *

Guide 7b
Child Safety Seats.

Child Safety Seats
Child Safety Seats come in many sizes and designs.

There is no "best" seat. The best seat for you is the one youll * 

use every time your "d rides in your car.
'[?tare are four basic types of safety seats.

Booster Seats tilt the gap between when
our duld outgrows his wally seat and when he can

a seat
sari loon for ' between 40 and 60 poundL

y

*

Infant Seats are specialty built for babies up to
20 pounds, or about 7 to 9 month old. These tub-
draped beds are easy to use. inerqxmnive, and fit mast
cars.

 *

Toddler Seats are designed for children who,
have outgrown the infant seat and can sp up without

support. They on be used for dWdren who weigh
between 20 and 40 pounds.

 * Convertible Seats fu io,n bah as infant car-
riers and toddler seers. Although they cost more. you
can use the same seat from infancy until your child
outgrows it around age four or 40 pounds.
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lnm
ta Child
Passaw

protection
,4a was signed into law in 1983,

bmmwed nFety seats ;:;;r-
show that many patents buy top-
fated, kdeally approved safety
was, but misuse than.

Some parents don't andior
the dtild seat to the vehide's seat
with the lap belt. Or they don't use
the child seat's harm to hold the
child In the seat. And some parents
Laos the child," wrong duecdon. ,

Why ate so many seals mi.
used? Usually parents just cant
teed the manufati ways bV&Ua
lions. Sometimes, patents don't real-
ise the terrible danger they have
aeated for their fluid by miming
the seat.

It's easy to use a child seat
oonedly if your kllow threes mple
steps...

1. Sit Right.
Z. Seat Right.
3. Bdt Right.

1. Sit Right

Rice The Child the Right
Direction.
Child Safety Seats am designed to hold the
child in place and absorb the impact of e
crash by spreading the tomes over the stron-

parts al a child's For these reasons.
p s critical that your chad is sitting correctly
In a safety seat that is facing the right
direction. To do it right, follow these simple
rules...

Infant Seats-Face the seat backwards. Baby
rides in a semi-redining position fadng the

• rear of the car.

Toddler and Booster Seats- Face the seat
 * 

Forward. The child sits Wright fining the
kont of the car.

Convertible Seats-in the infant position. the
seat reclines and hoes rearward. In the tod-
d er face the seat forward with the
Child WWII.
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2. Seat Right I I 3. Belt Right Always Remember...

SecureT6eChild InThe Safety
Seat.
Your child must be secured within the seat
itself by the harness andk r strops. U not,
he could be thrown from the no during a
sash and hit the car's interior surfaces. Hie
could even be ejected from the car. Here are
aome impost rd points to resnernber .. .

AUSe -Ahvays snugly and completely
fasten the harness, In most seats. the harness
goes over the child's shoulders and through
the legs.

MMW -Dont be * oled by models
that have a U-shaped, padded tunuest.
This Is only a cosmetic feature. Always Ln&
ten the harness.
ConvetdbleSeat-Thread the harness difler-

T1he idarturer'iiruWilionsexplain
how.

920K -This seat carve with Ma own*

harness or usa the rar'a loplyhoulder belt. In
either case , always arose the child with an
upper body restrait-

i Secure the Child Seat

Failing to correctly anchor the seat in the car
as reoonunended by the manufacturer has
resulted In seats ' over. sliding side-
ways or being eject from the ar com-
pletely. M also resulted in marry children
being is a ai killed. Anchoring the car seat

to the sews perlbrmanoe
in •_atah.

Convertible and booster seats
require extra attention since the car's seat
bet is routed differs fly In each position.
Older seats sometimes require a tether strap
attached to the top of the seat and the frank
•of dhe cer.lf you are ensure of thedirections
br andhorin4 your car no. all l-ODD CAR-
BEL.T to reonve those instructions.

r Nererhsldsdr7diayoabP^ridintioeibrsre
ka cc tied Seri

3 Al salmi rd hodsns raft bur not soeordlut r
1L.rylrrw Isar, tad i+ spprvred err mft esospr
in ddr therm tbdweee sae rd br►wbo rhy.s
dKa.hsealbellirftbs "udy

r Alwtphaowarc=nW%d mexinrudiaubrear
red irrdibsa

r 76torsrrrrndisdsesslslplrrodear

r Rsir^er. hirmhabtdwrd lbddlae ha
b-

r tdekew.etliesrlhes Seim ylnro^er
sridlhsdslsd<osiy►

3 tiffawilm"itthesethegristL

r ySets poemorp htbyu tyarudbehewrydme
mm•e.eeste.t

ie ilt h. pn

3 9uOn taw din whet drldne re aatealy bt*Md
sea dry she bear behbd aue irate, ht aiq
touha sod sit Isr iidy b bs used a ah err.

ftsiniohnubamakrsoli
dad with east rsistri MM r sohrt

Child Ptusenger Safety Project
121 Coulter Avenue #5

Ardmore, PA 1800,9

1hU Lai+ee 14800-CAR-BELT

I

I

 * 
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CORRECT USE OF CHILD SAFETY SEATS


ARE YOU MAKING THESE MISTAKES ?

• BUNDLING YOUR CHILD IN BLANKETS can accomplish this in a few days or weeks by stopping 

BEFORE PLACING IN THE CAR SEAT' the car whenever their behavior is intolerable and letting 
This makes correct posihauing of shoulder harness and them know that the car won't start again until they are 

notch strap mpossible secured in their car seat Being firm and ctplaiaing that 
• FACING YOUR CAR SEAT IN THE' WRONG everyone else is the car is also buckled up will help. Let

DIRECI1ON? ting the child ride loose a few times will anhrmake buck
Baby must ride backwards until he or she an sit up well ling up harder the an time. Be reassured that your child 

and is over 12 mouths old. The bad seat is usually safer as and will learn to accept the ear an and that this rem-
than the front seat. If the driver must supervise the infant, tam is a passing phase. Making frequent stops during 
place the seat in the front seat faring the rear. A forward long tips and providing simple entertainment well help. 
facing, upright toddlerseat is used after the child weight (see other side for stggestioas) 
20 pounds and is over 1 year old. 

• RECLINING THE CAR SEAT TOO MUCH? • RECLINING A FORWARD-FACING SEAT FOR 
This could permit the child to be forced out bead first by YOUR TODDLER? 

frontal impaa.Check manufacturer's iastrumoas for safe Convertible seats for toddlers are built to be used in the 
degree of tilt upright forward-faring position Children quickly learn to 

• FAILING TO SECURE THE CAR SEAT WITH slecp in an u upright car seat 
AUTO SEAT BELT *FAILING TO DOUBLE STRAPS BACK 

If lap belt does not fit around or through its frame as THROUGH THE BUCKLE WHEN ADJUST
directed, try another testing position in the arA scat belt ING THE HARNESS? 
extender can lengthen the belt. U these do not work, use a The harness snaps must be secured by doubling them 
different -model car seat, which should be fitted in the car back through the buckles. When iooompletely threaded 
before pm:: chase. DO NOT PUT SEAT BELT IN A DIF the harness could pull out unnoticed 
FERENT POSITION OTHER THAN THAT RECOM • REPLACING YOUR CAR SEAT IF IT HAS BEEN 
MENDED BY MANUFACTURER. THROUGH AN ACCIDEPT?. 

• NEGLECTING TO USE THE HARNESS, SR D Always replace at seats and safety belts after an 
OR COMBINATION OF THE TWO, AS ac idest 
SPECIFIED IN THE MANUFACTURER'S IN • MOVING YOUR CHILD TO A BOOSTER SEAT 
STRUCTIONS? TOO SOON? 

This could allow child to be thrown out of seat Mannfaatt ,s claim that children who weigh as little as 
• FAILING TO USE THE HARNESS ON A CAR 20 pounds an safely ride in a boater seat The American 

SEAT WITH A PADDED ARMREST! Academy of Pediatrics recommends keeping your child 'a 
The armrest is a comfort feature and will not protect the at seat until he or she weighs 40 pounds. Your yang 

your child in any way. The bows must be used at all AN F1 needs the additional support provided by the felt 
titter uses in thearseaL 

• IS THE HARNESS TOO LOOSE? • FAILING TO USE A LOCKING CLIP TO SECURE 
This allows the child to agterieaee a very severe jolt THE SEAT BELT 

during a collision because webbing isms stretched to ab Many new acs require the use of a locking dip to secure 
sorb impact. the car seat within the belt. A continuous loop belt (when 

• NEGLECTING TO FASTEN TOP TETHER Wise wed, you an poll as the lap portion and it will e:
STRAP. psad) wwili mt keep the at rest istaa. Call 1.000-CAR 

Some older model at seats require a top tether scrap. BELT to determine if you will need a locking dip. Your 
When not used the seat pivas forward in a frontal sash. one's manual as also give you this information. 
Check your car seat directions. U you are not we 
whether your car seat seeds one all 14004ARBE LT. . 

• ALLOWING YOU* CHIC TO RIDE LOOSE IF For more information as available materials, films, 
HE/SHE COMPLAINS OR CLIMBS OUT OF THE speaker's network, curriculum, etc. - which are free to 
CAR SEAT PA citizen-all or write: 

This commonly happens when children are between 9 PA Chaptar - Arlan Aodamy of Mlatrb 
and 24 months, when they are becoming mobile and mist PA Tnme Laney hw+wat en hujm 
being confiaetTbey can and must be taught that the car mom IAsonastr Read our 
seat is their place in the at. For moo children the parent Bryn Mawr. PA 19010 

1-800-CARBELT 
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The Ooe-Mimue Safety Cbeck-Up
Using a car sat right malts a big
diffemce. Eves the "slat" seat
may am protect yaw child in a
crash. unless you...

C
Is 

11 iffm

I
• 

Is
an6

Pf ^^

HECK TO BE SURE:
your child
ackward to at least 1 20 pads

(A). If using a seat made for infants
only, alrwA face it backward.
forward over 18-20 panda, if he or
she an sit up well (B).
 the harass (C) over the shoulders.
d snuff b the crotch snap short?

do
A:

y

0

7
Is the sumo belt (D) in the

right plam and tight'
Is the, tether snap (E)

ins-Dew. if yaw
sat requires ones

007

H-13
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 *

*

If you have an u to boater sat. 
you use it with 

r"'^ • lap a nmed sho er

with lap belL or
• shield (G) with safet

 *

betty

 * F

Mum
BE SURE TO READ. FOLLOW AND KEEP

A:neian Academy of Pediatric THE MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS.
P.O. Box 927. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007 QCESTIONS? Caotaet your pedianidaa orSupported by a grant from Exxon with cmDera- foal safety group..om from NHTSA. Flyer may be reproduced.
E31008
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-1991 Shopping Guide to Car Seats
All products Ilstfid oust Federal Motor Vsnicts Standard 213

A cited lately Mat Out s ttaSSO orb IMO NOT& Oeea.meey. no Mroly seta we SAFETY SEAT REGISTM?tON" main your

el.
corocar wet proms Vary, o"Wilw ot.N =No Dy Ole maraaacwaer ID CDRaot name. &0m= ant go mil maimer ant
faroteoDen for row eh t. moomet you of a So" fataad ciou i . I, i. me AM proaucDen Me of your cited awry sat
aW0 Musty seat can anaticaey sauce as Salary emu,. at I-4100.424-9393 to Meat if
stla twoness. CItltwty rats ono wow me your now or swe0'e fro sooty seat Me Dana sin and wioal Po-ft few natal so"
a.tnueear Diet come wan See core asleep raceme, Mao prerssse on MOM afM
wt ArO. email aN av ewers mara1 for To ov sun ow you an as roomed. 55110
VNSMID51I elsmauDpla. ass MWVAaaaesr a tartest meraot -CHILD

MrM1s
VANOMMAMs "freest ?I10111 M00MatK mendsNMBp

taaBt Sara "
Century 540. SdS Straps only Olls-cap Tdt-ensnarer. ft in shoDgng an. S23-35
Conley sm. 510 Straps only 510 - Manual TUt-indicator. 590 - aparau No stays in or. 11141

390 - One-step can WOO M teasel m car without baSe.
Clem Dream Ride Straps only One-up ,To 17 Ile: tend flat as carbsd. or Mann-nedined. $5541

Cam TLC Straps only Manuel 529-35
Eveudlo Dyn•O-Mite Soaps mUy Manual Shoulder bait wraps around front of Seat. 129.34
Evenf o Joy Ride Straps only Manual Shoulder felt vaaps anesnd front of Sett 17840

'to dde Coneertibls model it for aroma amyl
twill. Trard Tan" Straps only Mamtal Separate bw urn tidal in car Net can M used Sit-79

in second at without bat: bda in shopping on.
raher•Friee Infant Car Sou Strapef-shield Manua No locking dip; Iseelinrg lint leeks in ahop1 on. SSO
Kdaaft Rock N Ride Strips only Manual--- No harness height ad usiment $23.SO

CoaswOM. Sam
flu 4smd Mfg. Beer Sitter Straps only Manual (hauusty taied'Mbnda ChWf-' Sell
Ceatery 1000 STL Stops only oft- ow 2 cram► amp positions. $5040
Century 2000 STE StraoaR-shield Orr-step 2 vetch amp positions. $55.70
Century 3000 STE. 3a so- We Shield one-undo 2 crotch senp positions. 510-90

3500 375 ern et
Century 5000 STE. Strwlw%ide shield One-no 2 crotch strap positions: multi-position shield: 190-120

SS00 STS Mmes. back pads for adult =PporL
Casco S-pt Strap any fact pads for infant support 155.59
Cain Liuatoy S-M Straps Only - One-step lack pads for infant support.
cum Convert Ride strapwide shield One-step lack pads for infant Support. 17549
Cusco Soft Shield StrapsiT-sheld One-step lace Oath for infant support. 379
Casco Autotrac Straps/t-shield AWAMM&ic lack pads for infant support 399
Evenflo One-Stop Stspnride shield Manuel 15690
Enoch CAMMO eR 3U%Wwads shield On.-asp Smaller. lighter than other tvenflo models. 57690
Evenlb Seven riar Car Sou One-step Cernarts to Maier (see Lomb a - - , 1. $110.130
Evenf o Ultan L. U. V Straeshis& Orr-lap Wade shield f11: T-aliisld (U): Mull pods for 190.12E

Snips only M infant wppon.
Four-Nylon Car Sot StnpsT-sAidd Antemrfiu No licking dip provided. 171
Gerry Cuardian StrapsR-shield AutMnoc Hanson foci an mlpect 3SM
Kelaaft Acts-Mate StrapK-shield Oar-lip New n.as fur ViY.I^Fit' $45.75
K10laef Trsesfw 700 Strapwide shied care-isp US-75
Nissan InfanvChild Safety Seat' Strapst-shield Not for aircraft M. 1100
Nlayskesf Canneat fly Kolaafti Strap fwids shield Ore-step !leasable bead Support for WAML 17040
Reeldua Cr 2000 Straps Many Manual no-1141
Renolla CT 5000 Std weft:. _--91Mael - -Uiew"d.au owmwuss - - - __I1m-130
Renoha CT 7000 Stop emu .. Manual Nigh headrest: remote control recline fcataee. 11.0.200

Nanraae
Lute Cargo Auto Safety Mat Sups any Pin" Padded shoulder. lisp and aotdh straps: auto alp $40

12S.40 1051 belt attaehsd through padded am" plate.
E-Z•On Mast saeral suns Straps sly Manual Teter strap must be instilled in vihiW. $62

PON
scow Sea 1011111111011111 - N/at

Century Canmaler' weap4eowud Not for aircraft use. 120.30
Century CR-3' wrap.around Mond-Mwtiou g besot, fw hoed Wdw belt use. $30.40

Shield to add for Iap bait use: not for anoNt use.
Casco tailors, wno4wwjm 2 seat heights. 325.29
Evenfo Booster Car Sou Mhy.anamd or Split Should assn in middle: bait through but for short child: $46.13

through bw amen" crotch Strap.
EvsMo Sightseer WraoMrelmd 529.34
Carry DoubleGuard Wrap-aromC mnwuBla MM7a906"4 INsist fw lapadwYw belt on.

base wetly Lop belt shield to add for tap bait use.
"craft lot Rider Ouik stop Wrtp.arolarld Clutch tea: daeld pmou down an to, Macs to seat $19.35

'Stet not untied for use in anrraf. (New modals in iWio.l

 * 
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Shopping Guide for Child and Infant Safety Seats

SIZE AND WEIGHT GUIDE FOR
CHILD SAFETY SEATS

from Birth to
12 Months or 21) Pounds

Use an infant or comrs Ibis Near Facing
seat facing the rear. Convertible Seat

infant

.1991

Conhrl/bl
12 Months or 20 Pounds to seat

4 Years or 40 Pounds

Use a convertible or toddler seat.
 * 

4 Years or 40 Pounds to Keep children In convertible or
8 Years or 70 Pounds toddler seats as Tong as they will fit.

*
Booster Seat

with tap/When they have outgrown the convertible or toddler shoulder lift
seat,
• If the vehicle has a laplshoulder belt in the rear

seat, use a booster seat that positions the
Iap/ahoulder belt correctly-secures the lap belt Vehicle

Lap/across the child's hips, and positions the shoulder shoulder
bolt so it does not cross the face or the front of set  *

the neck.
JF

OR

Use the rear lap shoulder belt alone IF K fib
properly-does not cross the face or neck and fits shleld.Type

across the child's hips and does not ride up across sooatar seat I
 *

the stomach.
• if no other type of restraint Is available, use the lap

belt, positioned low on the hips and adjusted snugly.  *

B Years and Older
or 70 Pounds or more

Use the protection system that Is in the vehicle.  *

NOTE Ages and weights are approximate. Manufacturer's instructions should be consulted for
exact figures. Use only safety seats labeled: "This child restraint system conforms to all applicable
Federal motor vehicle safety standards" and has a stamp of manufacturing after January 1. 1961..

 *

 Ns ley Qf
rr. ,.,

 *

DOT
...e
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WHAT IS A LOCI ZC CLIP? DO I NEED ONE IN MY CA

A properly rowelled and used car sat prwids optimum wash ptoaeetoa tae your dtild. If the car seat
you own does not fit seedy in yam car. don't try to 'make' it work thmangh maks^dhitt meawws
Inhmaeet use of your car seat an deasoaily tednmce its ability to ltwtetoa in a aastL

To be an you have rouged the or seat comm" at dunk the insauctons provided by the
manufaatma of the or seat. That dock to owners manual for yam perricular at in be sure the seat
helm provided in your at at sate b use with a at sat SOP. SEAT BELTS CANNOT 3! USED
Wiri3 CAN SEATS UNDER ANY CMt_U!. TANCE.

 *
 * 

Same seat bets tequtne the use of a loddng dip to scows a or amt: If your sat belt has a csndnuow
Imp or eliding lsazhpWs (sus dugs on back at pap) you wM have in ms a loddng dip in hold your
or sat d^tdy its place. Aeawm of several diffaeth types of sat belt awe on this page. Check yam
.elude awnels manual to deeamiau which type at seat belt you have in yaw vehlde. It Is NOT
cacaos! to have several ditfaatt types Of sat bete; in WA 'duds. Pratt sea held an cf u. diftaett
from back sat belts and the middle of the back not may have yet anotlha type at belt $daee pladag
yaw ar out in any satins poddat, you must on the seat bolt to be mum it will hold a at seat

Tat yaw sat belt by insollbtg yam at seat a g in the matadMusa's insascdaae. Omm the
seat is atuched by the sat bdt give a hammy mg as the amt Does it move belly frost side b side?
Front in back? Tug an the lap poetaa of the belt Dos the bolt pall loose is yam hand? If you
arwwavd yes in these questions, yam may reed a loe;tid ug dip to amuse yaw or sat AgaitL the
loddng dip may no be able in coaeet ttis aamadat depahding at the type of seat belt ahsulled in your
veKd&

To amsdh a long dip:
L buckle the net belt atawhd or through the at east aemestng to the se. aWs bwaudia s.
2. Tighuu as smugly as poastble. the lap pat= of the bit by palling at the shoulder pardon and
fee ng the ens ism the eeua B is helpful in plea yam boa is the Child solely asst and press
it dawn into the at sat while tghboing the belt
3 When the halt is tight *ch the webbing togetnr behind the dkftg Ltehplats and tmbudde the
belt while W M holding the webbing together so it sup tight
4. Thread the belt webbing aster the bseidag dip. Otte side at a use. " the dip dose in the stidbtg
latchplate (no tenches than l/'. See diagram below.
L Rethsad the. sat belt conseiy anwnd or though the at sat and tassen the buckle. Pull the lap
pordan and the shoulda• poetom sepsrassly in be ahwe the dip b =My in place. Tug the seat forward
and dde to side. If sat is sum not sous% nesow dip and nepat peoeeta If at NO cewtnans in
move loosely, try another sadg posilia' in the vehicle to sat it mutter sat bolt is mane compadbe
with the car sat

The loddng dip win rsNr at the bit anti you trove it If dr rest ie soared. the dip should
be rmaoved for passetgas v=g the belt The dip should be suwulled each tae the at out a
placed back in the vddds.

1:7
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IYIOST COI^tON SCT NOT ONLY TYPES OF SRAT BELTS

' Tort 1 ae sad is vway -type of sat We bdaev uusftl; yoga "s :itch.

tATCHPLAM CONTINUOUS

c JjrW - -k47^

i

NO LOCMNG CLIP NO LOCMJG CLIP LOO24G CLIP
USUALLY NECESSARY USUALLY NECESSARY ALWAYS NECESSARY

TO OrtAIN A PYIl LOOMG CUP AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR VEMCLE CALL

PA CFA PASSENGER SAFEY PROIECT
PA AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

14C IL BELT
 * 

CPSP 13/59
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...JUST ASK THE EXPERTS.
Vince and Lary, the test crash dummies,

are convinced that safety belts work. But you
 * 

may not be.
You hear many stories told about safety

belts that just aren't true. . .Just ask the
experts. These Pennsylvanians learned from
experience that safety belts save lives.

MYTH: BELTS CAUSE INJURIES

"In my accident, I hit an object on the
road and my car rolled over. Afterwards, I had
some soreness in my chest, probably caused
by my safety belt. But I shudder to think of
what type injuries I would have suffered If I
wasn't wearing my belt."

Thomas Wolfendale
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

There have been reports of injuries
caused by safety belts. In these rare cases,
however. the belt was either worn incorrectly
or the crash was so severe that the occupants
would have been seriously Injured or killed If
not belted. Also, a belt-induced injury occurs
to a strong part of the body, such as the chest,
which can better withstand the force of the
crash.

MYTH: PREGNANT WOMEN. SNOULDN?
WEAR SAFETY BELTS

"During my pregnancy. I was a little
uneasy about wearing my safety belt because

was afraid the pressure from the belt would
hurt my baby. But my doctor reassured me
that my baby would be much safer it I were
protected by a belt in an accident. And, I
proved him right. If I hadn't been buckled up

H-18

*

FACT: TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS CAN
HAPPEN. TO YOU *

In your lifetime, you !rive a 50 percent
chance of being in a serious accident and a
1 in 50 chance of being killed in a traffic
accident. Ask tfae'experts...it can happen to
you. . a.

Why risk It? Your best protection against
death and injury in your car is your safety belt.
There are no good masons for not buckling up.
Its easy. Just reach over - click - and you're
set.

 *

 *



on that winter night when our car slid on the MYTH: 'ITS BETTER TO BE THROWN
ice, I'm positive that my daughter would never CLEAR OF THE CAR
have been born." .

"I not only believe that my safety belt
Cheryl Porter saved my life, but I have long lamented that

Middletown, Pennsylvania I didn't insist that my friend wear a safety belt
that night. We wen hit head-on and my friend

The best way to protect an unborn child was thrown through the windshield. I survived,
is to protect the mother. For pregnant women, but she was dead on arrival at the hospital.
as for anyone, the key to making safety belts Had she had her belt on, I know she'd be alive
effective is knowing how to wear them today."
properly. When pregnant, place the lap belt
under your abdomen as low on the hips as Richard Johnson
possible. Never place the belt above your Melrose Park, Pennsylvania
abdomen . this could cause injuries in an         *

accident. Place the shoulder belt between You are about 25 times more likely to be
your breasts. Then adjust both belts to fit as fatally injured If ejected from the vehicle. It's
snugly and comfortably as possible. better to be buckled inside the car. Ejection

THE HUMAN COLLISION

In an accident, there are really two car Is going only 30 mph, the passengers will
ditferent collisions. The first Is the car's hit the car Interior with the same force as a
accident in which the car hits something. fall from a three-story building.
buckles and bonds. and then comes to a stop. The second collision doesn't have to

        *

The second, and more Important happen. Safety belts help you "ride down" the
collision, Is the "human collision." This force of the crash (first collision) by holding
happens when a person hits some part of the you in place, and they prevent contact with

        * car, such as the steering column, dashboard, either the car's Interior or with other
or windshield. Now hard is the Impact? If the passengers (second collision).

        *

UNBUCKLED BUCKLED
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can result, not only In landing on unforgiving through the windshield. I remember thinking 
pavement, but also on other lethal objects, ,that could have been me'. " 
scraping along the ground, or being crushed 
by another vehicle. Maureen Hoepler 

Girardville, Pennsylvania 

The forces involved in even a low-speed 
crash make It impossible for anyone to avoid MYTH: 0000 DRIVERS DON'T CAUSE

contact with the inside of the car or other ACCIDENTS

occupants, which ultimately results in injury. 
For example, the force of a 30-mph crash is "I always considered myself a good 
equal to a fall from a three-story building. driver. I never thought an accident would 

happen to me. But one night, while responding 
to an emergency call In an ambulance 
weighing more than four tons, the vehicle hit 
a patch of ice and began sliding. My safety MYTH: MY SAFETY IS MY BUSINESS 
belt kept me in place so I kept some control 
of the ambulance and managed to hit a "Alter my accident, all I could think of 
cement wall rather than another car." was 'what would have happened to my 

husband and children if l had been killed'." 
James Bente 

Washington, Pennsylvania Kathy Werling 
Glenshaw, Pennsylvania 

Most people feel that accidents happen 
to other people. Every day, hundreds of Safety on the highways is not personal. 
careful, law-abiding drivers become traffic It's everyone's business. Traffic accidents 
victims. The primary purpose of the safety belt don't happen on your personal streets and 
is to protect against injury after the crash, highways. And, it's your tax money that 
when everyone is vulnerable. When belted, provides the emergency services required 
you have more control over the vehicle in after collisions and pays for the health and 
emergencies. If unbelted, you may lose welfare services needed by accident victims. 
control and cause death and Injury to others, The emotional and financial toll traffic 
including those not involved In the initial accidents have on a family can be 
collision. devastating. Each highway death, for 

example, costs more than $300,000. On an 
average, medical expenses for serious injuries 

- fic accidents amount to 
MYTH: 1 CAN BRACE MYSELF IN A CRASH $208,400. More importantly, what about the 

grief and loss inflicted on families when a 
"I always thought I could hold myself father, mother, son, daughter, brother, or 

back it l was ever in an accident. But when a sister ors needlessly killed or disabled in an 
truck hit my car tot the 'ear, I couldn't even accident because they weren't buckled up? 
think because everything happened so last. I 
remember being thrown forward and watching 
the ash tray being dislodged by the force. 
Suddenly, my safety belt pulled me back from talety belts wdik. _ .that's a fact! 
the dashboard, while the ash tray crashed 
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HOW SAFETY BELTS WORK

Since the shoulder belt is designed to
allow freedom under normal driving
conditions, some people question whether it
would restrain them in a collision. But, don't
worry. Your belt will automatically lock and
hold you if your car makes a sudden stop or
crashes. Here's how your'belt works.

NORMAL
 * 

Under normal conditions, the pendulum
and bar are in the rest positions. The reel.
which holds the belt. Is
free to rotate. As you

BELT

OTHER MYTHS AND FACTS

'MYTH: "I never drive list or trawl tar from
home so I don't need salty belts."

FACT: Eighty percent of serious and fatal
Injuries occnrI n cars traveling less than 40 mph.
Seventy-five percent of serious and fatal traffic
Injuries occur Was than 25 Miles from home.

MYTH: "What It my car Catches fire or goes
under water? I'll be trapped I!! MY car If I'm
buckled up.", .. - : ... '

FACT: Less than one4ftalf of one percent of
all Injury producing accidents Involve fire or
submersion. When they do, safety belts can
prevent you from hitting your head or losing
consciousnesw malting It possible for you to

MYTH: "l have air begs In my car. I don't
need to wear my safety bell"

FACT: Air bags alone can reduce the
chance of fatality In crashes by 20 to 40 percent.
But air bags in combination with safety belts
reduce your chances of being killed in an
accident by 45 tom perosnt Safety belts are still
your best protection In rear, side, and roll over
crashes.

MYTH: "I can protect my baby by holding
him."

FACT: On the contrary, a baby may weigh
very little, but In an accident, your baby becomes
a human projectile. In a crash as slow as 10 mph,
a 12.pound baby exerts a force of 120 pounds.
You can't possibly hold on. And, If you're
unbelted and a collision occurs. you may crush

♦-yourbaby between your body and the dashboard
-as you're violently pushed forward by the crash
forces. The best protection for your child Is a
child safety seat. In fact. Pennsylvania law
mandates that children under four be buckled
up when riding In the car.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

NOMA P. Grier Hews rwwwn. PX
soap"" of Tew"W"dim

lean against your belt,
BARit "gives" or unreels. REEL

*

PENDULUM
 *

ACCIDENT
 *

Under accident conditions, such as a
collision, the pendulum tilts toward the force
of the impact, causing
the bar to engage the
ratchet. The reel and RATCHET

LACKED
safety belt now lock, ♦ 0 .L
restraining you.

 *O
♦ 1

PENDUILUM
MOVEMENT
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"Stw dew of trouble:" Avoid ring around ft collar." "And don't do windows'
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IINCE AND IARRY
ON BEITS AND BAGS

Hi! We're "Vince and Larry" and we've side the vehicle or ejected during

been on the road for a long time trying to
a crash. At 30 mph, a 150-pound
person who is not buckled in will

convince humans about-the importance of safety crash into the steering wheel or

belts and air bags. We're crash dummies for the dashboard with a force of more

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, than two tons. But, when you use
your safety belts properly, you sig-

but we're smarter than you think.
 * 

nificnntly improve your chances
of escaping injury or death.

Vince: I've been in the business for Lessen One: Lesson Four.
more than 20 years. I graduated Motor vehicle crashes are Safety belts and air bags
from t ht School of Hard Knocks the number one killer of Amer. absorb some crash forces and
with very high marks-skid marks. icons under the age of 34. Every spread the remaining ones over
Larry, is fresh out of Notre Dumb 22 minutes someone is killed in a the relatively strong portions of
where he was a Road Scholar. crash and every 2 minutes a cash the body The safety belts also

injures someone severely enough keep you inside the vehicle, whichWe love our job of going
to' require hospital treatment. improves your chance of remain-through windshields and eating

dashboards to demonstrate how Lessen Two: ing conscious and in control
during a crash.safety belts and air bogs make a Use safety belts on every

difference. We'd give an arm and trip. If your car has an air bap, Lesson Few:

a leg (and usually do) to convince you get added protection. The Belts and air bogs are so
even one person to buckle up. best way to proted yourself is to effective, the government re-

Since many of you dont have an air bag and use your quires all new cars said in the
know about safety belts, an bogs safety belts-the winning United States after Sept. 1, 1989,

. and automatic belts, let us give combination. to be equipped with automatic
you a "crash course" Lesson Three: crash prohdion-either air bogs
Here are five important lessons People who ride unre- or automatic safety belts-for
to leorrc strained will be tossed around in- front-seat occupants.
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SAFETY BELTS into a child safety seat that's in. quickly deflates. The bag then
stalled and used properly. Older provides a cushion to keep the

LARRY: Hey Vince. do you children and adults should buckle driver from crashing into the
realize that thousands of themselves in no matter where steering wheel, dashboard and
lives have boon saved by they are sitting. Don't drive off windshield. Air bogs reduce the
safety, belts? until everyone is budded up. If you chance of injury to the head, face.
VINCE: I'd hope so Larry.- make that a habit, you'll have a neck and chest-the pars of the
I'd hate to think we've been better chance of reaching your body that are most likely to receive
beatin' our heeds against destination safely. serious injuries in a crash.
the wall for all these years VINCE: Remember Larry-If
for nethin'l someone tells you that you
Wearing a safety belt and driving dent have to buckle up if
o car with on air bog can reduce your car has an air bog, tell
your chance of fatality by 45 to them they're
55 percent. full of hot air!
VINCE AND LARRY: There's a Air bogs are only
right way and wrong way to added protection.
wear a safety belt. So don't You must wear
be a dummyl your safety belt so
Wear the lap belt low and snug you're in place
across your hips. Be sure not to tuck for the air bog's
the shoulder belt under your arm protection. It's
or behind your bock. The belts are important, too, to always buckle
designed so the impact of a crash up since air bogs inflate only in
is absorbed in the strongest areas head-on crashes. Without your
of your body -the bones of your safety belt fastened, you might
hips and shoulders. be injured in a side, rear or
VINCE AND LARRY: Suckle up rollover crash.
no matter who kind of belt

 *

LARRT: Toll no more Vinod
it Is. Now do the sensors work?
For cars that don't have automatic The air bog is hidden in the stow-
belts, it's important to buckle the ing wheel or dashboard until it is
manual safety belts. The moment n"d'd When a

 * 

crash sets off the
it takes to buckle a safety belt can AIR BAGS sensors, an inflation cycle pro-
help save a life or prevent an VINCE AND LARRY: Hey duos harmless nitrogen gas that
injury. And don't forget to fasten Vbwa. how do air bags work? inflates the bag. It all happens
the manual lop belt in cars where And do they really taste like faster than the blink of an eye.
only the shoulder belt is automatic. marshmallows? When an air bag inflates, youli
VINCE: Don't let sorely take a Air bags work great in frontal or see a lot of white powder that
back seat. Mob. sun every- near- rontal collisions. In these may appear to be smoke. This is
one's buckled In. types of cashes, sensors in the a cornstarch-based talcum used to
Everyone in the vehicle should be front of the car send a signal lubricate the bag so it releases
buckled up. Even in the back seat. that inflates the air bog in less than smoothly. It is harmless and
Young children need to be budded on♦tenth of a second and then quickly disappears.
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VINa Do. air bogs have a about child safety seats? basically two types: motonzea

proven track record? Where's the safest place for and non-motorized. They all move

They are extremely reliable and one in an air bag-equipped into place automatically when the

have worked as designed in thou- car? car door is closed.

sands of serious frontal crashes The safest place for a child safety VINCE AND LARRY: What's a
and have logged more than. 10 seat in any vehicle (with air bag motorized belt?
billion highway miles. Unex- or not) is the rear seat. If the car Motorized belts are shoulder belts

pected inflations almost never has a passenger-side air bog, a anchored to small electric motors

occur, and even if one did the forward-facing child safety sect in the door frame; when you turn

small size of the bog and its on the ignition, these motors move

quick inflation and deflation the belts into place. All motorized

cycle enable the driver to safely safety belts have manual lop belts.

stop the car. These lap baits must be buckled

VINCE AND to provide the best protection

LARRY: Air bags possible and prevent the occupant

are easy to from "submorining" (sliding out

tells care of of the shoulder harness).

'cause they're VINCi AND LARRY: What's a
usually good non-motorized belt?
for the If. of Non-motorized automatic belts
your car. are anchored to the car door.
Most airbag When you close the door, the belt

systems require no maintenance. automatically moves into position
They are designed to lost the life around you. Many non-motorized
of the car. But once the air bog automatic belts are combination
is used. it must be replaced. shoulder and lop belts, but some
Most insurance policies cover the manufacturers have automatic
replacement cost. shoulder belts with manual lop
VINCE AND LARRY: Can an  * belts.The lop belt must be fastened
air bag hurt me? to provide maximum safety.
The air bag inflation cycle neces-
sordy must be very quick to get

 * 

If you have any more questions aboutthe bag in place in time to protect may be used in the right front occupant protection. write to the
you. There is a loud noise when it passenger seat.Thesafefyseatmust National Highway Traffic Safety

Admmnntrotron. NAD•5t 400 Seventh
inflates. but not so loud that it still be secured by d safety belt. Street. S.w:. washmgron. O.G. 20590. at
comities hearing damage. The bag call the toll-free Auto Safety Hotline of

(800) 424-9393.itself may cause slight chafing AUTOMATIC
tsimilar to a rug burn) on exposed

skin nn the face. nfwit and arms. BELTS
But these injuries are rare and VINCE: Noy Larry, those new-
minor compared to the serious fanglod automatic belts are
injuries that ore likely without an a snap aren't they?
air bog. Automatic safety belts come in a Air MV PAID any of
VINCE AND LARRY: Now variety of styles, but there are infirm WORM a tPbtwr S@"
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        *         *

        *

he holidays
        *         *

would not be the

same wi t ou you. Please. buckle up
and don't

drink and drive.

        *
Season's Greetings from your

Police Department
and the

Keystone Safety Belt Network.
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•

VINCE
Q

w •

 * 

BUCKLE THAT BELT!

M V I ON[ SAFM UAL O VA
MT M[Twom
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Tredyt trin's push., 
on seat belt law 
increases usage

V,lim the Tro is Township
fitft 

^ warammpsm me. 
omm not wearing seat Wto or 

m
the am mmmai up
Ism ^tb um drivais 

During the last few months, 

over 140 tl dft and ndwarningstoto
PC** no punijim 
hia's occcupant^ ntt i we 

Recent surveys in the town. 
ship found that seat belt usage
was about 10 to 13 percent
above the state average ofSS
poems Seat belt wage moo-
stored last year before police 

It lawa s sho - t 
in the town" were Ito 10 

child safety tisee .L.e a toe' lat'w
tai $M m 5nes while seat belt 
violatiaos total i'i in ON. 

Last year, the police deQeet 
meat received the 1990. Keys
tone Safety Belt Network Sher 
Buckle Award for Pennsylvania 
Irw Enft+amentt The award
was for 930 dw. 
at^w 30 best pdide 
education and 
grams, public p^tion of 
^^ octane eo
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T1E SUSURMN AND WAYNE TIMES Tlmndel. SsotwOsr X IW1 

Better buckle up in Tredyifrin!

Sane Tredyffrin police started usage monitored last year bafors Hl way 1iamc Safety Aamiair. 

tt s Helots and warninp - owe police acdv* started mfordas trat3oa. Iaet year an department 
1,0 - tL motorist who don't wear the oo upant restraint laws showed reodwd the 1990 Keystoe Safety 

is belts or provide proper re that seat belt use rats were about Belt Network Silwt Buckle Award 
straint for children, peoph who 6.10 went below the statewide for Peaoeylvaaia law Eafoeae. 
deice is the township are buchlias amww. meat.mw award was sewn to the 
up more Gequsntly. Child safety seat violatism total police department for emsmplny 

Room surveys in the township $84 is mts, safety belt violatiaos dspartmmtal "ho-bek polices, wmdm Owfound that meat belt use was about $a. I 
10-15 pe^t abow the statewide 1ba department's ps is 
aweese sf 56 paromnt. Seat bill bs^iag maoitred by the oTaamal Ow son infara.mnt yo t'i.
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LOCAL ids

WEST CHES11at. PA


PM 2$.733

SUN 35.677


Over 150 am cketed

for seatbellviolaNons


- pbiias is. p . ,
.awl ffi. than 150 to .ad Zlhs peiaa tae cat w..eia6

tic hts.ats cot .Mlbolta i. ice. a da. 
P aaia'a asat bait an wa 1 a siumb batiams two atats 
child MS chat laws is ft aw',u., cows cad 

tl 
m to0sI, p ft bsi^a iasasd tspegneeb
afae+s than 776 tit a cad is a child is $81. 

us N&NWN*gw child rsstMiat Rthat
gnatpecpsom--ruwthispoor. haft i himb. to so 1 ams>t 

Zbo dtpatta•sat's pms^ is be is a. opppachild Mtald
b^ mmifh Id by do Na. ata4 amd tbai tea- aim 1 to 
eiamal Hiphaa j hie Ss1ty T$ is a child aafat7 .s lay. 

a a', 6s of wbats h tba whiela, ar is a soot 
for U S Dspahtbwa of Tram. bolt in for bath asst cab 
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2 11E **JAM A IlMt1g< TEES .. !they Wwtssr 14.1W 

Seatbelt safety 
. sweeps through--ryn-Township. 

Octo. ar and -: rlyy November dlerand infanta. -infants from birth to age 1 
have been busy fthe Tredyffirin The; podipartmiat'i most be man apprgsed chili
Township police department's program u being monitored by the- oaf seat . 
occupant restraint enfommentr Unit.. States'. Department of -Chitdrn from 14 lean .may
program. More than 150 tickets Transppoortrtaation's' .Natlonal be in a child safety net anrwbsn
and warnings have beeng^ pen to T raffic Safe in the vehicle or in a seat belt in 
people for violating Pennsylvania's =later-this-on obesr►ations the beck seat onl 
seat belt and child safety seat laws will be conducted in the township's NHTSA and t Tredyfrin p 
in the last month and a half. shopping center to priwide data. tiq, d p t sit recommend that

that will be used to evalu*s the Since! the start of the program, all children np to 4 rear old be in
effects of the program.earlier this year. over 275 tickets a child safety saL-

The cost assaiatsd for lad *wamnp have been given to violating
area residents in an effort to pro the out belt law is $fti. which JD-

b elude. th.4= and state- t4S and mote seat belt use among dr* 
and passengers as well as full pro CAT Hods: The cbW manger
tscuon to children. especially tod protecdm*n.r lugs falim, 

Mr. 
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9A NSW$ d Ddawtma Coady. Wpdr.aday. MKg1e fl li it

Police spreading the message of automobile safety
By NATALIR SMITH spaesored a display ere Saturday M garment tread Sgt. Gary Hower. Natloeal Highway sad Traffic only-two to M percent N those

AarsclN. ffdllar tie Yaaoe ShoppMgpCoa^ster tube Greeting shoppers Saturday and Safety Administration tdoNsise surveyed stated they always r►
commercials. Also there officersHeverford TowasNp police we handing out bags ft the kids colt- Mreiaed their chddrou hi She car.

trying to make the ear a odor 'Joining posters and stickers wets6,64 sas d child ea1M rw Dennis Anders. and Join Vida. SetweaNleap.u hosed
place for babies and toddlers. Larry 1011icc Jobs Fshsr ► and The state Child Passenger ehHdsafetylawadNpa satd

The Highway Safety In I I at . "we're (ryiy le gat Idsnmstka Vince (deer George CAtlstake) Seidl law Mates: drivers were in lacer at guilts
AN M the geserd public." said 4s - the "crash do.ieo" from the AN drivers are responsible to no eaforcheg safety anal law. lie sethe township police deperl.sN

ewe chits from birth to age port stated.
four ht the appropriate rearaint. The ranks at the were

o Chuksu seder I .sM M In es basically the some In err three

' Childre Ira. l is d should beld I r sew Iha Wd.ale PM d
la as approved car sat bid Igally 1M t/NTSA is to Increase the secs
cas wear a lap bop I. the bad seat pw scarab we for ON children
only ages I to S ad extending the an of

sn from Unit is 4 can popes safety seals let alder ted-
ride N tbs heal aapnptruef tf.ear auly dlerehemlid.0ps dsupto age
IF car sent. 4.

Finn for violetas ion is to plus Al.. IxsperklA Is the use at a f
stud eats or pad of car seat
purchase. ch ldren A is S duchy twists die.

..slued Tip was sea d loom red".
0#1 6, dwee PMYMe1p a ,i a b" co "The Idea b M make

 * aware M usegs oaf the puehles -
haunt HinkAsy Traffic Safety Ad• Hower sail. .
.idMraattllosii for did ode" sal the display In Yaw Shoppitg
end moraine on. -

11 It 17 was
4 The NHTSA seww1 bawd be d oner iagskg graters. far jMpanar Mctwo" now. P. INS and Jan. 35. awareans. Officers (tom the

101. mere than ISIS observa lee al Safety Dlvlslaa we aead-
1 ^^ were eandscted an drivers tries. Is talk at schools or dtlrawsW wall meters In. their volt- . ^^^^ww^ps ebod everything Ins0 fret-

47. des while they were driving In lie lws to ddiIng ender in is,cs..udty shopping cowers In . lasnce of aloohd.II.verfoN. Abisgloa end Toedyflr•
"We can talk so anyone fro.

A t to the upset, In 1M
Officer DenatrAadsraag." o745 cars11obnrvd In Havedij
along with Officer Richard PWOtbwseldp. above N percent at IM
In a program Isasractr.ehildrea up to I year were eb-

Served In child eddy mats, ee Ti arrange for aHigbwiySafety
arses N /eroail d tho teddlere le Depanmeat civilian prograss ter

.b INAM aloft
age S. About 7s percent Of the 715 a school r free %. call the

y eaeMsn lad slippers M Ihs Nav.ftnd tiewnbf! Pubs .sat bybw^y odor display "mil"d Township Police De-e drivers mrvgyed tbsugW ft tm-day M Yaws Caws are "eraob dammlao" Las p (OAkw Jst nachos( suet Vlsee (Sliest WAY they Would ad a Udkd for "now" at 532-3* sad ash l orla wgin (O.rn it Js.se ttiarlsu I. Kevin udtm sy. Sr Chdsssphor 1lehe 4k F
Vials 36 mm redrahhg their chid Iowa no. Hoover.VMla ; err/ idle. asm ^x Vida. w .
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Enforcement planned for 
child safety, seatbelt laws 

The Aa r:«d Tawaehip Pdia bonuses aid ocher aomm 4'y ss► 
Department will be actively gastratiaas are 1o din 
sstordat the wa child "My pollees, msael 
wt sad safety belt laws is the aL .The d e^osi a 
towaship during SPaefnnaylvaaia p^raet hem ft Ps ayty. ia ►e

t^ay 1 i

Y and N!!^D 1^ in pevpnss. Barselad ^ Gs^ep


Up Week (May 1i~?S). Hoover and Officer Deal

The deparnnaat taSe parmta Andsesaa are heft do polies a&


and others to peotaet tbsts ebiidtsn 

MW a ie iy W" am ' 
The police are caodactioga ebad . 

safety NO aid sa^teegt belt peq)set 

mMoooimeid. by the I^tatioeaal HH^ 
way Traffic Safety Admia3a^ 
tesdai. It and= d sdaadan 

PFUNNUUMS
apeodppr iW saf t and saftty

ais Uilulip sa.sfoma
aasmd 

1211 !1 T.W. 
cIdId pea .^ salver suit ai 
solely belt lawn, 

Under the seta law, aD dti^ra 
an to ss^+s ebIWrsn
bam to ap tow its the ap
popriats re train File for via 

IsDd"rs and ^.5 b w seat pea
ssagsrs mist be restraiasd. Floe
for vlladaa is tell. 

lbbo Delaware Coasty
tisleet► 

^ Pe^estioopiiat,'^rgeei 

toil on the peotset. 
An ebuuadm $tagy Of 1.M

commaeiti drive m co doctai 
sarliat do year is tba bwasblP 

shoat I atan Mon 
were ebssrvsd is child se 
ssate. For uoddbes 1 up to 3 rests
old, the rats was a psee_ Bsw,
ev r. fir toddlses 3 vp d S rases
old, eoly n were ab.srwd 
is didd sa of lr rats. Abast n ps► 
cMddo&t ...withsmartdt3. 
area observed was wearing
solely baits, L.... itycob K peso
asst d other osmmm rodents 
^wra betl^led ape Aboat Al pee+aaot
d the driven kaaw at Passs$l• 
eft dsafe yssstandadsty. 

Only N pseesetstood the!
rsslraia dM& dtadess and 

0*0 
a 90 a dckdckat^forr v oladagIM 
laws. Eighty two ps+asst were
saaapy is savor d the pdb
sloe! 4I .loses. - -- . 
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^B PlrIPI Of kMsr►ftt


Safety Seats Being Used In H'ford

A study by Havtimd Pb- always restrain their ebil• other coats, totaling 884 or 

iia idkatm that 9$ pent dren. Only sine percent peootaforssatpedrane, 
of intros medics s ate in. The ant brit law kept • 
ere mwse* an rsatraisd h ou it do by a that all fast am paeaetees 
is child safety seats. The Police my do 83 Pmt be restrained and mates
study being admioisesod by wee strongly m faR of ere : derives tapommbk tr the 
Set Gary Hum and Of6oer Pifix wbcinf the lawn '• ' adves and for cut pamsn•
Dens Anderson is part des The We ebifd FonWm gar wader 18 riding is the
pojact promoting child re- iafety low raquis trot airs. Cafe set The law ADM ML-

we bdt17'lljtr • then be in an approved ca m*dm• for enine of atedi• 
is eog monitored by the seat boa birth to-age one, d orpalehologial e3etsm. 
National Highway Traffic and wear a lap bait in the signed by a pbaidau ddiv-
Safety 4dmisistratles back seat from age one an of times or mrviee I&
08TSA1 Ambling the pa through age fag. Children bide operators driving at 
lie are the Delaware County code fotr years old nut be spastic lam then 15 mph and 
Highway Safety Ptojset. the in as mmind ar sM Hrid.. mating *w u m snips: and 
Ptma ytvatts Tram b)W ing is the front est• . drives of s omobiba nor 
Prevention Project and buss Haverford Polia say aD Lchmed bdore Juy 1,1986. 
nom and community arpai- children uadn four should - fines for violation an $10 
Andaus. rids m ar seats fins tr vE Plus 817.50 cowl cost, 830 

Peonsyivanis Child he- olatioq are 505"plus 81750 for CAT fund, $10 for 1
tenet Safetrwak it arty aatrt Dose, phs 8110 for an mart and 81.50 for JCP had. 
11.18 National Suckle Up CAT fuad plus 811.50 iii lotrling 8dt
w ets May 1$. 

1a s us* at the Irvwsasip

dropping antes nl>icla,is

volved 1,000 drives, police

found that 98 perast of is

600685; , -I at t ma

between am and duet years

old and 41 peoaat of chll

drsn betty-o three and flee

me aid wars is child adsty

stmt


About 71 percent of

drivers with smell chiidres

ware area wearing safety

hair while only 44 pascal at

other community tesidesn

wseabawved buckhd up.


About 93 percent of the

give, brow about'Prmso

vaaia^ eta7d aabty seataad

as" bait kwa Pones

84 psrcast srteaa uaa t>r 4
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per P+rfflt or kwts 

Safety Seats Being Used In H'ford

A sbdy by Haverffd Pa. always restrain their cbD- other co,sdsealing $s4 or

5a iodises thesis peasnt dren. Only nine percent peootdoaatpn^ma 
e[ iesLns travtling m acre m doom it we. likely to Pt a The sat belt by requite
Me m W Oold we restrained tiatat far viaismp tks bwa that as least aunt pea Codas
in Child safety assts. The Police my that 821 cent be restrained and makes 1
so* bring admiaieawed by were steardy m lsvar d the : deicers rapoesar3k: ^ theet
55t Gary lioowr and Ol>la< POEM Nhr*s the iswa mlws and for each pasnw
Deal Aadsesos is part acs .To nosh Chuld paaasuss jr'under 1$ riding in the
project promoting child rs bd ty hew regain tbst float sot The rw allam eve 
s^b and nest helm due be in as appeovad ar eospd m for amain d mm& 
is e^ng monitored by the out ham birth so•age one, d or pspebalogivi anew 
National Highway Traffic and wear a lap belt in the signed by a phld>ao; deila. 
Safe ty'Admisistrsties back seat from age one eves Of geode ar unit: vs
(NH15Al Aswtisg the PD. through age fan. Children bids opantam driving at 
Na are the Delaware County vm • far yaws old must be spuds ism then 1$ mph and 
Highway Safety Proi.et, the m anapteer J as amtifrid.. asking *most stop and 
Pesesyinnis Trsf5c Injury let m the ftaot seett' . drives d sutra helm mmw 
Prevention Project and bud Havrford Police say all faemsad beltre July 11 198L 
sae and comnmWty orgaai. ehildrtn umda'fosr should Pines for violation are $10 
alma. ride in aff seats Foss for vi. plus $17.50 court cost. no 

Pesnsyhania Child Pow olatioa we US phis $1730 for CAT find, $10 for D6 
senger Safetlr Week in nosy cast cost, plus no fordo asssad$1.50fwjCTfun4 
11-1t National Suckle Up CAT land Vim $11.50 is 
Worts Meer 1$ 

be Lady at tbs iswaamp 
shopping centers ski"
volved 1.000 drivem police 
found that 96 percent of in. 
isots. $5 peruat d cbr'Ideea 
6ecaes out and three years 
old and 41 percent of cbS
dees between that and fie 
yes ofd were in chid niq 
sma 

About 71 percent of 
drivers with small children 
was .xen snaring safety 
WIMM UMe nay d peramt d 
eels; community vnidesb 
wasslmrwd budded up. 

About 94 peiesst of the 
drivers knew abmut'itisss* 
vadati field asbty sot and 
safety belt laws. Pbiiae 
44 PWOM land 
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MUTUAL
MQE55 CLIPPING SERVICE INC.

AUG 7, 1991

P 4T sue. PA

NKLY - 3. AS

HAVE A SAFE
SUMMER BUCKLE UP.

YOU
AND YOUR CHILDREN

 * 

Tr NwaAM4 To_amAf1 Pon owwbawt roair Maas
M rodit a r laden m tit a . r a ahaaaal d swim

r «MdM of dpmwU/ 060" by*SEW silt.
Mti. M addW% go -OBa aA _ m tai r..nu >r pobd
tdr ► d dmbaftaeW altNeatiit
"W wA ase wN&Ip. TM M jaNayat - i
a Natlasd Nio.q Trdik Id* 0636dd atlas pr*d that
iwW m wdwmaat den 0Ai/ sd tr toot ad 200 MR

sae as av0aWa iIrMt1 t#a fr/aw11W /t
bntl11 d. i ad" 1db ad d ft a a h > h Santa. In I s ►
hr/ is NO ly od" Nabkt As p.rf4N aPaa. as Malt
utaaat hard br Ma nooks. In MOM OW *lWW 9118
mama. 11th ptaadimel Oskar Palest ftkaa.A, alas
Na.ad Wafts ad qt. Say Nanar, sae Mew AM Vida
as Gram aid vatlatl Back, dOm d Nw•sbw root.
Mat Loaf Oal s d RaDs., his. RWaa i raip a S IM an
,totessMtdMimi 0- .

,u

0
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Buck Up
.`

-,otd
AMEW

 * 

Get the message?
offed" TOWN" PayN

..b°i' scow" ..i
Is. W D"wsbd bIP wsaIM
:::;,Noy assMsa l a blw

alai s TW i^Ias i
.a).m..,n "n Iw I

IBM Is sstkft w Ow

AbaWwRodw ss/ P.
"A NRM =i&

asIat w
sss h1 q 1M ISWalM l.w.

nip^Wer
AMSa pule .pWMi.ta^at d X
ssbss.tssat sOsR W WM kw^

* of brtlls^ sP T. bat, do
t kw dad wssaaas btw
ws W pusssgsas w ^Isl^dsas s/
Ike ssMt^ blt sad c MW sdsp
no ktss. Tb Psss.DOT Pstat
srI ad, beloM- ad" adstan
t.wt d IUQa^ loss by .sst
b fftm vl "n& TIN "MW
- .Cd"db -a as}
deg" w WiN Osaar
hslntetha slll bob rysar. •

rnllas ^" Akarsr ssy m.
:M ti PwWDOT w Rat CLs
:M by (loll). PI Msd bl
as 6r sill risk an boil.

a. mr r - soils Vlas. W LAM irtklla w
aIa (has Mh) Craiwwsr
WW iwes. pulls. LL J.nn

- 710 boy I
on MNVABBC

 *

ANMI-
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MANVIOM Pam

"Balm SM Mi. Nl

14LY-3. WS

Beware On West Chester Pike
OF'o

Buckle Up
.^A

 * 

7UaNWWbdTaadir%ft9"WW atbmdoftrdiabtarbaa ,wa!farMafiaaarpmtJa*NpW

on to wca, via Mai1M r Lam&ba ittM Mm I. pdmbo Aft Vbb ad
•aMa t flkMuo^i ad oi^l^aaFW Oda trI ' * s VbM •a Tad Oaaa^. bon adab tact h mod{ MM. A
Ice aii pwdc*i S M a MMlaad Miwawc Trdlia aatoo AdmbWWis peat bwIV aaw aaw"a - ;Mwri Ms mo.
IneMa ' ad pooMW wai d la adaaaaaM ar bmft of W haaa Maw dlsd^ •baa ad
Maven floaa aap lyas $M r !L /alas aw dm part pft b a P OT pyaat kwbliS bawwa4 riaoomd d
- __ ad* ia. um Oadr P%L IMrb N i aaq anaaa .
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2Ar-,kws of Delaware Count, Wadnasdty. (3) October 2. 1991 

Study: Seat belt usage up in township

the 'lbe dspartmsnt was reoeady Aaierf^ord T v Ds. Tear bedan pallor storied

Partmeat activel Bdr Nat^+ra* Budde Award IN ticketsaod ware p more than^ pis on-aim la ibow► s^tisat bolt for Pmaaylsaia Law Eofarmwho are not following Pmosylna seeps now in the aowo ft were :neat. The award is given to paifa a's rea Wt laws, abort 10 peraaet below the stets. d"arnmem wft emu do. to data NoUscted for wide avers. 
the National Highway Traffic Child safety asst vidadoos total e and propSafety Administration, recent iM in costs; safety belt viol-dm- I'mm ofnot mmm ^ the M in Now. The polio: are alas redaedroe mdw^ py that net e ate tswmAip = as m for dome TJO. The award will be presented at the locations was Ito 12 percent obese m y Safety Carthe statewide asarap at SS Per* ammat in tickets. tatsvoce Oct. UW. 
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MAIN UNE SUNDAY, Otlnb^r 13.1991 - 5 

Study: Seat Belt Usage Up 
In Haverford Township 
Dur* the usage rata bathe nownship were 

Ha ord Town fhiipp P ^ 
enteu has ven out 

cb and giawwarning
who are not following P` 

s 
aboat l0 peraot blow the stst♦ 

^tlda safety seen sioia = total 
teaei. at in coats; sdety belt vielaticaa, 

a's occupant restraint laws. ir®m costs. no police are also 
According to data collected for giving an warnings for these the National Highway Tra1 c latiaos, with second warnings r► Safety Administration, recent in dckslts. surreys by the department tamd 1be department, was recently that seat belt use at three township 

gig the Hot Keystoes Sateq beabons was use to 12 pero®t 
above the statewide average of SS Belt Nowak Sneer Buckle Award 
peromt Seat belt usage monitored for Pemsylvada Law Eofoeco 
last year before the police started meat. The award will be peeeested 

vr.ly at the co..tuor's Highway softy 
stram laws sl owed belt code - today. 
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News of Delaware County, (3) Wednesday, October 16. 1991 -JA 

Safety

lauded

By MARY BBTe LAUZI 

Carrvspe ±ut 
The effort Haverhrd Township 

police have put into adue tied the 
public about highway safety and 
the venter d weatrtg leaf belts 
u pgiop aQ - is noo^ottiao from 
the state and from the Keysosne. 
Automobile Club. 

The Governor's Safety
Award was pprreesssea to police at a 
Oct 11 coerferemee for making an 
outstanding aamribution at the 
cause d highway safety. 

But Police Chief Howard Waltoo 
is most proud of the Silver Buckle 
Aware preseod to the depsrt
meat from the 1Cefstooe Safety 
Belt Network which recopizaS the 
deparmnmts aalleoee m
jog safety belt and child safety 
seat awareness. 

"We are very stand." Walm 
Said. "we are honored that the 
state has recognized the efforts d 

t the police department and its 
me." 

Walton said Haverkrd's depart-
mat was the only Delaware 
CO de siopl d 

Walton said be and thedepart. 
mast began a program of educe-
tin and awareness lie year. More 
than 4,000 studeo s were reached 
when police wet to schools in the 
community stressing the im

of wearbig 
HeHe said the otber goals of the de
partmeoLim s bee.fa series for 
more compliance. He am warm
ing have been issued on the read. 
and a few citations have also beam 
brad when anatbeld were not 

were not pee f 
sell moaioet 
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News d DMawat County, (3) Wednesday. DDcanber 4, 1991 - 5A

Child seats checked .
Members of the Haverford NEWBORN TO 4 TODDLERTownship PaZce Htgbway Safety

Depardmant will be m the lsanoa NAME-BRAND
Slopping Center Saturday from 10 CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
a. to soon and at the Clover
Store from IV-m. to 3 p.m. webs* AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
child safety seats.

Police will be available to an. 10% OFF ANY PURCHASE
ewer a, 7 qusstiooi the public may 'Mum 1RAMX NMCbI/D".
have cu using child safety seats
and on seat belt safety. gAmop0 1 elm in OUILTEZ POLLY FLANDERS

They will be working menaoajanc. Vaal semb N PAs GOODLAD A ALEXIS
Lion with Lorrie W , eoordl- 9pfilpfid4 PA lWW ------- 0.
nator of the Pennsylvania TraMc 544-7170 . bft hoodbgrtda,
injury Preveatioo jest. habbows,

MUMThe event is part of a township Mawr mobffo% altooo9
wide seatbelt safety program. Mon.fn. 10 A*"

A& 10 W-VU Was »:3" pu

 * 
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APPENDIX J


CHILD SAFETY BELT MESSAGE, CARDS
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APPENDIX K


CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE.




Table K-1. Drivers (with Young Children) Observed 

Intervention Phase 

Community Pre- Post- Total 

Trodyffrin 774 681 1,455


Haverford 914 881 1,795


Abington- 831 481 1,312 

Total 2,519 2,043 4,562

Comparison site 

Table K-2. Young Children Observed 

Intervention Phase 

Community Pre- Post- Total 

Tred).frin Up to 1 134 102


1 up to 5 703 637


S to 9 114 137


Total 951 876 1,827

IMMMIMMM^


Haverford Up to 1 108 145


I up to 5 949 884


S to 9 183 175


Total 1,240 1,073 2.313


Abington' Up to 1


1 up to S 743 433


5t09 209 137


Total 1,065 654 1,719 

Grand Total 5.859 

' Comparison site 

K-1
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Table K-3. Driver Age Category 
(Percentages) 

Age 

Tredyffrin 

Intervention Phase % 

Haverford 

Intervention Phase % 

Abington 

Intervention Phase % 

Prue- Post Prue- Post- Pm- Post 
INIIIIII 111101 SOME MEMEMOMMIN 

Las than 30 16.6 12.8 20.5 21.1 21.7 14.7 s 

3 tto 39 75.3 70.6 69.4 66.4 62.8 68.4 

,40 and over 8.1 16.6 10.0 12.4 15.5 16.9 a-

Total Sample 704 640 818 - 804 715 468 

- Comparison site 

Table K-4. Driver Time from Last Stop 
1 (Percentages) 

Tredyifrin Haverford Abington 

Time (in Intervention Phase S Intervention Phase % Intervention Phase % 
minutes) 

Pre- Post Pre- Post Pre . Post 

0-5 39.2 40.3 28.1 29.1 34.9 37.9 

5-10 37.7 35.5 43.2 38.7 35.7 35.6 

10.15 15.5 15.8 19.9 20.8 20.0 18.6 

15-30 6.3 7.6 7.8 10.8 7.6 7A 

30-60 1.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 1.7 0.2 

More than 60 0 D 0 0 0.2 0.2 

Total Sample 607 563 627 750 605 404 

- Comparison site 

Table K-S. Driver's Distance from Last Stop 
(Percentages) 

K-2




Table K-7. Vehicle Type 
(Percentages) 

Tredylfrin Hairerford Abhigton' 

Type of Intervention Phase Intervention Phase Intervention Phase 
Vehicle X16 % 

Observed 
Prr Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-

Passenger Car 56.2 SS.2 S4.S 53.0 46.4 40.8 

Station Wagon 24.5 22.1 .24.2 23.4 32.3 31.6 

Mini-Van 11.4 14.6 9.2 16.8 11.1 15.9 

Van 2.1 1.3 7.0 1.9 1.5 2.2 

Pickup 1.0 1.1 1.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 

Jeep-Type 4.8 S.4 3.1 4.3 7.7 8.4 

Other 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total Sample 808 480 880 880 737 667 

Comparison site 

9 
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Table K-S. Driver's Distance from Last Stop 
(Percentages) 

Tredyffrin Haverford, Abington 

Distance Intervention Phar % Intervention Phase S Intervention Phase % 
(mileage) 

Pre- Post- Pre- Pest- Pre- Post

0-.5 11.8 10.4 4.4 8.5 14.4 13.3 

.5-1 6.8 8.4 3.8 6.5 6.8 10.8 

1-3 43.9 47.5 57.3 49.3 43.0 41.6 

3-5 21.1 18.8 20.4 20.4 18.4 19.0 

5-10 13.1 12.1 11.9 12.7 13.7 12.0 

10.15 2.0 2.1 1.5 2.1 2.5 2.3 

More than 15 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.4 1.2 1.0 

Total Sample 601 560 613 706 370 399 

' Comparison site 

Table K-6. Frequency of Visits Per Week 
tges) 

Tredyffrin Haverford Abington' 

Visits (per intervention Phase S Intervention Phase % ' Intervention Phan S 
week) 

Pre- Pest- Pra Pat- Pre- Post 

0-1 12.0 13.4 45.1 36.9 21.4 25.6 

1-2 31.6 29.9 38.1 34.7 41.1 37.8 

2-3 22.0 16.4 9.1 13.2 19.1 13.2 

3-5 25.0 28.5 4.5 9.7 14.7 14.4 

More than 3 9.3 11.8 3.1 5.5 3.7 7.0 

Total Sample 591 561 616 712 598 402 

Comparison site 

K-3 
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